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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Significance of the Problem
Many students, especially boys, often express a definite 

dislike and, at times, an aversion to poetry when the poems are leng. 
At the same time they show great lack of appreciation for the in

spiring, engaging and the enriching of emotional life values of 

this— the greatest of the fine arts.^
Now the most valuable asset in life is the power of appreci

ation. To develop this power is one of the primary ends of educahm. 

It is the essence of wisdom to sense comparative values. Thus one is 
enabled to single out the difference between the wheat and the chaff, 

the true and the false, the genuine and the tawdry. One who discerns 

the beauties of nature is constantly discovering new wonders in the
world of seas, stars, sunsets, and mountains and grows great in the

2contemplation of the earth's majestic manifestations.
Moreover, Magner would have us know that:

Music, art, literature, science, history— all hold a 
wealth of enjoyment and personal enrichment for the indi
vidual who has learned to understand and appreciate them

^John R. Biggans, "A Psychological Aspect of the Teaching 
of Poetry in the High School," Catholic School Interests, VIII 
(January, 1930), pp. h03-^0$.

2James A. Magner, Personality and Successful Living, p. 170. 
Milwaukee: Bruce Publishing ^o., 19^5.
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Human nature itself becomes a fruitful study only when one 
has learned to recognize and to prize virtue and character.
All these powers are treasures of the mind, developed slowly 
by experience, guidance, reading, observation, travel, medi
tation and prayer; and so long as the mind continues to 
function even though material fortunes disappear they re
main an abiding consolation. It has been truly said that 
the wise man, the man of developed appreciation, carries 
his wealth always with him. 3

Moreover, Biggans, instructor in education at De Paul Uni
versity, writes?

In the opinion of many, presenting poetry to the adoles
cent is an unenviable task. A large number of high school 
instructors think that the directing of learning in the 
field yields unfruitful results. The fact that to date 
many articles have been appearing in our various educational 
journals on the subject of "Conducting Poetry Courses" points 
out a general dissatisfaction, and an attempt towards ad
justment.^

Furthermore, if poetry looms as a spectre to a teacher no undue 
amount of imagination is required to visualize the trepidity that 
fills the mind of youth when a first approach is made in this field. 

"The ideals of present day boys and girls of adolescence are perme
ated with materialism, so much so that everything is balanced on the

5scales of its philosophical premises," admonishes Biggans.
He further states?
For the American boy reasons thus: How can poetry 

perfect me in the ordinary experience of a lawyer, a 
physician, a dentist, or a captain of industry? I shall 
not earn more or less because I know poetry. He fails to 
understand the maxim, "Not by bread alone doth man live."^

3lbid.. pp. 170-171.
^Biggans, oj3. cit., p.
-'Ibid.. p. ^03.
^Ibid.
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A second reason often hearg when expressions of dislike for
verse are given, is "I am not interested." If this be the situation,

the teacher may consider herself ay responsible for the failure. It
7is the duty of each teacher to arouse interest in all subjects.

Furthermore, Sister M. Philip persuades:

An effective way to the heart of Youth lies through the 
maze of his sharp and keen emotions. And because poetry, 
especially Catholic poetry, has the power of elevating and 
sanctifying emotion, it is up to the teaching profession to 
place it within the reach of our boys and girls.

But how can we do this? How combat the present opposition 

to a media of expression with which our students are sometimes wholly 

unacquainted, and a subtlety of appeal to which they are often unre

sponsive?

Significantly contributory is the following response:

But youth loves to sing, and verse choir or choric speech 
right in the classroom contains, I think, the open sesame to 
the problem. There are always, of course, a select few who 
Could be beautifully trained. But Our Concern here is with 
the average high school clasy, for Beauty should be not a 
delicacy for the few, but common bread for the multitude.

And we, upon whose shoulders lies the responsibility 
of leading youth to enjoy poetry, need above all thingy 
dauntlessness and daring to weather the vicissitudes 
inseparable from the venture, namely the initial unre
sponsiveness or the glance of cold appraisal with which 
our enthusiasm may be received. For youth is paradoxical 
and frequently seeming apathy or sophistication is a mere 
cloak for shyness."

^Ibid., p. iiOli.
g
"Letter and lecture cards from Sister M. Philip, C.S.C. 

Saint-Mary-of-the-Wasatch, Salt Lake City, Utah, (May 15^8).
Îbid. . .

*



Statement of the Problem

A lifetime interest and enjoyment has been sustained by the 

present writer in drama, music, singing, but especially in poetry.

The inspiration for this study in interpretative reading was subtlety 
seeded as a result of having read "Poetry the Painless Way." Sister 

M. Annette, S. L., Loretta Academy, Kansas City, Missouri, is the 

author of this inspirational article published in the March, 19iti?

issue of The Grade Teacher.
* The study will show, at least partially, the striking reduc

tion in frequency of a dislike or even, at times, an aversion for 

poetry expressed on the part of adolescents, by an effective use of 

the so-called "verse-speaking choir technique" in the classrooms of 
American secondary schools. Numerous teachers have experienced this 

same problem in their classrooms, but little seems to have been done 

to solve it. Moreover, the investigator aims to make clear the re
current acceptance of choral speaking as a unique aid efficient means 
of education, by tracing it historically and chronologically from 

its origin to its most recent reforms. Furthermore, by pointing out 

the values, aims and latent potentialities of the communal art she 
will attempt to unfold to present day educators the vital necessity 

for according chorus reading a definite and a permanent place in the 

programs of American high schools. For pointedly it has been stated 
that:

Educators must halt on their forward march long enough 
to admit humbly that their profession is important but 
that they themselves are important only in so far as they



accept the responsibility of doing their "important work" 
along lines which most command their attention.^0

Verse-speaking technique demands special training for all 
English teachers. In this way we can attain a well integrated pro

gram in our schools for teaching the lost and gentle art which ofiers 
certain and invaluable aid to the speaking, interpretation and ap
preciation of poetry, particularly so, in a world now striving for 

international understanding.

Definition of Terms

Previous to entering a discussion of employing the technique 

of oral choirs in secondary classrooms as a medium for teaching an 

appreciation of poetry it will be helpful to present the meaning of 
terms used in this dissertation?

Oral choirs.— An oral or verse-speaking choir purports to 

amplify an individual interpretation of a poem, just as an orchestra 

amplifies the solo rendition of a musical composition. Mark the ward 

interpretation. Webster defines the word interpret in this sense: 

to construe or give a particular force or meaning to, as in the light 
of individual belief or judgment, as to interpret a poem.^

Poem.— Walsh says:

A poem is a self-expression on the part of the poet 
to his fellowmen in a pattern of rhythmical phrases. His

^Sister Virginia Kuckelman, O.S.B., "Teaching Home Living 
to Boys in Secondary Schools," p. 10. Unpublished Master's thesis, 
Department of Education, Creighton University, Omaha, 19^8.

*^tose Walsh, quoted in Marguerite De Witt and others, Practical 
Methods of Choral Speaking, p. 12$). Boston: Expression Co., 19351
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spiritual self takes concrete form in the written word 
and embodies the activity of his sense, imagination, 
emotion, intellect and will.

Appreciation.— To quote Walsh further:

In turn, as the responsive reader pursues the written 
page, his similar self powers are aroused. This is poetry 
appreciation. It becomes the office of the oral inter
preter to sustain that harmonious concurrent self-activity 
and by the exercise of his will to express himself to his 
fellowmen by means of the spoken word.13

The mechanism by which we appreciate is probably subtler than 

those means by which we perform most other mental acts. In reason

ing, for example, there is always a problem to be solved, a situation 

to be met, a purpose to be realized. We then consider the resources 

that may be of some help in the solving of the problem, or the real

izing the purpose, "thinking through" the possible ways in which the 

means may be adapted to the end that we have in mind. Whether one 

reasons, or thinks, either is a delayed, deliberate process without 
a mystery.^

For as Hayward admits:

Appreciation, moral and aesthetic, seems to come as a 
subtle awakening or a sudden flash. It is not surprising 
to find appreciation regarded by many educators as some
thing that is too personal and intangible to be suscep
tible to actual training in schools.%

12

13,
Ibid.. p. 130.
Ibid., p. 131.

^Frank H. Hayward, The Lesson in Appreciation, p. 1. 
York: The Macmillan Co., 1929.

^Ibid., p. 2.

New
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But something can be done. First impressions are privileged 

impressions. From one's daily experience it can be readily proved 

that first impressions bear a significance to our concrete and daily 
life. These same principles pilot the realm of art. First impres
sions of poetry, music, and to a lesser extent, scenes, statues, or 

institutions are privileged impressions. These impressions are simple, 
spontaneous, and actually more intense, than any that may follow.

For these reasons, the first impression is of extraordinary educa

tional importance, and the failure of educators to recognize its 
importance is a measure of the failure of education in the task of 
teaching appreciation.***^

Certainly in the lesson in aesthetic appreciation the prin
ciple of first impressions is all-significant, and the teacher of 

appreciation should lavish care and thought upon making the first 

impressions which students receive from works of art red-lettered 

impressions. The greater the work of art the greater care and thou^it 

should the educator lavish. Poetry or music that is commonplace may 
be treated in a commonplace way; but the higher the material with 
which he deals rises above the level of the commonplace, the higher 

ought the teacher's method also rise. For advises Hayward:

To spoil a work of beauty by clumsy or hasty presenta
tion is an aesthetic crime of large magnitude. The teacher 
who commits it deserves little mercy, just as, conversely,

I6lbid.. p. 3
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he who rises to the full majesty of the occasion deserves 
all the recognition and reward that our educational systems 
can supply.1?

Medium.— Again, Walsh says:
Such a process is indeed a true thing. It is a great art. 

Just as literature is truth pressed home with all the re
sources of the living man through the medium of the written 
word, oral interpretation is the truth of literature, as the 
individual sees it, pressed home with all the resources of 
the living man through the medium of the spoken word. °

Methods of Procedure

In the preparation of this study the following methods were 
employed. First, in order to organize a questionnaire a year was 

spent in the study of the values, types or methods and the techniques 

of choric speech. Likewise did the writer aim to learn of the choioe 

of material made in beginning courses; problems, if any, encountered; 

the amount of previous training had in grade school; whether choral 

speaking had been taught throughout the four years of secondary edu
cation. Finally, an attempt has been made to ascertain the attitudes 
of secondary choric speaking directors toward a definite and perma

nent place in American high school programs for this art. This work 

was begun in July, 19h$, and concluded in July, 19^6.

Next a questionnaire was organized and sent to authorities 

in the field of choric art. Before sending the questionnaire to the 
schools, the writer submitted it to and obtained the approvals of 
Henry Martin Barzun— originator and co-founder of Modem Expression

*^Ibid., p.
l%alsh, og. cit., p. 132.
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of Choric Art both in France and in America— and that of Agnes Curren 

Hamm— director of the Milwaukee Verse-speaking Choir— who, incident

ally, suggested question 36 for the questionnaire. This question
naire was then sent to two hundred school?throughout the States in 

what was an attempt at a geographical cross section survey. Data, 
too, concerning the actual secondary classroom experimentation on 
teaching and directing poetry choirs on the part of special teachers 

from various high schools have been voluntarily contributed to this 
study.' These data and results, together with the interpretation of 
the questionnaire form the bulk of this investigation and will be 

found in Chapter V.
Then, to find the schools where choral speaking is being 

taught presently, the writer sent a statement to each of the forty- 
eight State Boards of Education. Responses were returned from forty- 

six or about ninety-six per cent— New York and Idaho being the only 

two states not heard from even after a second solicitation. Since 

insufficient data were received from this source, the writer asked 

for similar data from various county and city boards, public and pri

vate high schools, and from present and former directory of speaking 

choirs. Correspondence began July, 19lj.6, and continued until October^ 
19^8. The results of these data are collected in Chapter IV. A copy 

of the statement sent to the various places will be found in Appen
dix A of this work.

Lastly, personal and letter interviews were made with profes
sional and non-professional choric directors, supervisors of music,
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directors of the division of instruction, superintendents and associ

ate superintendents of public schools, high school supervisors, state 
music supervisors, commissioners of the Department of Education, di

rectors of guidance, heads of university speech departments, university 

professors, dramatic directors and instructors, chairmen of the de

partments of public speaking, county superintendents, and an ex-presi
dent of the Poetry Society of America.

Other sources of data made in this study were theses, numer
ous articles on choric speech found in recent professional books, 

magazines, newspapers and programs. Auditions of choric records have 

been heard. Likewise, personal experimentation in choric speech in 

English classes with different groups has been carried on. This was 
done as another means of determining the value of the effective use 
of the technique of oral choirs in secondary classrooms employed as 
a medium for teaching an appreciation of poetry.

In general, the object of this study is to survey the various 

aspects in the choral speaking program of American secondary schools 
as they tend to reveal any adoption of the present general practices 

and trends today. The writer attempted to secure primary data, to 
draw significant conclusions, to offer valuable suggestions pertinent 
to the teaching of choral speaking in American high schools. It is 
hoped that the material made available through this work may serve as 
a basis for evaluating the program in choral choir work in the high 
schools of the Nation.



CHAPTER II

RELATED LITERATURE

This chapter includes abstracts of five theses dealing with 

the various phases of choral speaking and sixty-seven articles from 
professional magazines stressing related matter.

A STATISTICAL STUDY OF THE EFFECT OF SPECIFIED 
'DISTRACTIONS' ON FREQUENCY OF STUTTERING

* iby Virginia M. Barber

Two experiments were carried on to furnish the material for 

this thesis. The first is a study in chorus reading showing that ih 
subjects read fourteen 5'00-word passages in a series of situations 
including variations of the factors involved. A significant reduc

tion in frequency of stuttering is found in all of the distraction 
situations except in one where the stutterers read nonsense sylla
bles while the subject read meaningful material. Another study is 

made of the distractions effect of various rhythms, speech rhythms, 
and rhythmic sensory stimulation. Results showed that all of the 

distraction situations effected a significant reduction in frequency 

of stuttering. Finally, this study offers conclusive evidence that 
stuttering is not a phonetic disturbance.

^-Virginia M. Barber, "A Statistical Study of the Effect of 
Specified 'Distractions' on Frequency of Stuttering," pp. 1-60. 
Unpublished Master's thesis, Department of Education, University 
of Iowa, Iowa City, 1939.
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THE EXTENT TO WHICH CHORAL SPEAKING MAY AID HIGH SCHOOL 
PUPILS IN THE ENJOYMENT OF POETRY

2by Janice R. Schampain
In this study experiments are made with two groups— an ex

perimental and a control. The purpose of the experiment was to de
termine the extent to which the method of choral speaking may aid 

high school pupils in the enjoyment of poetry. This method was used 

with the experimental group, while the usual method of individual
interpretation was used with a control group. A major conclusion

*
or result gives stress to the fact that the accepted method of teach

ing poetry— the type of lesson given to the control group— was the 

better method of teaching pupils to judge what good poetry is, thus 
enabling them to enjoy worthwhile poetry. The gain attained by the 
control group over the experimental group is also stated, while a 

significant conclusion is drawn from the facts presented.

CHORAL SPEAKING IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS
3by Marguerite McKinley Kurz

This thesis covers the benefits, methods, advantages and 
dangers in using choric speech as a group activity for school or 
civic purposes. Useful information bearing on the use of choric

2Janice R. Schampain, "The Extent to Which Choral Speaking 
May Aid High School Pupils in the Enjoyment of Poetry," pp. l-$0. 
Unpublished Master of Science in Education thesis, The School of 
Education, The College of the City of New York, New York, 19^0.

^Marguerite McKinley Kurz, "Choral Speaking in Public SchodLs^ 
pp.-1-SOt Unpublished Master's thesis, Department of Education, Ohio 
State University, Columbus, 19^0.
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speech in the public school curriculum was gathered showing the pos

sible values of the subject in the training of youth to a fuller 

practice and appreciation of the beauty of poetry and prose when 

orally interpreted. Further, this study contains a brief history 

of the growth and the spread of this movement in this and in other 
countries; the possible advantages of its use; a brief description 

of ideas and work o some of the leading exponents of the movement; 

devices and mediums commonly employed in choric speech training; 
materials adaptable to various levels and grades; the qua lif ications  

of a good director of choral speech; and a short account of an ex

periment in attempting to use choric speech in a public school.
The problem involved in this thesis was the investigation 

of the subject of choral speaking in order to learn of its values, 

to help promote the idea, and to experiment with it. The findings 

of an experiment in choric speech as indicated in this study with a 

group of twenty-eight ninth graders revealed seven resultant factors 

as well as a threefold commendation of the choric-speaking art.

CHORAL SPEECH 

by Mary Lou Culp^

In this investigation the following aspects of choric speech 
are made? history of choral speech; problems of choral speech; 

values and dangers; patterns of interpretations; choral speech for

^Mary Lou Culp, "Choral Speech," m, -1-13^  Unpublished 
Master's thesis, Ohio State University, Columbus, 19^0.



prayers in verse and Bible interpretation, and the place of choral 

speech in the study of poetry. Techniques and values are stated as 

a result of detailed study. There is evidence, too, that verse- 
choirs can be used as an effectual method of teaching poetry, and 
as vitalizers of poetry in the classroom. Moreover, indication is 

made that poetry is basically an oral art, and that the degree of 

enjoyment depends upon participation and sharing experiences with 
others. Commendation is made of choric speech in the study and ap
preciation of poetry. Attempts, too, have been made to solve, at 
least partially, the various problems that persons interested in 

choral interpretation of poetry may meet. The data collected in 
this study tend to show the infancy of choral speaking as foreshad
owing a future replete with brilliance.

ON A PROPOSED PROGRAM FOR CHORIC SPEECH IN HIGH SCHOOL 

by Sister Marie Carol Hurley, O.P.^

This thesis includes a brief history of the choric speech 

movement, a discussion of the educational and theatrical values of 
choral speech, problems in choral speech work, an interpretation of 
the personal and letter interviews made with teachers of the art, 

and a proposed program in choral speaking for special occasions as 
well as for four years of high school work.

^Sister Marie Carol Hurley, O.P., "A Proposed Program for 
Choric Speech in High School," gp. 1-70. Unpublished Master's thesis^ 
Department of Education, Catholic University of America, Washington,
D. C., 19ii5.



An experiment was carried on in choral speaking with two 
groups of sophomore English students of fairly equal abilities. Che 

group had choral speaking as an extra-curricular subject; the other 
had none. Results of this test show an improved oral reading of the 
first group. The summary indicates the educational and the theatri

cal values of choric verse, and declares its adoption by numerous 

elementary and progressive high schools. Stress is placed upon the 
task that remains to make it possible for more people to participate 

in choral speaking so that there may be a renewed pride in correct 
speech, a revival of the art of oral poetry, and that more recogni
tion of the value of group achievement may be accorded.

Abstracts of magazine articles.— The various phases of cho
ral speaking studied are: aims of verse-speaking choirs; methods of 
procedure; qualifications for choir directors; educational, social, 

creative, psychological, and spiritual values; unison speaking; achieve

ment of a love for poetry through the technique of verse-speaking; rea

sons for a dislike of poetry; the use of movement; and the advocating 
of a proper place for choral speaking in the curriculum of the Nation's 
high schools.

In studying the aims of verse-choirs as pointed out in the 

sixty-seven articles used, the writer found that Sanderson speaks of 
them thus:

The aims remain the same for all ages. As a choir, 
we wish to broaden and deepen our appreciation of poetry, 
enjoy it together, and share our enjoyment with others.
. . . .  to make our individual voices more effective
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instruments of expression, . . . .  to use bodily expres
sion........  We wish to speak distinctly so that people
will hear all we say. And especially do we want our inter
pretations to be the result of everyone's contribution.°

According to Downs the aim of the choir is to "imbue the 
child with the spirit of the poet and his poem, so that every child, 
even the shy . . . .  shall make the poet's thought his own."^

While comparing Swann's and Gullan's purposes in training a; 
choir, Crawford offers this criticism:

Miss Swann tries to get unity of thought, while retain
ing individuality of expression. She does not aim at a 
perfect choir, but to lead the child to desire the perfect 
thing. Hiss Gullan's aim is different; her ideal is perfec
tion in the verse choir. Therefore she attacks the problem 
directly. She trains. Miss Swann strives in general for 
an easy conversational tone. Miss Gullan's choir gives an- 
effect a little less near to speech— more like recitative.

That the "greatest function of the choral-reading choir is
othe bringing together of youth and poetry" is the belief of Williams. 

But a teacher in the primary grades claims that training in oral 
choir work

. . . . helps the child learn to read, gives him an oppor
tunity to become socialized, . . . .  creates an interest

^Virginia Sanderson, "Choirs That Speak," English Journal, 
XX (June, 1931), 463.

7Sophie W. Downs, "Speech-Chorus Work in the Elementary 
Schools of Germany," English Journal, XXII (December, 1936), 670.

^Mary M. Crawford, "Speech Choirs in Europe," Quarterly 
Journal of Speech, XXIII (February, 1937), 443.

oHelen D. Williams, "You Might Like the Verse-Speaking 
Choir," Quarterly Journal of Speech, XXVIII (February, 1942), 4l.
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in poetry and teaches appreciation of literature. There 
is an increased enjoyment of literature read in those 
grades.10

"Working toward a definite end, such as the presentation of 

a choric program, is a decided advantage for a speech choir," main

tains Sister Mary Philip, "as it establishes at once a goal to be 
achieved."^

Another author puts forth these results to be accomplished 

in choir speaking:
. .. . intelligent oral reading . . . .  increase in vo
cabulary; good voice production; a greater appreciation 
of poetry; and more opportunity for timid children to take 
part in group activity.12

According to Friedman oral choirs could aim at "vitalizing 
lessons in mathematics, social studies, science, or oral and written, 
original composition."^

As to methods of procedure in forming classes into choirs, 
Sister Marion instructs:

Each student reads a quatrain, preferably without 
strong rhythm so as to have the pupil read in a per
fectly natural tone. High pitched voices are used as

10Ida G. Reath, "Tour Choral Speaking Class." Grade Teacher, 
LIX (September, 19^3), 36.

11Sister Mary Philip, C.S.C., "Singing Youth," Ave Maria. 
LXIV (August, 19^6), 199.

12John W. Stine, "Choral Reading Enlivens Poems," Instructor, 
XLVI (April, 19^6), 20.

^Irving R. Friedman, "Speaking of Choral Speaking,"
English Journal, XXXVI (February, 19^7), 9$.
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models for the first choir while medium or low voices 
serve for second or third parts. ^

In training children to do choral speaking, Lorberg has a

successful method of procedure:
. . . .  first, to read the poem aloud........ Next, if
the poem manifests marked dance possibilities, she may ask 
them to rise and move about in response to the music and 
rhythm, . . . .  As soon as the children have in mind the 
pattern of the selection they are ready for silent speech. 
. . . .  Her problem then is to^see that they maintain smooth 
and pleasing tonal qualities. ^

An experimenter with verse choirs, Marble, explains that 
"most of the time was spent in reading the poems aloud— as solos, 
as school readings, as combinations of the two, or as solos for 
various voices."^

Since the chorus recitation of poetry is a technique in the 

enterprise of poetry recitation, Mones gives this general procedure 
for training such a choir:

(l) students are grouped according to voice types as deter
mined by their speaking voices; (2) each group is trained in 
voice unison; (3) poems are selected and studied for inter
pretation; (ii) the entire group socializes a discussion on 
(a) what parts may be chanted or sung, (b) what parts are 
to be read as solo or chorus, (c) what parts may serve as 
spoken fugues, (d) what parts may be reinforced with musical

^Sister Marion, "We Do A Vachel Lindsay," Catholic School 
Interests, XIII (September, 193^)^ 39.

Aileen D. Lorberg, "Choral Speaking an Effective Approach 
to the Appreciation of Poetry," Grade Teacher, LIV (May, 1937), 7it.

16Anna T. Marble, "Experiment in Choral Verse-Reading," 
English Journal, XXVI (September, 1937), $77.
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effects, (e) what parts may serve as refrains, (f) what 
parts may be dramatized or spoken in dialogue, (g) what 
parts may be spoken by various voice sections, (h) what 
different parts may be spoken in unified harmony ar as 
responses, (i) what voice backgrounds may be employed; 
and (5) these poems are produced under student direction?'

Summarizing the highpoints in organizing a speech choir, Sis

ter M. Brian suggests the following: size and arrangement of groups,
1 Ofirst lessons, refrain, antiphonal, and cumulative and unison types.

In studying the methods and procedures of the old and the new schools,
19Corey noticed contrasting changes. Creativeness of today's edu-

*
cational system is emphasized. Before forming a spoken chorus,
Rust learned what interested children most in the movies and the

radio. As a result of this investigation, she chose ballads and
narrative poems. For a fourth grade speech choir project, Anderson

and Anderson made a plan from which they evolved seven valuable 
21procedures. Again, through the medium of nursery rhymes, Gordon

made her approach to the development of choral speaking 22 She

l?Leon Mones, "Principles and Methods of Choral Recitation," 
English Journal, (High School Edition), XXVI (October, 1937), 656.

18Sister M. Brian, O.P., "Starting a Verse Choir," Catholic 
School Journal, XXXIX (October, 1939), 264.

19Evelyn B. Corey, "Speech Education Through Creative Chan
nels," Quarterly Journal of Speech, XXV (December, 1939), 621-622.

20Dorothy A. Rust, "Robin Hood Goes to Town," Journal of 
Education, CXXIII (March, 1940), 94.

^^Holger . Anderson and Inez W. Anderson, "Fourth Grade 
Has a Speech Choir," Journal of Education, CXXV (May, 1942), 152.

22Cecilia F. Gordon, "Choral Speaking How It May Be Taught," 
Grade Teacher, LXII (April, 1945), 26.
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offers helpful steps in preparing a choir of spoken poetry. For

organizing a speaking orchestra, Hirshberg, in his article indi-
23cates five progressive steps. These are followed by ten more

high points of procedure after the selection of poetry has been

made. As an induction to the choral field, Handel worked out a
2hchoir-speaking project in her 7B geography class. Clear explana

tions of her technique are given.

Many of these writers of magazine articles stressed the 
qualifications of alert and successful choir directors. Header

25lists eight specific needs of choir leaders. Agreeing in their

attempts to clarify the director's part in a chorie-choir, Lewis
and Roberts are of the impression that "directors should be alive,

26spontaneous, honest— intent on appreciation." Sister Jeanne Marie, 

while discussing teachers having certain qualifications as leaders 
of oral groups, proffers several suggestions in working out methods

27
to avoid mechanical verse interpretation.

23Bernard Hirshberg, "Starting Choric Speaking," Instructor, 
LIV (April, 19^5), 26.

^^Hazel G. Handel, "A Geography Ghoral-Speaking Project," 
Journal of Geography, XLV (November, 19^6), 327-329.

^Emma G. Header, "Choral Speaking and Its Values," 
Quarterly Journal of Speech, XXII (April, 1936), 23$.

26Richard B. Lewis and Holland D. Roberts, "The Director's 
Part in the Verse Speaking Choir," Quarterly Journal of Speech, 
XXIII (February, 1939), 63-6^.

27Sister Jeanne Marie, O.S.B., "Choral Speaking in the Ele
mentary Grades," Catholic School Journal, XLVI (January, 19^6), 26.
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Before concluding these remarks concerning the conductor of

choric-choirs, it will be well to consider the counsel of Gullan:

. . . .  should above all be a lover of poetry . . . .  be 
able to speak it well, and teach others to speak it. She 
should have considerable acquaintance with English poetry 
. . . .  and with the history of poetry. She should have 
an unerring sense of rhythm, and a keen ear for poetic 
sound patterns. She should be able to give her choir good 
training in speech and voice production . . . .  She will 
find also that if she has had some training in dramatic 
work as well as in verse-speaking, she can give her choir 
a great deal of variety in the study of dramatic as well 
as lyric verse, and so preserve the necessary balance of 
affording wider scope in expression. Finally, she should 
have the power of helping her speaking choirs to think 
truly, and to feel sensitively and deeply and to express 
the thought and feeling of poetry with spontaneity, as 
well as with unity.28

"Today the practical value of choral speaking covers a large
29field," says Sister Emeric. Further outstanding values of the 

choric art are accentuated by this author.

Stressing educational values of verse-reading, Hamel finds

a "multitude of uses for choral reading even in small classes.
Evaluation is placed upon the slow pupil as being improved in both
prose and poetry reading. Anderson and Anderson found in evaluating

31a verse-choir project, nine seemingly apparent outcomes.

Marjorie Gullan, Choral Speaking, pp. ii-5. Boston: Expression Co.^ 1936.
29Sister M. Emeric, O.S.B., "Choral Reading," Catholic 

School Journal, XLIV (January, 19iiit), 9*

^Owilma Hamel, "Choral Reading: A Way of Encouraging the 
Timid Child," Grade Teacher, LXI (April, 194^), 30.

31Anderson and Anderson, op. cit., pp. l33-l5it..
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In her article, Lowry states the therapeutic worth of in
terpretative reading as "giving balance and proportion in a student's 

32thinking." Several similar values are appraised.
"Perhaps," declares another writer, "the most salient value 

of choral reading is that it promotes the enjoyment of poetry among 

children."^
"In the educational field today," admonished Sister Jeanne 

Marie, "the values of choral speaking are being r e c o g n i z e d . M o r e 
over, evaluation of choric speech is made as a means of speech train

ing, and factors that are corrected or developed are amed.
Friedman thinks "choric reading can become instrumental in

developing group attitudes, patriotism, tolerance, and understand-
3$ing, besides stimulating emotions." Significant values of oral 

recitation are summarized.

After witnessing choral speaking in Germany, Louis writes 

that "it has an educative value of a new and interesting kind to 
warrant experimentation."^ He indicates educative advantages.

32Sara Lowry, "Interpretative Reading as an Aid to Speech 
Correction, Acting and Radio," Quarterly Journal of Speech, XXXI 
(December, 1945), 459.

33Sister M. Dorothy, R.S.M., "Choral Speaking in the Grades," 
Catholic School Journal, XLVI (May, 1946), 153.

3^Sister Jeanne Marie, C.S.3., op. cit., p. 26.
35Friedman, op. cit., p. 95.

*^John H. Louis, "The Speech Chorus: An Exercise in Gen
eral Aesthetics," English Journal, XIX (June, 1930), 378.
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37 38Likewise, Roberts and Rasmussen record extensive values 

of choral verse. Cecile deBanke, an outstanding authority in the 
field, lists the values of a choir as social, psychological, edu- 
cational, cultural and inspirational. Similarily does Smith con

tend that from an educational standpoint one of the most important 

parts of the work is "that students listened for failure to make 

phrasing correspond with sense or for mistakes in diction."

Among the results of choir group speaking Lorberg predicts

in her .study that the "increasingly sensitive response to poetry may
itlbe the most important of speech-chorus work."

Gray, another advocate of choric-verse, realizing the bene
fits accruing from a speech choir both in the literary and the 

speech fields preferred to write of the values derived from work car

ried on with a third grade speaking choir. Valuable aid is given.^

*^H. D. Roberts, "The Chanting of Poetry," English Journal, 
XIX (January, 1930), 76.

38„Carrie Rasmussen, "Choral Speaking in the Grades," 
Quarterly Journal of Speech, XIX (February, 1933), itit.

39Cecile deBanke, "Notes on the Verse-Speaking Choir," 
Harvard Teachers Record, IV (June, 193^), 1^8.

^belia Smith, "Choral Speaking in a Secondary School," 
Progressive Education, XI (October, 193$), 399.

^Lorberg, ojo. cit., p. li;.
^Lilian Cray, "The Value of the Speaking Choir to Children 

in the Primary Grades," pp. 136-7, quoted in M. E. DeWitt and others, 
Practical Methods in Choral Speaking. Boston: Expression Co., 1936.



Contrary to the opinions of the above quoted authors, Wink
ler takes a negative viewpoint when he favors choral speech but

) Tcondemns the speech choir. Two other exponents of interpretive 

reading, Lyne^ and Mones,^ summarize the benefits of the art, by 
placing first value on the appreciation and enjoyment of poetry. 

From the many values of choric reading the writer has

gathered the sequential statements of teachers at various levels in 

the choral-reading sphere. Kaucher,^ Sanderson,^ Sister Marion,^ 

Cruise,^ D o w n s , L y n e , ^  Mills,^ V a m i , ^  Williams,Compere,

^F. Winkler, quoted by Mary Crawford, Speech Choirs in 
Europe," Quarterly Journal of Speech, XXIII (February, 1937), 447-8.

^Dorothy J. Lyne, "The Choral Verse Speaking Choir," 
Quarterly Journal of Speech, XXIII (October, 1937), 449.

Mn,
ones, op. cit., p. 657.

Dorothy Kaucher, "The Verse-Speaking Choir," Quarterly Journal of Speecn, XVII (February, 193l), 72. - -----
^Sanderson, op. cit., p. 467.
^Sister Marion, op. cit., p. 39. 
ii9. - . . ^sarlG. Cruise, "Choral Speech a Noteworthy Innovationm  Training m  English," Grade Teacher, H I  (February, 193$), l4.
^Downs, op. cit., p. 669.
^Lyne, op. cit., p. 449.

School and^Alice W. Mills, "Choral Speaking at Mount Holyoke." nd Society, XLV (June, 1937), 779.
^Teresa R. Vami. "Wh School Journal, XLI (October,
^^Yilliams, op. cit., p. 43.

p4 a^S^eaking Choir?" Catholic

T "'^Mgiree Comper6, "Speech: Science and/or Art," QuarterlyJournal of Speech, XXXI (December, 1945), 465. --------



56 57Sister Annetta, and Schoeverling accent the unrealized possi

bilities for speech improvement through verse-reading.

What are some of the creative and social values of choric

reading as revealed by leaders in the field today?
58 55 6o 61With enthusiasm Loar, Reynolds, Rasmussen, Mills,

Bradford,^ Corey,^ Sister Dorothy,^ Kletzing,^ and Friedman

lay stress on the creative opportunities inherent in choric work.
Among the learned, experienced writers acclaiming the

social values of choric interpretation, may be listed: Cruise,67

56Sister M. Annetta, S.L., "Poetry— The Painless Wayi", 
Catholic School Journal, XLI (May, 19^5), 126.

57Margaret E. Schoeverling, "Choral Reading in the Primary 
Grades," Catholic School Journal, XLV (May, 19^5), 126.

^"Grace A. Loar, "A Verse-Speaking Choir in High School," 
English Journal, XXI (November, 1932), 710.

" 59G. F. Reynolds, "Concerted Reading," Quarterly Journal 
of Speech, XVIII (November, 1932), 660.

6°Rasmussen, op. cit., p. 5o.
^Mills, Op. cit., p. 780.
^2Arthur L. Bradford, "When Oral Interpretation Comes of 

Age," Quarterly Journal of Speech, XXIV (October, 1938), 1^6.
^Corey, op. cit., p. 623.

^Sister Dorothy, R.S.M., op. cit., p. 153*
^Evelyn Kletzing, "Choral Reading in the English Class

room," English Journal, XXXV (February, 19^6), 101.
^Friedman, op. cit., p. 95.
67Cruise, op. cit., p. 1̂ .
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Sister M a r i o n , D o w n s , ^  M i l l s , A l l e n , ^  Sister Emeric,^^ and 
73Sister Dorothy. By creating a sense of sociability and promoting 

a feeling of unity, choral speaking can be said to influence the 
life of a child.

Yet another group of choral values has been studied by the 

writer, this time, from the viewpoint of psychology. These psycho
logical estimates are advanced by Downs,^ Rust,^ Sister Dorothy,^ 

77 7RHamel, and Kaucher. That oral art dispels self-consciousness 

and helps the timid child to find himself, and, at the same time, 
teaches cooperation to the forward are the ideas held by Reynolds^

68,

69.
Sister Marion, on. cit., p. 39. 

Downs, o]3. cit., p. 669.
70Mills, Op. cit., p. 779.
^^Willadel Allen, "Teaching Interpretative Reading in the 

High School," Quarterly Journal of Speech, XXVII (February, 19ij.l), U9.
72„.Sister Emeric, O.S.B., op. cit., p. 9.
73Sister Dorothy, R.S.M., op. cit., p. 133- 

^^Downs, op. cit., p. 669.
79Rust, op. cit., p. 9^.
76Sister Dorothy, op. cit., p. 133<
77Hamel, op. cit., p. 30.
7 R
Dorothy Kaucher, "Et Tu, Brutei", Theatre and School, XI 

(February, 1933), p. 17.
79Reynolds, op. cit., p. 660.
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80Downs,^ Gray,^ Mones,^^ Sister Annetta,"^ Sister Jeanne Marie,
8$and Sanderson in their published articles.

Then, too, choral work has its spiritual values. These 
moral advantages accruing from participation in choric interpre
tation, especially through the recitation of the psalms and litur-

86gical prayers, are clearly defined in the articles by Sanderson,
87 88 8? 90 Vami, Sister Leo Gonzaga, Sister M. Brian, Sister M. Urban,

91 92Marshman, . and Williams.

82 e.: 63 -,

^Downs, op. cit., p. 669. 
8l'^Gray, op. cit., p. 1$7.
82,,Mones, op. cit., p. 697.
83Sister Annetta, op. cit., p. 127.
81i .
8$

86.

87

Sister Jeanne Marie, op. cit., p. 27- 
Sanderson, op. cit., p. 1)61).

Ibid., p. 463.

Vami, op. cit., p. 287.
88Sister Leo Gonzaga, "A Treasury for the Speech Choir," 

Catholic School Journal, XLII (May, 19l)2), 160.
39Sister M. Brian, op. cit., p. 261)..
90Sister M. Urban, O.S.B., "A Litany for Christmas," The 

Catholic School Journal, XLVI (December, 1938), 361).
91, 
LX i
92t

J. T. Marshman, "The Mystery of Oral Interpretation," 
Quarterly Journal of Speech, XXIV (December, 1938), 996.

"Helen D. Williams, "Getting on With the War Through the 
Speech Choir," English Journal, XXXII (November, 19l)3), 906.
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Besides the numerous benefits of choral recitation the 

writer learned that there are dangers and difficulties. These are
93 9^ 95 96clearly listed as warnings by Kaucher, Loar, Lyne, Hamel, 

and Sister M. P h i l i p , L a c k  of skilled and trained teachers in 

choric work is pointed out as doing the greatest harm in this pro

fessional field.
Downs,^ Rust,^ W i n k l e r , R e a t h , * ^  Sister Jeanne Marie, 

103 10^Kletzing, and Loar make timely suggestions regarding the 
materials selected for use in beginning a verse-speaking choir.

105 106Mones and Sister M. Brian agree that speaking in uni

son is the most difficult phase of choral work.

93

9^
Kaucher, op. cit., p. 80.

uoar, op. cit., p. 710.
^Lyne, op. cit., p. h5l.
^^Hamel, op. cit., p. 30.
97Sister M. Philip, op. cit., p. 200.
^^Downs, op. cit., pp. 669-670.
99Rust, op. cit., p. 

inkier, op. cit., p. Mt8.

"**̂ *̂ Reath, op. cit., p. 26.
*^^Sister Jeanne Marie, op. cit., p. 26. 
^Kletzing, op. cit., p. 101.
*^Loar, op. cit., p. 711.
**"^Mones, op. cit., p. 66.
"^Sister M. Brian, op. cit., p. 265.
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One of the highlights of this research is that a love and 
an appreciation for poetry can be achieved in classrooms through 

the technique of the verse-speaking choir. This is attested by dif
ferent authors. Expressly agreeing on the verse-choir as a delight
ful means of interesting pupils in poetry and instilling a genuine

love and a life-time appreciation for verse is the impression given
107 108 „ 109 110by Rasmussen, Lyne, Sister Annetta, Williams, and the

Jesuit Macnair.^***

Asserting reasons for the children's dislike of poetry,
112 113 ^ 11^Rasmussen, Mones, and bruise say that choral speaking is 

its own remedy of the situation.

A last factor brought to light in the teaching of choral 
reading is the use of movement. Crawford,Friedman,

107

108.

Rasmussen, op. cit., p. itit. 

Lyne, op. cit., p. 137.
109Sister Annetta, op. cit., p. 127.
"^^'illiams, "You Might Like the Verse-Speaking Choir," 

op. cit., p. ijl.
^Thomas Macnair, S.J., "Choral Reading in the English 

Class," Catholic School Journal, XLIX (March, 19ij.9), 97.
-^Rasmussen, op. cit., pp. 287-288.
113-.¿ones, op. cit., p. 63. 
llhCruise, op. cit., p. 70.
-^Crawford, op. cit., p. 1^3.

"^Friedman, op. cit., p. 93.
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Lee,*^ Dodd,^^ and Hamel^^ aptly discuss this phase of the cho

ral speaking art.

In this study of the articles from timely periodicals, only 
120 121two authors, Loar and Allan, were found to advocate a place 

for choral speaking in the curriculum of the secondary schools of 

America.
The aim of the spoken chorus as generally conceded by the 

majority of the writers of the sixty-seven articles as holding first 

place is the instilling and deepening of an appreciation for and an 
enjoyment of poetry.

The forming of choirs is quite uniformly begun by grouping 

voice types, choosing of material by the student group, and by read
ing of poems aloud— as solos, as school readings, as combinations 

of the two or as solos for various voices. Simple selections—  

jingles, ballads, and narrative poems— are first used. Fifteen to 
twenty voices form groups for best results.

Among the qualifications for choir directors, a lover of 
poetry placed highest. That they speak English well and have a

117Charlotte 1. Lee, "Choric Reading and Kinetic Projection^ 
Quarterly Journal of Speech, XXVI (December, l$?it.O),

H 8Virginia S. Dodd, "French Speaking Choir," French Review, 
XIII (March, 19î 0), 397.

119̂Hamel, oj3. cit., p. 30.
120Loar, on. cit., pp. 7lit.-71$.

Allen, o]c. cit., pp. 11^-116.121
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sense of rhythm ranked next. Then, too, stress is laid on the 

leaders of choirs who are alive, spontaneous, sincere, honest, and 

appreciation-minded. Fundamentals, good diction, pure tones and 
a keen ear for sound patterns are strongly commended.

Outstanding educational values of choric speech as revealed 

by the study of the sixty-seven articles used in this research are 
reliability, courtesy, leadership, cooperation, ability to partici

pate in democratic procedures, and appreciation. Further values 

are tolerance, understanding, classroom technique, vocabulary 
builder, unequaled speech training and a promoter of ideals. Per

sonality development was emphasized. Another rating was that of 

giving balance and proportion in thinking, a broadening of experi

ence— giving a better perspective on life, and lastly, an escape 

from, as well as an adjustment to life. The teaching technique 

placed first.
The most important of the activities involved in group inter

pretation of poetry is the arousing of the individual creative im

pulse. Intrinsic values, among them— reasoning and judgment— are 
inherent in creative dramatizations. A better understanding of hu

man nature is learned. Poise, spontaneous thinking, and self-reli

ance all are developed through the creative approach. The importance 
of choric verse as a method of inducing artistic expression cannot 

be measured. Only one negation asserted that the creative impulse 
created more problems for the conductor of the choir.
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Uncovering the social values of choric education, the 

writers pointed out the development of fellowship and a social 

consciousness of a high order. A further estimate was mutually- 

agreed to as an aid in more effective social living, while at the 

same time an enjoyable vocal self-expression is satisfied. A feel
ing of unity is exerted.

Next, the psychological factors generally agreed to among 

the various authors are the intensification of the emotional states 
and the loss of an inhibiting self-consciousness. Another estima

tion cited was cooperation, and that the most profit from choric 
choir participation is experienced by the timid.

Spiritual values, derived from the old oral art through 
psalms and prayers, make for an effective way in celebrating the 

events of the liturgical year.

The foremost danger in choric verse speaking is the placing 
of it in unskilled hands. Voice strain, sing-song, and imitation 

are further dangers pointed out.

In choice of materials used it was conceded by the majority 
that ballads are ideal. Poems that rhyme well, nursery rhymes, 
jingles, tongue-twisters and humorous matter— all found favor.

Unison speaking proved the most difficult.

Favorable mention was made of choric art as a delightful 
means of teaching and of interesting pupils in poetry, and the in
stilling of a life-time appreciation for verse and rhythm.
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Movement with speech work is commended for younger children 

and is considered as ideal for kinetic projection.

Poetry, stressed with choir speaking employed as a technique, 
is advocated as a method to enhance appreciation.

Advocating a place for poetry choirs in secondary school 

classrooms, the writers proffer the following observations. Teach

ers of literature are primarily interested in verse choirs. More
over, the greatest service to mankind is to inspire children to read 

+by reading well to them. Finally, it was agreed among the authori

ties that choral speaking is a vitalizing agent for classroom in
struction.



CHAPTER III

BRIEF HISTORY OF CHORAL SPEAKING

From the beginning mists of time the spoken work when charged 
with feeling and given fair voyage with gesture has moved the hearts 
of men. Nor has its power diminished in our day. The spoken work 

coming from the stage, the talking-pictures, radio and television, is 
still thrilling to those that have ears that hear. Of all spoken 

words none are more moving than those folded away in poems. Redolent 

with color and emotion they stir us deeply with their robust, rap
turous or rollicking rhythms and measured rhymes. The ancients knew 

this fact so well that down the ages they kept the words of their 

seers, interpreters, poets, and prophets perennially alive by chants 
ing alone or through the vocalized orchestration of speaking voices.

Poetry has always been a natural form of oral utterance, and 

formed its growing edge in the rhythms of the human voice.^ When 
early man sowed seed, sailed seas, called on his gods, exulted in vic

tory, he sang crude songs and chants. Power, beauty and majesty al

ways were there in the unrestrained voices of the massed chorus. Down 
through the ages wherever men were busy, happy, thoughtful, in peace 
or at war, they continued to sing. In our own land the Negro spiritu

als, the ballads of the mountaineers, cowboys and seamen, the war ani 
rain chants of the Indian, cheering of squads— all these are examples 
of stirring rhythmic expression of the group. These songs and chants

, op. cit., p. 76
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have been kept alive and handed down to succeeding generations by 
those who loved them. Today, however, when verse in print has dis
placed that of the tongue, youth finds that it misses much of the 

music, rhythm and appreciation of poetry by reading it silently. 
Fortunately American youth is learning that poems take on new life 

and inspired meaning when liberated from a book by means of choric 

choirs.
Modem choral-speaking choruses the world over are reviving 

this old oral art. Through this revival modem lovers of poetry are 

returning to methods of old and are increasing their enjoyment of 
prose and poetry by oral interpretation individually and in groups. 

Experimenting with this device, many teachers and students are find

ing ever-evolving values in oral verse-reading.
Some of the more common values as found in the technique of 

choric-speech used in classrooms by teachers at present are:

I know of no way in which one may get as much speech 
training to as many people in the same amount of time.

I can't think of any other way that could be done.
Choral speaking works wonders in vocabulary-building.^

Choral speaking has many hitherto uncatalogued values 
as a teaching device.5

^Helen D. Williams, '"Ganging Up' on Poetry," School 
Activities. XVII (October, 19^5),

^Ibid., p. ii6.
^Letter from Agnes Curren Hamm, director of speech, Mount 

Mary College, Milwaukee, September 20, 19i:6.
^Statement on questionnaire by Sister M. Aloysius, B.V.M., 

director of Clarke College Drama Department, Dubuque, August 19^6.
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It is one of the best vehicles for mind, voice and 
body development; a love for poetry, freedom in delivery, 
and much leadership result.°

One teacher when asked whether she used choral speaking in 
her work commented:

I feel that it is an excellent medium for such types of 
speech art as the Greek chorus, or for the town women in 
Murder in the Cathedral; it can be very effective theatre^ 
it can above all supply a vehicle for large groups to 
appear in public; and no one will deny that it can impart 
a sense of rhythm.^

When asked, "Does your school have choric speaking?" a 
teacher from Texas replied:

Public reaction has been excellent. Thay are as enthusi
astic, if not more so, toward it as toward glee club. It 
is a medium which they feel they could handle themselves.
My choral speaking choir receives more invitations for pub
lic appearances than either the glee club or the band.3

And, finally, teachers have discovered in choral speaking
their most effective method of breaking down students' common aver-

9sion to poetry and developing a positive enthusiasm for it.
Choric-verse then may become a Rubicon to a better appreci- 

10ation of the poets. Any technique that vitalizes the art of poetry

^Statement on questionnaire by Sister Charitas, C.S.J., direc
tor of choral speaking, Academy of the Holy Angels, Minneapolis, Minn., 
December 2, 19^7.

*7'Letter from Sister M. Judith Therese, C.S.C., speech teacher, 
Academy of St. Catherine, Ventura, California, October 1, 19^6.g

Letter from Mrs. T. E. Elkins, speech teacher, Baker Junior 
School, Austin, Texas, January 28, 191:8.

^"Fun With Poetry," an advertisement pamphlet prepared by 
Scott Foresman and Co., p. 2$. Chicago, 19^.

10Marjorie Burdsall, "Choral Speech in the English Class," 
ed. by De Witt et al., on. cit., p. 180.
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should not be neglected by teachers of English. Recognized as worthy 

of teaching, interpretative reading finds its place in the English 
class better than elsewhere, for there is where the student's appreci
ation of literature should be broadened and deepened. With the revivi

fying of this modem communal art we are in the midst of a new form of 

expression that bears the distinction of a sublime past.
A rapid review of the origin and development of chorus work 

from its earliest forms to its most recent reforms will help to make 
clear our* objective in studying and teaching a revitalized art.

The germ of the choral element in the Attic tragedy was the 

dithyramb. A flute accompaniment was heard with this hymn. Dancing 

in a circle round the altar of the god was the remainder of the cho
rus. Hgnce, the dithyrambic choruses became known as Cyclian.^*

At what period the dithyramb was first used is unknown; it 

is stated, however, that it was first introduced and exhibited in 
regular choral form by Arion, in the city of Corinth. Moreover, he 

added the recitation of verses by actors to the mere choral element,
thus investing it with a rough dramatic form. Because of this change

12the dithyramb eventually became more dramatic and less choral.

One reads in the sixty-third chapter of Isaiah a simple
13dialogue held between a chorus and the Messiah.

**"**R. W. Browne, A History of Classical Literature. p. T^t. 
Philadelphia: Blanchard and Lea, lB^2.

12-rIbid., p. 216.
13,"Ibid.
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Giving a religious tone to the drama was this choral element,

which connected it with public worship. It was the duty of the chorus 
to sustain the part of the religious and moral instructor. Besides, 

the chorus realized an audience. The spectators, too, were repre

sented by the chorus; for it symbolized the sympathy between the emo
tions of the audience and the fortunes of the actors on the stage.

The chief choreute stood on the altar which was the central part of 

the circle in which the audience sat. In the choreute, who, in the
name of'the others, took part in the dialogue, they might be supposed

li?to be concentrated, and thereby personified.

through the choral element, the religious character of the perform
ance, and the realizing an audience. As Browne informs?

The character of the drama was religious, because the chorus 
was originally a solemn dance, and sacred hymn, and it pre
served that character by means of the sentiments to which it 
gave utterance, being always full of sympathy with virtue 
and goodness, of indignation against the vice and injustice, 
teaching submission to the divine will and fortitude under 
the terrible fiat of a destiny which it would be in vain to 
resist, and therefore unmanly to bewail.

The chorus represented the spectator; it was therefore 
the link by which he was connected with, and, as it were, 
made one of the characters on the stage. He was thus sup
posed to enter into their feelings and fortunes, and the 
sentiments of the chorus are the echoes of his own, the 
expression of his own sympathies. It thus fulfilled that 
important office which Horace attributes to it, of being 
a public-instructor. It kept the sympathies of the audi
ence in a right direction, and caused them to be given to

Two essential points were developed in the Grecian drama

l^ibid.. p. 218.
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For stimulating and inspiring audiences all ancient and savage 

peoples have realized the unparalleled power of mass singing and chant

ing. Both primitive and older tribes have used choric utterances in 
various kinds of oral supplications. The earliest recorded forms of

choral chant may be found in the penitential psalms of the Chaldeans,
16and again, in the Mantras of the Vedas. These hymns date back to

the Hindus about 1000 B.C. and were sung and acted out by Brahman

priests. Moreover, the Vedic hymns used dialogue in a dramatic man-
17ner, occasionally needing three speakers. Our American Indians 

used measured chant in their religious ceremonies and kept rhythmical 

beat on the tom-tom in a primitive form of choric speech. It is 

related of the tribes of the Transvaal, Africa, that twelve thousand 
voices were heard in an appeal for rain.

In the earliest Chinese records, beginning about the second 
century, we find small groups participating in the oral rendition of 

poetry. Man's first group participation in literary utterance took 

the form of verse, the same in China as elsewhere. Chinese lyrics,
ballads and songs trace back to one thousand years before Christ.

In the Te Deum of Deborah, the oldest Hebrew poetry, we 

have one of the most impressive examples of choral lyrics, which 
comes from the Bible. This hymn is introduced as a double chorus, a

"^Cecile deBanke, The Art of Choral Speaking, p. 18. Boston: 
Baker's Plays, 1937.

17John Gassner, Masters of the Drama, pp. 113-114. New York: 
Dover Publications, 1945.

iSjoseph Ausländer and Frank Ernest Hill, The Winged Horse, p. 20. New York: Doubleday, Doran and Co., 1920. --------



Chorus of Men being led by Barak, and Deborah leading a Chorus of 

Women, the chief purpose of which is an exultation over the enemies of 

God. Even today the women of Arabian tribes still chant their taunt
ing songs. Another recent example of chanting poetry was witnessed 

when a group of Arabian youth were removing excavated earth in half- 
filled baskets. Instead of taking short cuts as the employer de
vised, these lads did a snake dance, while carrying the baskets on

their heads. A perfect rhythm was kept throughout, accompanied by
19the recitation of poetry.

Some forms of choric work have survived to this day in the 
customs of people and nations. Thus, for example, the Syrians at 

their wedding feasts practice choric speaking in the impromptu reci
tations in honor of the bridal party. Then, too, in the mourning 
songs of the Syrian women we hear a resemblance to the lamentations

of Jeremiah. Ritualistic lament has its most perfect example in the
POprofound lament of David for Saul and Jonathan. Thus the records 

of all early peoples disclose an intense passionate attitude toward 
self-expression by means of the chorus.

About it90 B.C. Aeschylus, the first important playwright and 

dancing master, lived. He used and directed the longest choruses in 

Greek drama. Aeschylus strove to keep the chorus an active element 
in his plays, but at the same time he tried to reduce its length.

19Rev. Paschal Botz, O.S.B., class lecture during Scripture 
Course 198 at Mount St. Scholastica College, Atchison, Kansas,
July 22, 19b7.

20deBanke, The Art of Choral Speaking, op. cit., p. 20.



In his "Agamemnon" he uses a chorus of Elders, and in "The Eumenides"
21there is a chorus of Furies.

At first a chorus danced and engaged in dialogue with an 

actor who impersonated one or more characters by wearing masks. Aes
chylus went a step farther in adding a second actor. Eventually, a 

third speaking actor was introduced by Sophocles. These three actors 

were augmented by mute characters like soldiers and attendants, so 
mass effects could readily be had by the functioning of a chorus.
Stage effects were enhanced by the chorus filing in from the wings;

22while at the same time new scenes were ushered in.

The chorus, with highly stylized movements would sing or 
chant odes. Neither did the chorus always sing, for at times it 

engaged in conversation with the actors or would use recitative. 

Speaking nor singing was not always done in unison. For example, in 
the "Agamemnon" of Aeschylus, when the king is murdered, and the old 

men are called to debate on what to do, each member of the chorus 

voices his opinion.
At Arion's Revolution of 600 B.C. the dithyramb or "Leaping 

Dance" used in honoring Bacchus was changed to a chorus. Semicho

ruses, too, were introduced at this time to express extreme excite-
23ment, and to exchange dialogue with rapidity.

assner, op. cit., p. 23.
22Ibid.

pp.
^Richard Green Moulton, The Modem Study of Literature, 

167-169. Chicago: The University oi Chicago Press, 1915.



This leads to the final use of the chorus which up to this 

point had been a band of worshippers, but is now used as imaginary 

spectators or confidants. The chorus constituted a bond of unity. 
First, in voicing lyrically the impressions and movements; second, 
in reducing the whole action of the play to a single situation; and 

third, in forcing the unity of interest since the chorus acted as 

confidants to some character in the plot.
But the chorus remained a composite part of Grecian drama. 

Choruses were used both in tragedies and comedies. Some represented 
animals in disguise such as wasps, birds, frogs, goats, snakes, bees, 

gall-insects, fishes, ants, and storks. Attic vases of 5^0 B.C. de
pict the appearance of such choruses. Then, too, fantastic choruses 

were presented as clouds, dreams, cities, seasons, islands, laws, 

ships, sirens, centaurs, sphinxes, and dramas. Choruses of Persians, 

knights, graces, athletes, and poets were among the less grotesque. 

Here we have a diversity of early Greek poets' fancies that they 
furnished for the Old and Middle Comedy.

Choruses did not usually consist of any fixed number. In 
early Greek tragedy fifty persons were incorporated in a chorus, 

while in the comic chorus, about the end of the fifth century, there 

were twenty-four choristers. This number was officially recognized 
by the state in ij.86 B.C. Again, at the close of the fourth century, 
because its function had become diminished, the size of the chorus

2Ltwas likewise lessened, when twelve members composed a tragic chorus.

^^Roy C. Flickinger, The Greek Theater and Its Drama, p. 13$. 
Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1926.



About the middle of the fifth centruy Sophocles increased the number

of chorus members to fifteen. Between 272 and 26? B.C. seven or eight

choric members were used at a Soteric festival at Delphi, and only

four members were retained in the next century.
The chorus is relegated to three persons, who bear symbolic

names, in "Solimas and Persedi" of Elizabethan drama. Bringing the
chorus to consist of two persons, the Spanish tragedy, "Andrea and

Revenge," furnished an example, while in Henry V bearing the title 
* 2^of "chorus" is a single speaker. Being prescribed by law, we may 

conjecture that the establishing of the chorus in Greek drama was a 

highly developed and wide-spread art among the Greeks.

Beginning with the early converts to the Catholic faith in 
the first century, musical choruses were utilized to embellish div

ine worship. These choruses, influenced by mass emotion and rhythm 
that was strongly accentuated, developed into Plain Song or Gregorian 

recitative. Thus in the early Church chant became a charming hand

maiden, and has remained the glory of the Christian Church for over

one thousand years. It was part of the unbroken continuation of
27choral speech until the seventeenth century.

During and after the days of oral tradition, interested and 
spirited groups of people from the highways and byways of our nations

deBanke, The Art of Choral Speaking, op. cit., p. 16.
^David Eric Berg, Choral Music and the Oratorio, p. 7. 

New York: The Caxton Institute, 1927.

deBanke, The Art of Choral Speaking, op. cit., p. 1$.
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responded cooperatively to performing minstrels, minnesingers, bards, 

and troubadours. The bard was joined by singing parts of the tale, 
or verse refrains would be recited communally. In early medieval dra

matic representations chanted dialogue began to take form. The Gospels, 

likewise, were not chanted, which proved a return to the early tropes 

of chanted dialogue. By the ninth century, chanted dialogue was used 
in the wordless sequence of the Easter Mass. A chorus, which had been 

divided into two groups antiphonally, took the parts of chanting an- 

gels and" responding Marys.
Another link with the group art of primitive peoples was the

singing and dancing of the ballad in the Middle Ages. Poets from the
29earliest times have written poetry to be spoken by groups. Choral 

speaking as an art was kept alive among the monastic communities, 
through the recitation of the psalmody, thus verifying the fact that 
poets were accredited with the present trends of the renewed art of 

choric speech.
Accelerating the development of experience programs in group 

or mass work the last World War caused an accentuated interest in all 

educational fields, but especially in oral art and craft. All groups, 

adult or youth, clamored for recognition, by way of group or mass 
recitation.

This renewed interest in modern choric recitation in such 
countries as America, England, Germany, Japan, Russia, Switzerland,

^^Gassner, op. cit., pp. l^l-li;2.
^Ibid., p. litO.



Italy, Norway, Sweden, Holland, France, and New Zealand, simultaneously,
. .)yet without any apparent influence of one on the other, marks a prece

dent in the history of the renewal of this ancient art. Hamm writes:

It might, without being too far fetched, be considered one 
of the signs of our times, an indication of an urge to come 
together, a reaction against the terrible isolation of the 
human personality in recent centuries, a cry of man's nature 
which is fundamentally social and whose tendencies have too 
long been denied.30

Advancing the cause of the current revival in mass choral 

speaking in England and Scotland today is Marjorie Gullan. Her inter
est in this art goes far back into her childhood days, when she lis

tened to a Scotch orchestra. It was on that occasion that Miss Gullan 

formed a desire for some method of making music of light, medium, and 

dark speaking voices. From this beginning has originated her first 

verse-speaking choir in 1922, and the London Verse-Speaking Choir in 

192$, as well as numerous other verse choirs, organizations of spoken 

poetry and festivals established throughout England, Scotland, and
31Ireland today.

With Young Germany since the Great War choral or mass speaking 
has been a form of expression. A speaking choir, called a Sprechchor,

is a part of the Youth Movement. Here the Laban method of movement is
used in combination with choric recitation, which is adaptably suited

32to the expression of dramatic poetry. Various and numerous verse

3^Agnes Curren Hamm, Choral Speaking Technique. p. 2. Milwau
kee: Tower Press, 19^6.

Dorothy Kaucher, "The Verse-Speaking Choir," ed. by De Witt et al., op. cit., p. 89.
^Gullan, op. cit., p. xii.
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speaking choirs for both youth and adults are found today throughout 

the nation.
In a world striving for international understanding, one out

standing achievement of choric verse is shown by the work done by the 

speaking choir of the University of Berlin, with Dr. W. Leyhausen as 
able conductor. This choir is a perfect example of the modem revival, 

and has been praised for its consummate art in the performance of a 
Greek tragedy. Being invited to stage the play at the Acropolis thea
ter, and received with such enthusiasm in spite of a German rendition

before an audience of Greeks, gives indication of developing fellow-
33ship and social consciousness of the brotherhood of man.

Besides using choral reading in her primary grades, France has 

been attempting fundamental choric work, progressive before the war, 

in which she has introduced the polyphonic and the simultanéisme cho

ruses. The former includes ensemble or unison speech, to which vari

ous rhythms and vocal modulations are added, while the latter chorus 

is a symphonized arrangement in which a voice group serves as an accom

paniment or background for a solo speaker. An example of the second 

chorus in "Marathon," which being broadcast on an occasion proved suc
cessful.

Furthering the work of choral art in Poland is Siegmund Tarteski;
Stembugge in Norway; while in Russia we find choral speaking was in-

31*troduced before the last war. In far New Zealand Alexa Stevens has

-^deBanke, The Art of Choral Speaking, op. cit.. p. 26. 
-^DeWitt, 0]3. cit., p. 1$.



been one of the leading exponents of the modern approach to poetry.

She has created a technique to meet the conditions of the culture and
the schools of the New Zealanders.

Toward this form of art in Holland, young students, men and

women are taking an interested action. Desiring to express in com
munal form their thoughts and feelings of the present the speaking chxLr 

has taken the lead. At the same time they have been requesting their
35poets to furnish such poetical material to meet their needs.

In contributing to the renewed art of choral speaking the 
Steiner group at Domach in Switzerland produced an unusual effect in 

mass technique. Developments were made in clarity, synchronization, 

strength and projection of purpose. An organized chorus existed by 

1926-1927. To Frau Dr. Steiner belongs the recognition for having 

developed the speech element of this mass technique which is a product 
of work previously done by the organization in Switzerland. The work 

was done in Eurythmy in which movement and sound are unified and may 

thus be understood as visible speech in considering spoken poetry.

The status of choral speaking at the present in the educational 
field in the United States is extremely unequal.

Those who have worked with the new technique and seen at first
hand, both as participants and as leaders, the vast potentialities of 
choral speech, and the millions of advantages it affords find it very

-^Marjorie Gullan, "A Recital of Choral Speaking," ed. by De 
Witt et al., op. cit., pp. 222-223.

^Marguerite E. DeWitt, Practical Methods in Choral Speaking, p. 18. Boston: Expression Co., lyjö. -----



difficult to understand the seeming reluctance of educational admin

istrators in the United States to accord choral speaking a place in 
37the curriculum. This is true not only in the elementary and sec

ondary schools but even more so in the speech departments in our uni

versities, colleges and schools for the training of teachers. "It 

doesn't come out of teachers' colleges, therefore they cannot know 
about it. None so blind as those who will not see."38 Why this in

difference toward choric speech? What satisfaction can there be with 
the few'attempts in widely scattered parts of the country, with here 
a kindergarten, there a high school, and in another locality a civic- 

adult group or church society enthusiastically engaged in unison speak
ing activities. Choral utterance is an art largely unknown in our 
land, and this in spite of the fact that choral speaking's educative 
value is of a new and interesting kind that warrants experimentation,

and that its principles have been declared sound by some leading
39educators.

First presented as an art form in poetry and drama by a group 

of French poets some thirty years ago, the spoken chorus was recognized 
in London and in New York as early as 1913 and has inspired hundreds 

of creative works in French and English published or produced on stags 

37Grace Walker, "Choral Speech in Its Relationship to Human 
Understanding," Education, LXVIII (November), 19^7, 166.

Statement on questionnaire by Marguerite E. Riedl, director of student choirs and civic adult groups of choral speaking, Pulaski 
High School, Milwaukee, November 23, 19^6.

39^ Hamm, Choral Speaking Technique, op. cit., p. it.



and radio. Since the introduction of choric teaching into the 
curriculum of progressive education of the New York school system 

by the board of education, choric expression has gained wide popu

larity in American schools and colleges throughout the country as 

a new method of language and literature bringing help to teachers 
and students and collective enjoyment to all.

Today, after the passing of a quarter of a century, the 
interest aroused can be measured by the results obtained, as 

Barzun .states:

Choric art in its various forms is practiced in some 
seven hundred universities, colleges and drama schools 
in America, and is inscribed on the curriculum of pro
gressive education as a subject matter now taught by sev
eral thousands of teachers in the public schools and high 
schools of this country. Credit for a part of these re
sults should be legitimately given to the American teachers 
who, since 1932, have received their choric information 
from the London group which was in cooperation and direct 
contact with Paris origin of the movement.^

The debut of choric expression took place in American 

literature seven years prior to its appearance in American schools. 

From October 1913, this new choric art initiated choric speaking 

and verse choir reading in American schools as basic practice in 
choric expression.

In the new age with its expression, Orphic Art, Dr. Henri 

Barzun, originator and pioneer of modem choric expression in 

literature, devoted his lifetime labors to the founding of the Art

Henri Martin Barzun, Orpheus: Choric Education a Record 
of Labors and Achievements, p. 3. New York: French Forum Publica
tions, 19h$.
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of Orpheus based on the spoken chorus of natural voices speaking 

different lines in simultaneity and achieving verbal polyphony.

essays and anthologies on the subject, and some fifteen books ex

pounding the choric concept and expression in literature, art,

Barzun retraces the origin, advent and progress of choric expression 
from ite inception at L'Abbaye Guild of Creteil, Paris, to its 
recognition as a new field of creative literature and education in

Recently a number of speech choir renditions in verse read
ings have been brought to the attention of the investigator. They 
are as follows:

First, the University of Colorado was among the first groups 
in this country to try this concerted form of artistic rendition—  

perhaps it was the very first— in a dramatic performance of Rosetti's 
Sister Helen in January, 1926.^

Second, about the year 1933 the United States began to take 

a more active interest in the modern choric recitation. Before,

choric expression in literature, University of Utah, Salt Lake City,
W .

^G. F. Reynolds, "Concerted Reading," ed. by DeWitt et al.. 
op. cit., p. 16$.

To date, Barzun's monumental work comprises two scores of

education, history, and philosophy.^

In his Choric Education, a contribution to the new culture,

Europe and in America.

from H. M. Barzun, originator and pioneer of modem
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during and after World War I, Vachel Lindsay, the inaugurator of 
the communal verse speaking art in America, was reciting and chant

ing his poetry. Essentially the poet of a worked up audience, 

Lindsay obtained an intensive mass form of responsive speaking.
His vital leadership has helped many to realize the possibility of 

variously regulated oral art forms of community activity.

In 19hi, at Sturtevant, Wisconsin, an age-old mystery play, 

The Mysteries of the Mass, an opus in the medieval style, was pre
sented by the students of Saint Bonaventure's High School. Three 

large stages were used simultaneously in portraying the grandeurs of 
the holy sacrifice. The settings and the costumes were elaborate. A 

twenty-five voice choir and a forty-five piece band were featured.^

A fourth item was that at Rosary College, River Forest, 
Illinois, which holds its annual outdoor performances in May or 

early June. Sometimes this college gives a mystery play and again 

it may be Shakespeare. On one occasion the Greek play Alcestis 

was portrayed. An unusual feature of this beautiful production was 

the chorus which interpreted the moods as the play progressed.^

Again, in response to the question, "Are there any broad
casts today of choric speaking?" a co-worker and an author in the 

choric field with Barzun made this reply:

^Robert Lynd, Books and Authors, pp. 237-^3. New York:
G. P. Putnam's Sons, The Knickerbocker Press, 1923.

^Cecelia Mary Young, Ring Up the Curtain. p. 202.
Minnesota: Hart Publications, Inc., 19bl.

^Ibid., p. 112.
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Frankly, I don't know where you can hear any choric 
readings on the radio today, as radio stations seem to 
have lost interest. There are recordings of "A Murder 
in the Cathedral" by T. S. Eliot, "Fall of the City" 
by Archibald MacLeish, and there may be recordings of 
James Weldon Johnson's colored spiritual chorals under 
the title of "God's Trombone." I broadcast this series 
many years ago.^7

Further interesting comments bearing on communal speech 

were received in a later communication from the distinguished 

poet and former president of the Poetry Society in America. He 

writes:

I did some choral work over the radio working with 
Joseph Campbell and later with Norman Corwin. The 
Poetry Society of America has put on several programs, 
but it is somewhat difficult to get a good choral 
group— or at least a group of good reputable amateurs to 
take an interest in the work. The public does have a 
tremendous admiration of good choral renditions. °

On Sunday, April 15, 19^5, at 3:00 P. M., the Milwaukee 
Verse Speaking Choir, under the direction of Agnes Curren Hamm, 
presented an afternoon of poetry featuring Edith Lovejoy Pierce. 

Sixteen adult members composed this speech choir. On this par

ticular occasion the choir rendered three poems of a light mood, 

four in a lyric mood, and Four Preludes on Playthings of the Yiind 
by Carl Sandburg. Then, twenty-four selections from "In This Our 

Day" by Edith Lovejoy Pierce were spoken, and in conclusion four 

poems of rhythmic mood followed by four more of a decidedly

^'Letter from A. M. Sullivan, former president of the Poe
try Society of America, New York City, May 27, 19^8.

^Ibid., April 16, 19^8.
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thoughtful mood.^

Another recent program featuring an exposition of the 

modem choric art was given by the speech department of Mount Mary 
College when it presented its Seventh Annual Choral Speaking Festi

val on May 19^6, under the chairmanship of Agnes Curren Hamm. 

Fifteen speech choirs were featured, and ranged from kindergarten 
to high school level. Miss Miriam Cow, head of the speech depart
ment at Chestnut Hill College, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, was the 

critic.*^ *

At a verse-speaking spring fete in 19^5 Sister Immaculata, 
O.S.B., presented her original choral pageant entitled "For Those 

l̂ ho Seek." Based on the search for true peace and joy in the 

world, this poem was staged and dedicated to our Lady under the 
title of The Immaculate Conception.̂**"

In commemoration of the lhth centenary of Saint Benedict, 

founder of the Benedictine Order, 529 A.D., the College of Saint 
Benedict at Saint Joseph, Minnesota, gave the twelfth annual pro
duction So Let Your Light Shine. a pageant honoring the freshmen on 

September 28, 19b7, at 7:00 P. M. This pageant presented, through

hoAn Afternoon of Poetry featuring Edith Lovejoy Pierce, 
program from Agnes Curren Hamm, director of the Milwaukee Verse 
Speaking Choir, Milwaukee, April 15, 19ii3*

50"" Seventh Annual Choral Speaking Festival, program, direc
tor of speech department, Mount Mary College, Milwaukee, May u, 
19 6̂.

51^ Statement on questionnaire from Sister Mary Immaculata, 
C.S.B., director of choral speaking, Catholic College of Oklahoma, 
Guthrie, 19^6.



symbols, the Benedictine contribution to civilization and culture—  

a contribution which has been uninterrupted for fourteen centuries. 
The continuity of this heritage is dramatized annually in the pass

ing on by the sophomores to the freshmen of fourteen flaming tor
ches. Cne hundred and sixty-seven students participated in this 
particular production, of which eighty members were choral readers. 
Sister Mariella Gable, O.S.3., wrote the script for this play.*^'

A recital of choric reading in which poems depicting the 
feelings.of the people were given in verse ensemble, introduced 

the opening of the one-act play festival at the University of Kan

sas City on a Tuesday night, April 13, 19b7. This recital was ex
plained by Dr. Henri Barzun, one of the French originators of this 

type of symphonic poetry reading. At that time he was professor 

of French at the university. Although choric reading is an ancient 

type of producing speaking parts and background effects, in this 
particular version, Barzun explains:

A poem is read in the same manner as a musical composition 
would be played. In order to gain the full meaning, tone and 
timing of such American classics as "0 Captain, My Captain," 
it must be read with many voices, each showing the feeling 
and meaning of the people. One would not think of listening 
to a symphony that had only one instrument.53

One more example of an outstanding leader supporting the

^ Sister Mariella Gable, O.S.3., "So Let Your Light Shine." 
Unpublished pageant, College of Saint Benedict, Saint Joseph, Min
nesota, 19b7.

gT"̂Kansas City Star. April 1^, 1?47, p. 12.
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cause of verse speaking choirs is that of Helen B. Williams. Her 

own description of her speech choir at Hickman High School in her 

article on '"Ganging Up' on Poetry" gives able support of the ex

cellent enthusiasm oral choir work receives at this school. She 
describes:

The Speech Choir at Hickman High School in Columbia, Mis
souri, is in a sense a gang— a big gang with a lot of fine 
tradition behind it. This gang, one hundred strong, joins 
together in the interpretation of the best modem poetry, in 
putting on peppy skits for the home-coming assembly, in the 
production of a patriotic pageant or the traditional Christ
mas Assembly with its cathedral setting. They present an 
original production supporting the passage of a new consti
tution, or they read the scripture for an Easter Sunrise 
Service. Whatever the nature of the program, the whole gang 
is there, not because of compulsion, but because of the 
thrill of participation.5̂ -

Finally, after a very pleasurable interview with Hedwiga 
Reicher, the present writer was given a copy of Alfred Noyes' poem, 

"A Victory Dance." This poem was presented in the Hollywood Bowl 

in the Year 1936 to an audience of 2$,000 people. That historic 

performance exemplified what can be done with a poem produced in a 

manner to give an audience of such immense size a most profound, 
stirring, and complete impression of the tragic satire of war.

In a recent communication, Hedwiga Reicher gives her own 
description of this performance. She says:

Ernest Schillings' symphonic music composed and con
ducted by himself, and played by the Bos Angeles symphony 
orchestra, coming from the inner shell of the Bowl.
The only lighting, tiny globes on the baton of the 
conductor and on the various stands of the musicians.

, og. cit., p.
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In front, and to the side of the musicians, a big 
scaffold, on the top of which a platform where the 
"Victory Dance" took place— grotesque, puppet-like 
pantomimic action— spotted by white, gigantic lights.
Underneath the wooden structure, screened off by dark 
curtains, an invisible, mixed chorus, male and female 
voices, conducted by Miss Vocha Fiske, reciting in 
polyphonic variety, the poem— interspersed by the 
sonorous voice of the solo speaker, Irving Pichel 
(now one of the most outstanding motion picture direc
tors). Simultaneous with the action, shadows of 
marching soldiers moving across the inner shell of 
the Bowl— frightening in their immensity. In the 
grassy space semi-circling the Bowl were twelve sil
houettes. Each silhouette a soldier fallen in the 
grotesque position of his death in battle— a grieving 
woman over him— a sweetheart— a wife— a mother.

The performance ended. The audience sat as though 
spellbound incapable of applauding for quite a long 
time— and then the roaring applause of twenty-five 
thousand people. Again silence. The audience filed 
out of the Bowl. Such is the inherent power of a ^ . 
poem manifested, by concerted, artistic expression.-**-̂

To honor the feast on December 8, 19^8, and the distin

guished visitors among whom was Reverend Bernard Kaelin, O.S.B., 

Abbot Primate to the Benedictines, a choric reading selection was 
rendered by fifteen girls as part of the program at Mount Saint 

Scholastica College. Five light, five medium, and five dark voices, 

plus a solo voice were used in the interpretation of "Behold Thy 
Mother." To this was added an arrangement of "Marian Verses" by 

Sister Chrysostom Hoppes, O.S.B., Mount Saint Scholastica College.

A combination of dance, pantomime, and singing concluded the pro

gram prepared by Sister M. Janice Egan, O.S.B., also of Mount 
Saint Scholastica College.

Letter from Hedwiga Reicher, dramatic director and in
structor, Mount Saint Scholastica College, Atchison, Kansas, May 27, 
15^8.
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"At the Feet of the Madonna/' by Charlotte 1. Lee, was the 

Christmas play selected by Sister M. Sylvester, O.S.B., speech 

teacher, which was presented Tuesday evening, December 18, 1988, 

at 7:85 This choric pageant was vnritten for a speaking

choir of voices— dark voices and light voices. In addition to the 
chorus group are the madonna, young mother, martyr, queen, pioneer 
woman, and modem girl portrayed in pantomime.57

Assisting in a Bible program, the seventh grade students 
of Saint ̂ Joseph's School, Leavenworth, appeared on the Saint Mary 

College Bible Week program Wednesday, February 23, 1989, at 11:00 A.M. 

in Xavier auditorium where they demonstrated their use of the New 
Testament. The twenty-four pupils gave three choral reading se

lections: On Union with Christ, John XV, 1-10; The Word in Himself, 

John I, 1-18; and Charity— Its Excellence, I Corinthians, XIII, 1-7 . 
Sister Mary Agnes was the teacher.5^

Following is a letter and program from the Mount Mary College 
of Milwaukee, Wisconsin:59

-̂ .'ount Mirror. December 13, 1988.

57]Jount Mirror Supplement. December 13, 1988.

5^The Eastern Kansas Register. February 18, 1989.
59Letter from Agnes Curren Hamm, chairman of the choral 

speaking festival, Mount Mary College, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, Janu
ary 31, 1989.
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THE SPEECH DEPARTMENT OF MOUNT MARY COLLEGE 

announces its ninth non-competitive 
CHORAL SPEAKING FESTIVAL

Saturday, March 26, lpip? 10 a.m. and 2 p.m.
MOUNT MARY COLLEGE cordially invites all teachers of high 
school and grade school classes to present their Verse Speak
ing Choirs at the Notre Dame Convent (132b N. Milwaukee Street) 
in order to receive constructive criticism from an expert in 
the field of oral interpretation.

MISS GLADYS BORCHERS, Professor of Speech at the University 
of Wisconsin will act as our Critic this year. She holds a 
Ph.D. degree from Wisconsin and has done graduate work at the 
universities of Iowa and Chicago, and studied in Europe. Miss 
Borchers is author or co-author of the following: Living 
Speech, Better Speech, and Modem Speech, high school and 
college texts, and three volumes of the English activities 
series published by the National Council of Teachers of 
English and the American Book Company.

This festival is not a contest. Its purpose is to bring 
to light the good work that is being done in choral speaking 
in and near Milwaukee and to help this work to grow through 
demonstration and constructive criticism.

All choirs in the same division will interpret the same 
poems, as listed below, and two poems of their own choice.

FIRST DIVISION: Kindergarten
The Difference.................... Laura E. Richards
Growing Up..........................  Marchette Chute
When It Rained.......... Eleanor Holbrook Zimmerman
Schools for Fish.............. Wilhelmina Seegmiller
SECOND DIVISION: First and Second Grades
If..................................... Laura A.Boyd
Cricket's Fiddle. . ...................Marion Kennedy
The Best Game the Fairies P l a y ........... Rose Fyleman
THIRD DIVISION: Third and Fourth Grades
"Which Loved Best?......................... Joy Allison
The White Window........................ James Stephens
The Shoemaker......................... Author Unknown
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FOURTH DIVISION: Fifth and Sixth Grades
A Comparison............................ John Farrar
Book-Magic.................... Sister Maryanna, O.P.
Mr. Grump................................ E.V. Rieu
FIFTH DIVISION; Seventh and Eighth Grades
Unusual leather.................... Arthur Guiterman
The Peak........................ Mary Carolyn Davies
Breathes There the Man............ . . .Walter Scott
SIXTH DIVISION: High School
The Night Wind. ...................J. Gould Fletcher
The Young Dead Soldiers.......... Archibald MacLeish
Logic.............................. Arthur Guiterman

The number of choirs will be limited to twenty, and no 
more than four choirs will be accepted for any one division. 
Registrations will be accepted in the order received. There 
is no fee for entering a choir and there will be no admission 
charge for the audience.

The first four divisions will be presented in the morning, 
beginning at 10 o'clocks the fifth and sixth divisions will 
be presented in the afternoon beginning at 2 p. m. In this 
way there will be room to have all the children and their 
teachers seated in the auditorium, so that each class can 
enjoy hearing the others. Our Critic, Miss Borchers, will 
hold a short conference with directors of the choirs immedi
ately following the afternoon session. Any interested teacher 
may remain for this conference.

To register: Send name and school of director, grade and 
number of children in the choir, in writing to the chairman 
of the Festival. Copies of the poems to be used will be sent 
to the director at the time of registration.

Early registration will be appreciated.
Chairman of the Festival

Agnes Curren Hamm
To prove that the art is continuing its progress, the 

present writer has a similar letter and program received in I960 60

60Ibid., February 7, I960.



CHAPTER IV

DATA ON CHORAL SPEAKING FROM FORTY-SIX STATE DEPARTMENTS 
OF EDUCATION, COUNTY BOARDS OF EDUCATION AND 

EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

In the present instance, in order to secure the names of 

American secondary schools in which choral speaking is taught the 
writer sent a statement to each of the forty-eight State Boards of 
Education and the District of Columbia. A copy of this statement 

will be found in Appendix A. Forty-seven or about $6 per cent of 

the states, including the District of Columbia, responded. New York 

and Idaho, even after a second correspondence, were the only two 

states that failed to reply.

That there is not such a widespread but yet a definite incor
poration of choric interpretation into the educational program in 

the United States since its incipience in 1913 may be gathered from 
the following data as stated by the respective state Boards of Edu
cation:

Alabama — It seems that choral speaking is not taught exten
sively in Alabama. Upon inquiry among members of our staff I 
have learned that some of the Birmingham High Schools teach it 
particularly Ensley High School, and Woodlawn High School. It 
is also taught, we understand, at the Murphy High School in 
Mobile. Alabama, and at St. Bernard College (College and High 
School), Cullman, Alabama.

-̂ -Letter from Paul Vi. Mathews, supervisor of music education, 
Montgomery, Alabama, December lit., 19ij.6.
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pArkansas. — We regret that we do not have the necessary in-
formation in our office from which to send you a list of public 
and of private secondary schools in Arkansas in which choral 
speaking is taught.

ation you requested. The Arizona State Board of Education does 
not prescribe the course of study for our high schools, and we 
do not have information on the special subjects taught in our 
various secondary schools.

taught in California high schools we are unable to give you a 
list of high schools teaching choral speaking.

Beverly Hills High School, Beverly Hills, is one of the 
schools offering this instruction.

^an Jose State College (formerly known as the San Jose 
State Teachers College), San Jose, has in the past trained stu
dents in this subject.

I am enclosing a leaflet of the University of California 
which lists the accredited high schools, both public and private.

Connecticut.^— The State Department of Education has asked 
me to respond to your card of October 30, 19^6, relative to the 
status of choral speaking in schools in Connecticut. Unfortu
nately, I can speak for Hartford only:

In Hartford there is no formal program in choral speaking. 
However, Bulkeley High School in this city has had an excellent 
verse speaking choir for many years. Until recently it was in 
charge of Miss Grace M. Garvin of 63 A Webster Street, Hartford, 
YGien she retired from active service about a year and a half 
ago her work was taken over by Miss Mildred B. Kierle. The 
Bulkeley High School verse speaking choir is definitely an 
extra-curricular activity. It has been the practice at Bulkeley 
to present the choir at an assembly during the second semester. 
On certain occasions this choir has gone out of the school to

p̂Letter from M. R. Owens, director, division of instruction, 
Little Rock, Arkansas, November 12, 19^6.

Arizona.-3— We regret that we are unable to give the inform--

California.^— Since we do not have tabulations of subjects

3Letter from L. D. Klemmedson, superintendent of public in
struction, Phoenix, Arizona, February 2$, 19^8.

from Frank B. Lindsay, assistant superintendent of
public instruction, Sacramento, California, November 7, 19^6.

^Letter from Robert H. Mahoney, director of secondary in
struction, Hartford, Connecticut, November 23, 19^6.
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participate in community programs.
At the Barnard Junior High School considerable verse speaking 

has been a part of assembly programs. Particularly notable have 
been the assemblies developed by Miss Clara E. Lake and Miss 
Mary E. Lombard at that school. I should like to add that quite 
a bit of verse speaking work is done in several other schools 
in this city.

Colorado.— A Directory of Colorado School Officials for 
1947-1948 was received by the writer.

Delaware.— The state of Delaware sent a list of accredited 
secondary schools both public and private.

District of Columbia.^— In response to your inquiry you are 
advised that at the present choral speaking is not taught in 
any of the high schools of the District of Columbia. Attention, 
however, is given to choral speaking in connection with some of 
our dramatic associations or club activities.

Florida.?— I regret very much that I am not in position to 
give you the names of any high schools or teachers who teach 
choral speaking. I am sure there must be some in the state, 
and if I can obtain information, I will be glad to send it to 
you.

Georgia.8— Your request of January 27 is being referred to 
Mrs. R. W. Davison, 1780 N. Decatur Road, NE, Atlanta, Georgia. 
Mrs. Davison is president of the Department of Speech Teachers 
of the Georgia Education Association, and I an sure she will be 
glad to assist you in any way she can.

Illinois— Unfortunately the annual reports which we receive 
from the schools of Illinois do not include the data on the ques
tion of choral speaking or reading. In many schools throughout 
the state choral speaking is taught.

^Letter from Normal J. Nelson, associate superintendent, 
public schools of the District of Columbia, Washington 9, D.C., 
November 11, 1946.

^Letter from Edgar L. Morphet, general consultant, Talla- 
hasee, Florida, January 16, 1948.

^Letter from W. E. Pafford, director state school supervision, 
Atlanta, Georgia, February 9, 1948.

^Letter from Charles S. Stewart, assistant superintendent, 
Springfield, Illinois, November 12, 1946.
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Indiana. — I wish to advise that we have the data you are 
requesting in the office.

Iowa. 11— Yfe regret that we do not have any information re
garding the teaching of choral speaking in our schools.

Kansas.12— I have your request of October 31 and am sorry 
that I cannot give you the information. In order to get it, 
it would be necessary to go through all the organization re
ports and check the offerings of each school.

The reports are open for all who visit to make research in 
their work toward advanced standing. If you wish to come to 
the office and do that you will be welcome.

Commonwealth of Kentucky.13— I have your postcard in which 
you want me to give the names of the high school teachers in 
this state who are teaching choral speaking. We do not have a 
separate listing of these people. We have six hundred high 
schools, and naturally we do not have separate compilations of 
teachers for the various courses that they teach.

Louisiana.!^— It would be impossible for me to furnish you 
the information you desire since most of the schools teach 
choral reading at some level, from the primary grades through 
the high school. No information is available in the Department 
of Education as to which schools teach choral speaking; in most 
cases it is a matter of choice with the teacher; some find it an 
effective method of reading or poetry instruction, while others 
prefer other methods.

Maine.15— I am sorry to report that we do not have a list of

l^Letter from Wilbur Young, assistant state superintendent 
of public instruction, Indianapolis it, Indiana, November 13, l$it6.

ÜLetter from Jessie M. Parker, superintendent of public 
instruction, Des Moines 19, Iowa, November 8, lpit6.

12Letter from Sol D. Dice, high school supervisor, Topeka, 
Kansas, November it, 19it6.

l^Letter from Mark Godman, division of supervision, Frankfort, 
Kentucky, November lit, 19it$.

l^Letter from Blanche Trezevant, supervisor English and lan
guage arts, Baton Rouge it, Louisiana, November 13, 19it6.

^Letter from Earl Hutchinson, director of secondary educa
tion, Augusta, Maine, November lit, ipitó.
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Minnesota.!^— Any information on the teaching of choral 
speaking would have to be drawn from the reports of the public 
high schools, and we do not have facilities for tabulating this 
for you. Such information regarding private high schools is in 
the files of the University of Minnesota, but they tell us that 
they would have to tabulate it also, and feel that they cannot 
provide this service.

Maryland.I?— I am sorry that we do not have a tabulation of 
the various schools in our state that offer choral speaking.
Many schools have included this as a part of their English 
course, but relatively few listed it as a special subject.

Massachusetts.-^— There is no comprehensive list of the high 
schools in this state where choral speaking is taught. I know 
no high school where it is listed as a separate subject. It is 
done most often by the English teacher, but would simply be in
cluded under the regular work in the subject of English. I am 
enclosing a copy of the October issue of the Massachusetts Edu
cational News. On page ij. you will observe where I mentioned 
specially where choral speaking was used in the graduation 
programs of several of the public high schools.

Michigan.!^— I am sorry to say that this office does not 
have any information on this matter. I do happen to know that 
Dr. Fred Walcott of the University High School has done some
thing with choral speaking.

20Mississippi. — We regret very much that we do not have the
information regarding the high schools in the state in which 
choral speaking is taught as requested on your card of November

l^Card from Dean M. Schweickhard, commissioner, Saint Paul, 
Minnesota, November ?, 19^6.

17Letter from Earle T. Hawkins, director of instruction, 
Baltimore 1, Maryland, November 18, 19^6.

-^Letter from A. Russell Mack, supervisor of secondary 
education, Boston, Massachusetts, November 6, 19^6.

19̂Letter from Leon S. Waskin, chief division of instruction, 
Lansing, Michigan, November 14, 19^6.

^Letter from T. N. Touchstone, director of instruction, 
Jackson, Mississippi, December 3, 19^6.
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Missouri.21— About five or six years ago at the meeting of 
Department of Superintendence of Missouri at Columbia, Missouri, 
Hickman High School at Columbia gave a demonstration of choral 
speaking. You could write the principal, Mr. Neil C. Aslin, 
and he may be able to answer your questions. Incidentally, Mr. 
Aslin at one time was an employee of the University of Missouri 
and visited private schools for the purpose of getting choral 
speaking credited by the University of Missouri. He may be able 
to give you information about the choral speaking in the private 
schools at that time. He also worked under the supervision of 
Dr. John Rufi of the University of Missouri.

Montana.22— I regret that we have no record of the informa
tion you requested on choral speaking.

Nebraska.23— Choral speaking is taught in the state of Ne
braska* in connection with the regular English program. We have 
very few schools that have special public speaking classes. It 
would be very difficult for us to enumerate all of the schools 
that do have some choral speaking. Most schools that we have 
visited do have some work in this specific field.

Nevada2^— Please be advised that no high schools in Nevada, 
either public or private, offer choral speaking.

New Hampshire.26— Choral speaking is taught only incident
ally in our schools. It is seldom used.

p/f
New Jersey. — Choral speaking is not listed by any of our 

high schools as a separate subject. It is taught usually in 
connection with the English courses.

pîLetter from Oscar G. Schupp, director of research, City of 
Jefferson, Missouri, November 12, 1% 6.

ppCard from Thelma Forster, state music supervisor, Helena, 
Montana, December ?, Iph6.

23better from J. If. Litherland, supervisor of secondary 
education, Lincoln, Nebraska, November ij., 19^6.

2^Letter from Jean Clay, office secretary, Carson City, 
Nevada, December J4, 19^6.

2^Letter from Russell H. Leavitt, chief, division of in
struction, Concord, New Hampshire, November 8, 19^6.

^^Letter from A. H. Flury, assistant in secondary education, 
Trenton, New Jersey, May 28, 19^8.
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New Mexico.2?— I regret that I am unable to name all of the 
schools in New Mexico that teach Choral Speaking; do not have a 
record of them in this Department. However, I know a number of 
the school systems that are doing this type of work and I am 
herewith listing the names of the schools as follows:

Santa Fe City Schools 
Albuquerque City Schools 
Baton City Schools 
Las Cruces City Schools 
Roswell City Schools 
Las Vegas City Schools 
Clovis City Schools 
Carlsbad City Schools 
Deming City Schools.
North Carolina.28— I am sorry that we have no reports from 

which this information could be secured. Of course a few of the 
high schools report special courses in Speech but I am sure that 
many of our high schools teach choral speaking in the regular 
English classes.

29North Dakota. — We have your request for the names of North 
Dakota colleges offering courses in choral speaking. You ex
plain that this information will be used in your graduation 
study.

It is good to know that you are particularly interested in 
the field of choral speaking because this is a vital part of 
speech work. Strong courses in this field are offered at the 
University of North Dakota, University Station, Grand Forks,
North Dakota. Considerable choral speaking work is taught at 
the State Agricultural College, State College Station, Fargo, 
North Dakota. It is in this institution that North Dakota's 
beloved Professor A. G. Arvold has developed the little country 
theatre movement. The State Teachers College, Minot, North 
Dakota, under the leadership of Miss Edna Gilbei% conducts a 
speech clinic each summer session. Throughout the year consider
able work in choral speaking is done in Miss Gilbert's classes. 
Choral reading is also stressed in all of the other teachers 
colleges in the state:

27'Letter from R. P. Sweeney, director of secondary education, 
Santa Fe, New Mexico, November 12, 19^6.

28Letter from A. B. Combs, assistant director, division of 
instructional service, Raleigh, North Carolina, November 18, 19^6.

^Letter from E. Helen Ioms, director of state examinations, 
Bismarck, North Dakota, May 26, 19^8.
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State Teachers College, Mayville, North Dakota.
State Teachers College, Dickinson, North Dakota.
State Teachers College, Ellendale, North Dakota.
State Teachers College, Valley City, North Dakota.
Ohio.30— i do not know of any high school which offers a 

straight course in choral speaking at the present time. A 
number of years ago, John Hay High School in Cleveland had 
such a course. No doubt we have a number of schools doing 
choral work in connection with their public speaking work, 
but which ones I am unable to say.

Oregon.31— Your request of May 17 to the State Board of 
Education has been referred to me for reply.

I am sorry that I cannot be of more help on this problem, 
but I am not aware that choral speaking is taught in any of the 
high schools or institutions of higher learning in this state. 
You might try the University of Portland located in Portland, 
Oregon. This is a Catholic School and there is a possibility 
that they may teach this subject.

Pennsylvania.32— Choral speaking is included in the Eng
lish instruction program of many of Pennsylvania's larger 
secondary schools.

Rhode Island.33— 1 have made inquiries at two of the 
largest public high schools and two of the largest parochial 
high schools in Providence, and find that Saint Xavier's 
Academy is the only one in which choral speaking is taught.

South Carolina.3^— In reply to your postal card, of Novem
ber $, iPii-6, if you will communicate with Mrs. Dessie Dean 
Pitts, Erskine College, Due West, South Carolina, she will 
probably be able to give you the information that you seek.

3^Letter from R. M. Garrison, school supervisor, Columbus, 
Ohio, November 1$, 19^6.

3-1-Letter from Cliff Robinson, director of secondary educa
tion, Salem, Oregon, May 20, 19^8.

32ietter from Edwin W. Cruttenden, chief, secondary educa
tion, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, December 13, 19b6.

33Letter from James F. Rockett, director of education, 
Providence 3? Rhode Island, November 13, 19^6.

3^Letter from W. D. Nixon, state high school supervisor, 
Columbia, South Carolina, November 13, 19M.
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Choral speaking would be a part of the English course and 
would not be taught as a separate subject under our high school 
regulations. Mrs. Pitts has been greatly interested in speech, 
both as a high school teacher and as a college teacher, and 
can put you in touch with those high schools in South Carolina 
that are emphasizing choral speaking.

Oklahoma. — We have no way in checking up to see what 
schools teach choral speaking.

South Dakota.36— I do not know of any high school or col
lege in South Dakota that offers courses in choral speaking.

Tennessee.37— We regret that we do not have a list avail
able of the schools which teach choral speaking in Tennessee.

-Texas. — Your card concerning choral speech addressed to 
Superintendent J. W. Edgar has been given to me as Director of 
Curriculum in Austin Public Schools. In our curriculum in the 
junior high schools choral speech is taught in both speech 
classes and general music classes. Several programs have been 
given with groups that have been very satisfactory.

Utah.3?— I am not able to answer your question.

Vermont. — Choral speaking is one phase of the work of 
our dramatic teacher, Mr. Howard Cull. Mr. Cull teaches dra
matics in the seventh and eighth grades meeting each room daily 
for five weeks in turn. He teaches them enunciation, diction, 
solo and choral speaking, stage presence, and the stage terms.

In the high school Mr. Cull produces three plays a year, one

-^Letter from E. E. Halley, chief school examiner and inspec
tor, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, November 9, l<?it6.

^^Letter from A. A. Thompson, átate high school supervisor, 
Pierre, South Dakota, May 20, 19^8.

37Letter from Burgin E. Dassett, commissioner, Nashville, 
Tennessee, November 20, 1%6.

33better from T. Q. Srygley, director curriculum and in- * 
struction, Austin, Texas, January 1$, 19^8.

39Letter from A. Reed Morrell, director of secondary educa
tion, Salt Lake City, Utah, November 5, 19^6.

^Letter from Elizabeth H. Hunt, director of guidance, 
Montpelier public schools, Montpelier, Vermont, November 25, 19^6.
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being a one-act play for the state and regional competition.
He also teaches a course called Oral English. This course 
meets five times a week for forty-five minutes during the 
school year. We give the regular credit for this course. It is 
an elective and usually numbers twenty. He uses a text book,
The Speech Arts by Alice Craig published by Macmillan in 19ui. 
And again he teaches enunciation, diction, solo and choral 
speaking. The class performs as a choral speaking group at 
school assemblies, over the radio, and at local functions. In 
all, the group probably appears in public six times during the 
school year.

At the junior college, Vermont Junior College, Mr. Cull 
coaches two plays a year and teaches a course called Speech 
which meets three times a week. The content of the course is 
similar to that in the course he gives at the high school.

Virginia.̂-*-— Time nor clerical help does not permit us to 
send you a complete list of teachers of choral speaking. We 
have looked through our files on private schools, which seemed 
most likely to teach the subject, and find only one which lists 
the class as verse choir. That school is Southern Seminary, 
Buena Vista, Virginia.

There is not much call for this sort of thing in our public 
schools, as glee club seems more popular for such group activity.

Washington. ^ — I have visited many of the high schools in 
this state and to the best of my knowledge there is only one 
school in which choral speaking is part of the program. This 
school is Waterville High School.

West Virginia.'*̂ — The State Supervisor of High Schools of 
West Virginia informs me that we do not have any junior or 
senior high schools in West Virginia conducting organized 
classes in choral speaking.

Wisconsin.'^— In reply to your letter relative to choral 
speaking please be advised that we do not have regular courses 
in choral speaking and very frequently poetry is taught by means

^Letter from Campbell Jones, secretary, division of second
ary education, Richmond, Virginia, May i)., 19^8.

^Letter from Louis Bruno, high school supervisor, Olympia, 
Yiashington, December 3? 19^6.

! Q
^ L e t t e r  from H. K. Baer, secretary, state board o f  educa

tion, Charleston, Yiest Virginia, November 22, 19À6.

^ L e t t e r  from A. R. Page, assistant superintendent, Madison 
2, Wisconsin, June 2ij., 19^7.
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of choral speaking. Carroll College of Waukesha, Wisconsin, 
has carried on courses in choral speaking.

'Wyoming.— An Educational Directory was sent by this state.
No data was received concerning the status on choral speaking.

Twenty of the forty-eight states were unable to give any 

data on the status of choral speaking in their respective states.
Six states use it as a part of the English course. Two states,
Kansas and Indiana, have choral speech data, but were not able to 

give a report. Only one school in Washington teaches choral utter

ance. Two states intimate that they have no organized classes. 
Excellent verse choirs have been conducted in one state for many 
years. In Massachusetts choric reading is not taught as a separate 
subject. Throughout seven colleges in North Dakota choric verse 
work is stressed. In Nevada, choral work is taught in neither 

public nor private schools. In one state choric speech is taught, 

but it is done so incidentally. Rhode Island has but one academy 

in which choric art is taught. In one state choral speech is used 

as a part of speech work, while in another it is used by a Mr. Howard 

Cull as a phase of dramatic art. He has scheduled classes in grades 
seven and eight, in high school and in junior college. A school in 

Texas uses choral speaking in speech and general music classes; 

schools in Virginia do not have much call for the verse speaking 
choir for glee club seems to be the more popular. In the District 

of Columbia choral speaking is used only in dramatic or club associa
tions.
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Additional data were contributed to this study by the 

following:

Louisiana State University. ^ — I know of no place in Louisi
ana where choral reading is taught for its own sake in class. 
Baton Rouge High School has had choral reading as an extra cur
ricular activity in the past. Probably grade school teachers 
use it occasionally, but I do not know what schools do so. I 
can give you no information concerning the present status.

Brigham Young University. ^ — Your inquiry about Choral 
Speaking, sent to Dr. Woolf of this university, has been re
ferred to me. At the present time I am sending out a bulletin 
to the speech teachers in this area, in order to find out if 
Choral Speaking is being taught in their schools.

My own experience has been that good Choral Speaking, as 
an art to be used for public performance, is best handled by a 
speech teacher with adequate background in music. In my own 
work, I use Choral Speaking techniques in order to develop 
voice, stimulate thinking and motivate team work.

I would be happy to receive any information you may find 
from your study which may encourage a greater use of Choral 
Speaking in the Secondary Schools.

University of Missouri.^?— Dr. John Rufi has just sent me 
your postal card asking for the names of teachers in Missouri 
interested in choral reading. I believe some work of this sort 
is done in Kansas City and suggest you write Miss Virginia Rob
ertson, Central High School, Kansas City, Missouri.

Xavier University. ^ — It was just brought to my attention 
that you are interested in choral speaking in the high schools 
of the States. I regret that I know of no high school teachers 
of choral speaking in Louisiana.

^Card from Harriett Idol, speech department, Louisiana 
State University, November 29, 19^6.

^Letter from George L. Lewis, 
tion, Secondary Training School, B.Y.U 19̂ 6.

instructor of speech educa- 
, Provo, Utah, November 20,

^'Letter from Loren D. Reid, College of Arts and Sciences, 
Department of Speech and Dramatic Art, University of Missouri, Novem
ber 25, 191:6.

^Letter from Sister Mary Frances, dean of Xavier University, 
New Orleans, Louisiana, September 19, 19i:8.
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hoUniversity of North Dakota. — We have no occasion to prac

tice choral speaking in the University. I have judged choral 
speaking in a high school contest in this state, but it did not 
convince me that the benefits are commensurate with the effort 
expended.

For very young students, I can see that it would be a very 
stimulating game, but I should prefer to continue getting the 
results through ensemble singing.

My opinion should not argue against the art. It may be 
that in the future, if properly managed, choral speaking may 
develop into something unique.

In addition to these universities, the following state col

leges, private colleges, and other educational institutions made 

contributions to this study.

Kansas State Teachers' College. ^ — I am very sorry that I 
have no record of where choral speaking is being taught. I 
know Abilene High School used to have some and so did Wichita 
High School, East.

San Francisco State College. — I am not familiar with the 
high schools in which choral speaking is taught.

gpSan Jose State College. — I am sorry that I cannot be of 
any help to you in a listing of public and private schools in 
the state in which choral speaking is taught.

As far as I know, no such list would be available from any
one. I do know of some large institutions that teach it on the 
college and university level. They are:

University of California
University of California at Los Angeles
University of Southern California

hoStatement on questionnaire by E. D. Schonberger, professor 
of speech, head of the department, Grand Forks, North Dakota, June 
2, 19^8.

-^Letter from George R. R. Pflaum, Head, Department of Speech, 
Emporia, Kansas, November it, 19^6.

^Letter from Florence Vance, registrar, San Francisco, 
California, October 16, 19 i*6.

drama,
gpLetter from Hugh W. Gillis, head department of speech and 

San Jose, California, November 19, 19^6.
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San Jose State College 
Fresno State College 
San Diego State College 
Occidental College 
College of Pacific
Erskine College. — Converse College, Spartanburg, South 

Carolina; Erskine College, Due West, South Carolina; Ashley 
Hall, Charleston, South Carolina; Columbia High School, Columbia, 
South Carolina; Spartanburg High, Spartanburg, South Carolina; 
Belton High School, Belton, South Carolina; The Citadel, Charles
ton, South Carolina, teach speech and choric speaking.

College of the Sacred Heart. ^ — Miss Marjorie Vermeersch is 
teaching choral speaking at St. Teresa's in East St. Louis.
Notre Dame Academy, Belleville, has strong choral reading.
Miss.Vermeersch is very interested in choral work.

There is some choral reading here at this college of the 
Sacred Heart.

Chestnut Hill College. — My work is entirely with students 
in the winter at Chestnut Hill College, Philadelphia; in the 
summer at Boston University. I have had the privilege of doing 
all my work in Choral Speaking under Marjorie Cullan, head of 
the Speech Institute in London, and founder of the Choral Speak
ing movement. There are not a great many people in the United 
States who have had sufficient training in Choral Speaking to 
speak with authority. The only books on the subject which are 
absolutely trustworthy are those by Miss Cullan herself, those 
she had written in conjunction with Mr. Surrey, and those of 
Mona Swann and Agnes Curren Hamm. These books contain every
thing of worth that has been published on the subject.

Agnes Curren Hamm, author of Choral Speaking Technique. pub
lished by the Tower Press. Milwaukee, Wisconsin, can doubtless 
give you the names of high schools where Choral Speaking is 
taught. She is on the faculty of Mount Mary College, and each 
year they sponsor a Choral Speaking Festival in which schools in 
and around Milwaukee participate. I have seen several of them 
and know that very constructive work is demonstrated.

-^Card from Dessie Dean Pitts, speech department, Due West, 
South Carolina, November 25, 19it.6.

-^Letter from Sister Mary Cyprian, College of the Sacred 
Heart, Lake Forest, Illinois, November 1$, lpif?.

-^Statement on questionnaire by Miriam D. Cow, director of 
choral speaking, Chestnut Hill College, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 
June 3; 19^8.



Mount Saint Scholastica College.— From a professional as 
well as from an educational point of view I have been deeply 
interested ever since the outbreak of the first World War in 
bringing the poem and poetic works, other than drama, to the 
stage in an effort to liberate it, so to speak, from the bound
ary of the book and to give it directly to larger and larger 
groups of people for their enjoyment in the same manner as the 
written drama is liberated by being enacted in the theatre. My 
first experimental performance took place in New York's "Punch 
and Judy Theater" and the "Band Box" in 1917. This was before 
Marjorie Gullan in England publicly demonstrated her ideas of 
choric speech and before the University of Southern California 
had built the first poetry playhouse under the direction of Miss 
Dalziel. I used choral speech in an incidental manner whenever 
I felt it the natural outcome of a given situation, following 
the method of Max Reinhardt's treatment of group action and 
speech. Our contemporary and very modern American poetry fasci
nated me in its revolutionary form and content. A group of 
young American poets with Louis Untermeyer its moral leader, 
after watching my modest beginnings, undertook to inaugurate a 
poetry theater league in New York with myself as producing direc
tor. They went about to get the endorsement of their idea from 
the leading literary minds of America, and I am happy to say I 
still have in my possession several pages of the comments of 
some of our first poets, magazine editors, critics, actors, etc., 
enthusiastically approving and indicating a desire to be a part 
of the undertaking. But alasi America became involved in the 
war and my co-workers enlisted in war work. Since, I, myself, 
was not quite clear how far I could contribute to an artistic 
venture of perhaps limitless opportunities, I went to California 
in order to experiment further with students, semi-professionals, 
and professionals of stage and screen, giving over a period of 
several years many productions throughout most of California, 
which proved to me how wonderfully impressive and successful 
performances of poetry presented in various ways of artistic ex
pression can be for the mass audience. In 1922-1923 the San 
Francisco Theater School, with Maurice Brown as its director, 
installed the first poetry theater department with myself at 
its head . . . .  however, I was forced to give most of my time 
to stage and motion picture work. In the meantime extraordi
nary things have been done in the way of choric and polyphonic 
speech in schools as well as on the stages of the world and I 
am more than glad that America is waking up to its tremendous 
importance, and that geniuses like Henri Martin Barzun are

Letter from Hedwiga Reicher, dramatic director and instruc
tor, Mount Saint Scholastica College, Atchison, Kansas, May 27, 19^8.
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discovering new ways of developing this new art form.
Henri Martin Barzun's book on Choric Education is the most 

thrilling I have had the good fortune to pour over. I thank 
you so much for lending it to me and hope there is some way in 
which I can obtain the book for myself. I would not like to 
have it missing from my library.

You asked me to give you my opinion on the educational value 
of choric speech in the schools. I want to say that I believe 
emphatically that one cannot start too soon to develop in the 
child an appreciation and love of language and all that it may 
imply as to rhythm in speech and body simultaneously expressed.
I advocate heartily the use of choric speech growing out of 
speech in unison, even in the kindergartens of America for 
speech habits so early formed will easily and effortlessly blos
som forth in beautiful and cultivated form to one's advantage in 
later life. In all schools from first grade throughout high 
school and college, choric speech should be pursued and culti
vated. It will obtain extraordinary coordination between body 
motion and work action which certainly will be of immeasurable 
value and likewise artistic accomplishment.

Cultural authorities in Washington, D.C., look upon the 
speech habits of our modem youth as the "American Disease." 
Talking too fast, with enunciation so slovenly and lip-lazy that 
it has become almost a menace to the pursuit of business, in 
general, or social communication, and the speaker's platform. I 
really want to go so far as to say that it adds to our psychologi
cal neuroses in communities where one cannot understand what is 
being said even asking for the third time. It seems to have be
come so smart to mumble one's way through life; an expression of 
sophisticated snobbishness which seems to take hold of especially 
young people in college. I believe, too, that our young people 
are rather shy in expressing their individual selves; whereas, 
in communal work they gain confidence and derive joy in doing 
things together. This can only enhance the appreciation of our 
democratic way of life in the young during their formative years.

Belhaven College.^'— My work is entirely with college stu
dents. Miss Emmy Lou Patton, Central High School, Jackson, 
Mississippi, does a good deal of choral reading. So do we.

The City College of Hew York." — I am returning your ques
tionnaire because the college no longer maintains a high school

Letter from Louise Mimms, teacher of choral speaking, 
Belhaven College, Jackson, Mississippi, May 20, 1%8.

Letter from Conrad P. Schulz, chairman, department of 
public speaking, The City College of New York, New York 31) May 18, 
19b8.
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(College-preparatory) department. We have, therefore, no data.

State Teachers' College. — We have not done enough of this 
work to make a report worthwhile to you. I am sorry.

6(1Teachers College. — Although I should like to help you by 
sending names of teachers who teach or have taught Choral Speak
ing, it is not possible for me to do so. I do teach a class in 
Choral Speaking but I cannot professionally release the names of 
the students in my classes. Moreover, I have no way of knowing 
whether or not the teachers who take my class do really teach 
Choral Speaking.

There has been an extensive program of Choral Speaking in 
the junior high schools of New York City. If you were to write 
to Dr. Letitia Raubicheck, Director of Speech Improvement,
Board of Education, 2 Livingston Street, Brooklyn 2, New York,
I think she would be willing to give you the names of the high 
school teachers in New York City who have done work in Choral 
Speaking.

A number of Catholic High Schools in Philadelphia have under
taken extensive programs in Choral Speaking. If you would write 
to Miriam D. Gow, College of Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia, Penn
sylvania, I am confident that she could send you the names of 
the teachers in the Catholic High Schools who have worked with 
Choral Speaking.

Russell Sage College.̂"**— This is a four-year girls' college 
with a total enrollment of approximately seven hundred students.
A Speech major is offered to the girls which includes work in 
the areas of public speaking, theatre, interpretation, radio, 
and speech correction.

Our enrollment is not large enough to include a separate 
class of instruction in choral speaking. We introduce it when 
necessary into the interpretation class and in dramatic activi
ties. Our only current experience with it is in our next major 
dramatic production, T.S. Eliot's play, "Murder in the Cathedral."

Rosary College. — The questionnaire which you sent me Con

goStatement on questionnaire by Vera E. Bollinger, State 
Teachers' College, Valley City, North Dakota, July 30, 19it8.

60Letter from Magdalene Kramer, chairman of the department 
of speech, Teachers College, Columbia University, April 21, 19it8.

^Letter from Jean L. Hartzell, acting chairman, department 
of speech, Russell Sage College, Troy, New York, February 21, 19it8.

Letter from Sister Mary Peter, Rosary College, River 
Forest, Illinois, February it, 19it8.
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ceming choral speaking does not seem applicable to the kind of 
experience that I have had. I have taken the liberty* of sending 
it on to Sister Thomas More, St. Clara Academy, Sinsinawa, Vtiis- 
consin. She has had experience with choral speaking in a high 
school and can give much more helpful replies to your questions.

Saint Vincent College.̂ — I regret that I must acknowledge 
the lack of choral speaking in our academic program; Seton Hill 
College, Greensburg, however, does have a very fine program.

Pennsylvania State College."^— I regret the necessity of 
returning your questionnaire untouched. However, my work is 
wholly in clinical speech at the present. I have inquired 
among instructors in the speech department of our college, but 
find that no choric speech is being used.

Saint Paul's College. ^ — Our school does not have any choral 
speaking.

66Regis College. — Here at Regis we do not have choral speak
ing.

Marylhurst College. — In our Teacher Preparation Courses, 
i.e. in the Speech Class, the use of Choral Technique is much 
stressed. It is adapted to programs of all kinds. In my 
teaching work in dramatics, I use it very generally.

While at Saint Mary's Academy, I have used choral readings 
in Christmas Pageants produced at the Portland Civic Theatre.
More than three hundred students took part in these pageants in 
which I had a verse choir of more than a hundred voices. This 
choir uttered in various forms of choral some of the prophecies 
concerning the coming of Christ. At another performance, we 
used the "0" anthems in the same way. A light-enshrouded figure,

^Letter from Egbert Donovan, O.S.B., headmaster, The Pre
paratory School, Saint Vincent College, Latrobe, Pennsylvania, May 
10, 19^ 8.

^Letter from C. Cordelia Brong, Pennsylvania State College, 
State College, Pennsylvania, May 10, 19u8.

^Letter from Albert J. C. Moeller, president, St. Paul's 
College, Concordia, Missouri, April 28, 19^8.

^Letter from Rodney Crewse, S.J., Regis College, Denver 11, 
Colorado, April 6, 19^7-

^Letter from Sister M. Rita of Jesus, Marylhurst College, 
Marylhurst, Oregon, July 28, 19^8.
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symbolizing the spirit of Prophecy was high in rear of stage 
and the chorus, partially turned from the audience spoke as 
though through the spirit of Prophecy. We also used the 
Choral Curtain at the Civic Theatre. This consisted of about 
eighty young women, gowned, who moved rhythmically upon the 
stage as the curtain closed, sometimes singing, sometimes in 
choral recitation. They receded in the same way as the cur
tain opened on the next scene.

I used much the same technique in a French Christmas pageant 
given last Christmas at Marylhurst College. A group of five of 
the more important prophets placed high against a background 
of red and gold, robed much like Sargent's Prophets, answered 
a Verse Choir robed in college gowns and black veils. The 
latter represented waiting, expectant Israel. This same verse 
choir at the Christmas Crib wore gold crowns added to the black 
veils and recited the Hail Nary at the Annunciation, the Bene
dict's at the Visitation.

In "The Tidings Brought to Nary" by Claudel, in a public 
performance given at Marylhurst, we had an invisible choir,
(the cloistered nuns) which recited the Angelus, the Regina 
Coeli and the Salve Regina, using now one form of Choral, now 
another.

Each year at Marylhurst, I have given French plays in which 
choral work plays an important part. The group work plays an 
important part. The group work is sometimes in English, some
times in French. It marks the transitions very effectively and 
helps to the understanding of the French text. In Racine's 
"Esther," the choral was a very effective medium for harmonizing 
scenes. Every five years I give an elaborately costumed pageant 
of Joan of Arc. It will be given in November, 1948. The choral 
groups placed on an amphi-theater at left of stage and off stage 
gives much interest to play and the pageantry also. I have also 
used choral in Shakespearean arranged programs.

68Diocese of Fall River. — Re do not include choral speaking
formally in our school program but some of the schools may be 
teaching it informally.

69Diocese of Omaha. — Here is a list of schools. I have no 
idea which teach choral speaking.

Diocese of Cleveland.7^— I believe the only high school which

zrp
^ L e t t e r  from Edward J. Gorman, superintendent, Fall River, 

Massachusetts, J u l y  23, 1947.
^Letter from P. E. Schneider, superintendent of schools, 

Omaha, Nebraska, October 14, 1946.

Letter from P. McDonough, secretary, Cleveland, Ohio, 
October 2, 1947.
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offers choral speaking would be Notre Dame Academy, Cleveland, 
Ohio.

Los Angeles City Board. ^ — We presume that the public 
schools do not teach it or they would not have referred your 
card to us. We are sorry but we cannot give you any informa
tion as to any private schools which teach choral speaking or 
vie presume you have in mind, what we call verse speaking choirs.

Sacramento City Unified School District. — We have two 
senior high schools in Sacramento and at neither one is choral 
speaking taught as a regular subject. If it is ever used it 
would only be for preparing a program number.

San Francisco Unified School District. ^ — Choral Speaking 
has not been emphasized greatly in the San Francisco public 
schools.

7 jFresno Public Schools.' — We have three schools that teach 
choral speaking. They are Edison High School, Hamilton Junior 
High School, and Fresno Technical High School.

Board of Education City of Chicago. ^— Choral Speaking is 
not taught as a separate subject for credit in any of the Chi
cago public high schools, and the central office has no record 
of schools in which it may be given some attention as part of 
another course.

Neither do we have any information on this matter concern
ing other schools in Chicago or in Illinois outside of Chicago.

Bureau of Education of the Archdiocese of Dubuque. — I do

71Letter from GoIda V. Crutcher, educational department, 
Los Angeles, November 13, 19^6.

72Letter from Arthur H. Polster, assistant superintendent, 
Sacramento, October 21, 19^6.

73Letter from Edwin C. Browne, personnel coordinator, San 
Francisco, October 30, 19^6.

7)'^Letter from Malcolm Davison, music director, Fresno, 
December 3, 19^6.

73'^Letter from George F. Cassell, acting superintendent of 
schools, Chicago, November 20, 19^6.

^Letter from Rt. Rev. Msgr. J.M. Wolfe, 
intendent of schools, Dubuque, October 1, 19^7.

archdiocesan super-
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not know of any schools in this Archdiocese which is teaching 
Choral Speaking as one of the elements of the course in English.

Of course, the Music Teacher usually conducts some elemen
tary work in Choral Speaking in preparation for the actual de
velopment of real musical rendition. I believe you will find 
this condition generally in the practices of Music Teachers 
throughout the country.

Public Schools, Kansas City, Missouri.??— Choral speaking 
in the public high schools of Kansas City is not an integral 
part of our program. Occasionally individual teachers have 
done some work in their speech classes along the line of 
choral speaking. Miss Alice White of Manual High and Vocation
al School, did some choral speaking work in her classes at 
Northeast Junior High School.

*P.S. DuPont High School. — We do not offer courses in 
choral speaking either in this school or in this City System; 
nor can I find any of the neighboring schools in Delaware 
carrying on this instruction. I am sorry that we cannot 
participate.

79Hickman High School.'̂ — I know of no other school in Colum
bia other than Hickman High School where choral speaking is 
taught. Mrs. Helen D. Williams is in charge of the speech 
work here and does an excellent job of it.

John Hay High School. ^— Once upon a time Choral Speaking 
or reading, as we called it, had quite a run in our Cleveland 
schools; however, the teachers that were interested in this 
phase of teaching left the schools and the course was finally 
dropped.

I am informed by our City Supervisor of English that no 
courses are now being offered in this subject.

^Letter from Joseph G. Bryan, director of secondary educa
tion, Kansas City, October 10, 194?.

7 Q'"Letter from R. L. Talbot, principal, Wilmington, Delaware, 
November 18, 1946.

79'^Letter from Neil C. Aslin, principal, Columbia, Missouri, 
November 19, 1946.

^Letter from William L. Moore, principal, Cleveland, No
vember 22, 1946.
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OnCentral District Catholic High School. — W'e do not have a 
choral group. As our school is entirely for boys we have always 
found their interest mainly occupied in other fields than choral 
singing. Our musical organizations are large and varied, but 
no attempt has ever been made in the particular activity you 
are interested in. Neither do I know of any high school in or 
around Pittsburgh that has a choral group. However, I cannot 
be too definite in my statement since some of the girls' schools 
may include it as part of their musical organization.

Notre Dame High School.^2— Choral speaking is taught in the 
girls' Diocesan High Schools of Philadelphia. Choral speaking 
is comparatively new in our school.

South High School.^3— So far as I know, there is no school 
in our state that offers a course in Choral Speaking; however,
I believe that it is included in many of the regular Speech 
courses.

Academy of Saint Catherine. ^ — You were inadvertently mis
informed when you were told that I use choral speaking in my 
work. I feel that it is an excellent medium for such types of 
speech art as the Greek chorus, or for the town women in Murder 
in the Cathedral; it can be very effective theatre; it can above 
all supply a vehicle for large groups to appear in public; and 
no one will deny that it can impart a sense of rhythm, but as 
my contention is that speech instruction is a highly individu
alized process, I do not use it in my classes.

85Paseo High School. — Although each speech teacher may in
clude some choral speaking in his speech course, there is no 
regular class in choral speaking.

'^Letter from Brother F. Timothy, F.S.C., principal, Pitts
burgh, Pennsylvania, December 28, l?i;6.

82Letter from Sister Genevieve Mary, principal, Moylan-Rose 
Valley, Pennsylvania, December 6, 19n6.

^Letter from Myrth Harvey (Mr. Devoe Woolf, Principal), 
Salt Lake City, Utah, November 25, 19̂ .6.

^Letter from Sister M. Judith Therese, C.S.C., Ventura, 
California, October 1, 19ii6.

85Letter from Alfrada Bock, teacher of speech, Kansas City, 
Missouri, September 19, 1947.
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Manual High and Vocational School. — This school does not 
offer work of this kind.

St. Joseph High School. — 'We have had at least one unit a 
year in choral reading for our speech work.

OOHoly Family High School. °— We have three years of speech 
but we do not teach choral speaking.

89Cathedral High School. — Yes, we do have one group in our 
speech class that does some choral reading.

90Marmion Military Academy. — Please be advised Marmion does 
not teach it; however, Madonna High School does teach it, and 
almost any high school in Chicago (private high schools) has 
it in its curriculum.

St. i-nry's High School.̂***— We do not teach choral speaking 
here. Our Sister Celeste has done considerable work along that 
line, but is not teaching it now.

92Mt. Carmel Academy. — Yes, we do now have Choral Speaking 
at Mount Carmel Academy. St. Aloysius High School in Kansas 
City uses choral work. Many of our high schools do.

Holy Name of Jesus School.-^— I am sorry to have to disappoint

^^Letter from Harry R. Shepherd, principal, Kansas City, 
Missouri, September 20, 19^7.

^Letter from Sister M. Aloysius, principal, Denver, Novem
ber 10, 19^7.

O O°°Card from Sister Alphonsa Marie, S.L., principal, Denver, 
October 2$, 19ii7.

^Card from Sister Marie William, S. C., principal, Denver, 
October 13, 19^7.

90̂ Card from Rev. F. Alcuin, O.S.B., principal, Aurora, 
Illinois, October i)., 19^7.

"^Letter from Sister M. Linus, principal, Pittsburg, Kansas, 
October 2, 19^7.

92Card from Sister Mary Xavier, principal, Wichita, Kansas, 
October 1$, 19^7.

93Card from Sister Therese Marie, R.S.M., New Orleans, Octo
ber 12, 19^7.
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you by saying that we do not have a choral course in our school.

Superintendent of S c h o o l s — ?ie do not do any "Verse Choir" 
work in our high school.

St. Thomas School. — Pie do not teach choral speaking in 
our school.

St. John's School.̂  ̂— I have made inquiries but have heard 
of no high school in this locality which teaches choral speaking.

97Prairie Hill High School. — We have no choral work this year.
93Beverly Hills High School. — We formerly had this class at 

Beverly Hills High School but discontinued it about 1940. I do 
not know of any special schools that have classes in Choral 
Speaking, but I understand that Long Beach goes in for this 
type of work.

99Regis High School. — I am interested in choral speaking 
and would like to have a personal copy of the questionnaire. I 
would also appreciate a summary of your findings later.

Oak Park Township High School.***̂ — be do not teach choral 
speaking as such in our school, nor do I know of any of the 
schools in this area that do. However, I suspect that many of 
us do a certain amount of choral speaking— but I would hesitate 
to say that it is done on a basis worthy your time and effort.

9iiLetter from Harold B. Clifford, superintendent, Boothbay 
Harbor, Maine, November 18, 1946.

-^Card from Sister Marie Fidelis, R.S.M., Ann Arbor, Michi
gan, October 2, 1947.

96Card from Sister Scholastics, Pilot Grove, Missouri, 
October 21, 1947.

97̂'Card from Mrs. Maude Forrest, Salisbury, Missouri, October
7, 1947.

98Letter from Harry M. Alter, assistant principal, Beverly 
Hills, California, November 19, 1946.

^Letter from Rodney Crewse, S.J., director of speech, 
Denver, December 8, 1946.

-^Letter from Eugene Youngert, superintendent, Oak Park, 
Illinois, November 20, 1946.
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Evanston Township High School. — The best choral speaking
work which I know in this vicinity is done at New Trier Town
ship High School, Winnetka, Illinois, and at Mundelein College, 
Sisters of Charity, Chicago, Illinois.

St. Xavier High School. — I am sorry to report that none 
of the schools in this vicinity have classes in that subject.
The only school that has had any experience with it is Sacred 
Heart Academy, and the use of it there has been limited to 
dramatic presentations— there has been no organized attempt to 
teach it regularly.

The National Echo.^^— Your postal card of April 17 has 
been referred to me.

In answer to your request for the name or names of high 
school teachers who teach or have taught choral speaking, I 
should like.to suggest Miss C. Cordelia Brong, Assistant 
Professor of Speech, Pennsylvania State College. Miss Brong, 
while with the Lock Haven (Penn.) State Teachers College, 
taught and supervised the teaching of choral speech groups at 
Lock Haven High School. Her work is reported to be excellent.

Saint Canice High School. — Although I received your let
ter regarding choral speaking in November and am until this 
date sending you a reply, the reason for the delay was not due 
to procrastination. The choral speaking done in the high 
schools is nil; the emphasis being placed on individual speech.
I therefore, mailed your questionnaire to several teachers in 
the elementary grades whom I knew to be outstanding at one time 
for this work. Time elapsed before I received reports from 
them. I am sorry to say that from each came the same response—  
little has been done with this type of speaking for several 

years and the teachers felt their knowledge of it too inade
quate to be of use to you.

"^Letter from Sadie M. Rafferty, director department of 
music, Evanston, Illinois, December 3, 19̂ .6.

1 DP̂Letter from Brother Climacus, C.F.X., principal, Louis
ville, Kentucky, December 1^, 1%6.

101̂Letter from Ernestine M. Dietz, associate editor, The 
National Echo, State College, Pennsylvania, April 27, 19^8.

"^Letter from Sister M. Vivian, S.S.J., Saint Canice High 
School, Pittsburgh 10, Pennsylvania, February 2i)., 19^8.
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George Yfashington Junior High School. ^ — he do not have a 
teacher of choral speaking at present in this school. The name 
of the teacher in Long Beach who is doing the most successful 
work in this field is Mrs. Helen E. Hansen, Alexander Hamilton 
Junior High School, Pacific Coast Highway and Alamitos Avenue.

Saint Benedict's Academy. — I am returning the question
naire sent to me in November. I regret to say that our lay 
teacher said she does not teach choral speaking to the extent 
of being able to fill out the questionnaire. She gives it only 
when needed for an assembly or definite program. We have a 
great deal of speech work as we belong to the National Forensic 
League, but choral work does not come under this heading.

Brunswick High School. — We do not offer sufficient choral 
speaking in our high school to call it such, only very inciden
tally in connection with English courses. I have heard good 
numbers offered by students from Hickman High School, Columbia, 
Missouri.

Omaha Public Schools. — Your recent communication to 
Director of Choral Speaking at our South High School has been 
sent to my desk for reply.

South High School is doing rather comprehensive work in 
choral speaking under the direction of Miss Mabel Rasmussen. 
Benson High School does some work under the direction of Mrs. 
Anna Cass. North High School work is under the direction of 
Miss Margaret Nielsen. I believe Central High School does some 
work in choric speech also. Miss Myma Vance Jones is head of 
the Speech Department there.

Detroit Public Schools. — We have your inquiry concerning 
choral speaking. Mr. Harry Seitz, head of the music department

10$Letter from H. B. Brooks, principal, George Washington 
Junior High School, Long Beach 6, May 1, 19^8.

^^Letter from Sister M. Antoinette O.S.B., Saint Bene
dict's Academy, Pittsburgh 29, Pennsylvania, December 13, 19^7.

107Card from E. R. LeFevre, superintendent, Brunswick High 
School, Brunswick, Missouri, October lii, 19^7.

"^Letter from Leon 0. Smith, assistant superintendent, 
Omaha, November 21, 19^6.

109̂Letter from Fowler Smith, divisional director, music 
education department, Detroit Public Schools, Detroit, February 
19, 19^8.
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at Central High School, oftentimes uses choral speaking with 
music students in his department.

Mount Gallitzin High School."*"̂ — We have no definite choral 
speaking period in our school schedule, but the subject is 
taught during English classes.

Saint Joseph Academy.^*"— I am sorry that I shall not be 
able to be of any help to you. Although I love choric speech 
and do try my hand at writing it for the little ones, I do not 
have anything to do with it in high school.

There is a Miss Araxic Jamgochian who has done simply mag
nificent work with it, in the past, and I imagine continues to 
do so along with her teaching of dramatics. She is at Fair
fax High School, Melrose Ave., Los Angeles, California.

Central -Catholic High School. — I am sorry. We have no
choral group work here.

Saint Scholastica Academy. — I'm sorry I cannot fill out 
the questionnaire completely. We do not teach choral speaking 
except for entertainment work. I would be very interested in 
this type of work but I do not know anything about it. What I 
did teach for the entertainment was just "instinctive."

I had no particular way of presenting the work except more 
or less by rote because the performance had to be presentable 
in about two weeks. Since I am here I taught choral work for 
"The Fiddler of Our Lady," for an operetta "The Dawn," and this 
year we had a patriotic play, "The Voice of America." Sister 
Charlotte, freshman adviser, presented it. So many people and 
several of the Sisters said that it was one of the best presen
tations they witnessed.

Holy Name Academy.*^— -We do not teach Choral Speaking in 
our academy.

"^Letter from Sister M. Edward, S.S.J., Mount Gallitzin 
High School, Baden, Pennsylvania, November lu, 19 b7.

"^Letter from Sister Mary Jean, C.S.J., Saint Joseph's 
Academy, Prescott, Arizona, January 8, 19^8.

"^Letter from Brother J. Towers, S.M., Central Catholic 
High School, San Antonio 2, Texas, October 20, 19h7.

"^Letter from Sister M. DeLourdes, O.S.B., Saint Scholas
tica Academy, Lisle, Illinois, June 21, 19^7.

"^Letter from Sister M. Veronica, Holy Name Convent, San 
Antonia, Florida, December 1, 19^6.
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Saint Scholastica Academy. ^— I fear that the meager amount 
of information I can give you about Choral Speaking will not be 
of any help. You see, Sister, I have to work it into my Eng
lish classes and into the Freshmen Speech Class, so I can't do 
nearly so much of it as I would like to.

Personally I find choral speaking very fascinating and hope 
it will be possible for me to do more of it in the future.

Saint Joseph High S c h o o l . — I have just received your 
questionnaire, but unfortunately we do not have a class in 
choral speaking.

117Immaculate Conception Convent. '— I have never taught 
choral speaking. The Sisters of Charity, Mount Carmel Academy, 
Wichita, Kansas, have been doing exceptional work in choral 
speaking both in their grade and high school.

n n OSaint Theresa's High School. ^ — We do not have choral 
speaking in our high school, and I do not feel that I am quali
fied to answer a questionnaire on the subject. I believe that 
Cathedral High, Mt. Carmel Academy, and perhaps Sacred Heart 
Academy, all in Wichita, do have choral speaking.

119Chatham Hall. — I am sorry that I cannot help you in
filling out the questionnaire, as we do not teach choral speak
ing at Chatham Hall. I believe they did do a little with it 
years ago, but it was discontinued before I took over the dra
matic department.

120Albany. New York. — I am sending back your questionnaire

"^Letter from Sister Leona, O.S.B., Saint Scholastica 
Academy, Benedictine Heights, Fort Smith, Arkansas, June 17, 19b7.

**"^Card from Sister M. Veronica, Saint Joseph High School, 
Omaha, November 10, 19b6.

"^Card from Sister Francesca, O.P., Immaculate Conception 
Convent, Great Bend, Kansas, December 3, 19b7.

*^Card from Sister M. Isabel, Saint Teresa's High School, 
Hutchinson, Kansas, December 3, 19 b7.

119̂Letter from Helen K. Lyons, dramatic department, Chatham 
Hall, Chatham, Virginia, May lb, 19b8.

120Letter from Cecilia F. Gordon, a former teacher, Albany, 
June 29, 19b7.
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because I cannot help you out.
I developed kindergarten choral classes. Because of an eye 

operation I have been out of school for over a year. I am ad
vising you to send your questionnaire to the Department of 
Choral Speaking, Russell Sage College, Troy, New York. For sev
eral years they have developed choral speaking; I have heard 
them over the radio.

121Baker Junior School. — Yes, Baker Junior School has choral
speaking as an extra-curricular activity and as a part of the 
regular speech course of the 7th and 8th grades.

Nowhere in the city school system is it taught as a course, 
but a number of us use it in courses as an aid.

I use a great deal of Bible and the very moderns Sandburg, 
Lindsay, and Sarett. I have taught choral speaking here and 
in Baylor University.

Anderson School. — While in the country school I used a
great deal of choral work and wrote all plays used. I especial
ly liked choral work, not used in singing, for it gave a greater 
number of pupils an opportunity to appear in public and take 
part in exercises without memorizing long poems. Country pu
pils have little time for home work and do not take kindly to 
memorizing, but they do like work in groups. Sometimes I would 
take a poem or reading and adapt it to choral work. Also, in 
this way I could use children in all grades from the 8th grade 
down and often the little ones would be too afraid to recite or 
perform alone and with others and repeating choruses, they 
would do nicely and it would prepare them for more elaborate 
work before an audience later.

John Marshall High School.***̂ — Choral speaking is in an 
experimental stage in Richmond. Many teachers are beginning 
to use it in programs and class work. Use of it in the Junior 
High and the High Schools is regular in the elective speech 
courses. In the English classes, use of it depends on the in
terest of the teacher and her knowledge of it. An unusually 
good course in vocal music throughout the system has satisfied 
many students.

121Letter from Mrs. T. E. Elkins, speech department, Baker 
Junior School, Austin, Texas, January 2?, 19^8.

122Letter from Edna H. G. Hindle, commercial teacher, Ander
son School, Staatsburgh-on-the-Hudson, New York, May 31, 19^8.

-^Statement on questionnaire from Mary L. Peple, John 
Marshall High School, Richmond, Virginia, May 10, 19 b8.
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Saint Catherine's School."^— No choral speaking taught in 
this school.

Saint Thomas Aquinas School.*^— Our school is the only 
Catholic school in our state, and we do not teach choral speak
ing. Reno High is the only high school in Reno, and I have not 
heard that they teach choral speaking there.

Convent of Saint Benedict.*^— I am personally very fond of 
choral reading but have no regular group doing it. I do know 
some in my speech classes, and each year we have a pageant in 
which a group of eighty or ninety college girls "choral read" 
the continuity. This year too, we have an original Christmas 
play in which a group will "choral read."

The only school in this vicinity I know of that does much 
by way of choral reading is Holy Angel's Academy, Minneapolis, 
Minnesota,-Sister Charitas, O.S.B., in charge.

127George Washington High School. '— There is no choral speech 
taught in our school.

Lowell High School.^ 8 — No, we do not teach choral speaking 
in our school.

129Fleetwood High. — Our school does not have choral reading.

Annunciation High.*^— There is no choral reading taught in 
our school.

^^Letter from Saint Catherine's School, Westhampton, Rich
mond, Virginia, July 7, 19^8.

12 dLetter from Sister M. Laura, O.P., St. Thomas Aquinas 
School, Reno, Nevada, November 26, 19^6.

^^Letter from Sister Marcine, O.S.B., Convent of Saint 
Benedict, Saint Joseph, Minnesota, November 19, 19ii7.

127 ,'Statement on questionnaire, George Washington High School, 
San Francisco, October 15, 19^6.

128Statement on questionnaire, Lowell High School, San Fran
cisco, December 1 , 19^6.

"^Letter from Walter A. Hoffman, principal, Fleetwood High 
School, Massies Mill, Virginia, April 22, 19b8.

130Statement on questionnaire, Annunciation High, Pitts
burgh, Pennsylvania, March 17, 19^6.
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North Cache High. — There is no choral speaking in our 
school.

132Saint Agnes Academy. — He do not teach choral speech here.

Saint Martin's Academy. — No, we do not. Desultory—
sporadic— nothing definite.

Saint Xavier Academy. — No, we do not teach choral speaking.
13^Nest High. — No, but I have always wanted to.

Senior High.^^— No, but we will have choral speaking when
ever we can get teachers who can teach this subject.

Chamberlain-Hunt Academy.̂ 37— We do not have choral speaking 
in our Academy.

Cathedral High."**̂ — We do very little in choral speaking 
here.

119Saint Boniface High. ^ — We are sorry— no choral speaking.

131

"^Statement on questionnaire, North Cache High School, 
Richmond, Utah, December 6, 19it6.

"^Statement on questionnaire, Saint Agnes Academy, Alli
ance, Nebraska, November 2, 19^6.

133Statement on questionnaire by Sister M. Bonaventura, 
Sturgis, South Dakota, January it., 19it7.

^^Statement on questionnaire, Saint Xavier Academy, Deni
son, Texas, January 6, 19ii7.

135Statement on questionnaire, West High School, Salt Lake 
City, Utah, January 10, 19^7.

^^Statement on questionnaire, Senior High School, Evanston, 
Wyoming, January 16, 19^7.

117^'Letter from J.S. Vandiver, president, Chamberlain-Hunt 
Academy, Port Gibson, Mississippi, April 1$, 19it8.

*^^Card from Sister Mary Aquinata, Cathedral High School, 
Omaha, October 6, 19it6.

119-^Statement on questionnaire, St. Boniface High School, 
Elgin, Nebraska, September 12, 19it6.
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St. Francis High School.***̂ — Sorry we have no choral speak
ing in our school. Wish I knew all about the how etc.

School at Boise. — I'm sorry but I teach very little cho
ral speaking, and what I do teach is much of an experiment.

St. John's High School.***̂ — Wo choral speech is taught here.
Mission High School.*^— Choral speaking is not taught in 

our school.
Senior High School. — We do not have choral speaking here.

Saint Gary's High School.*̂ -"— No choral speech is taught 
here.

Saint Ludger High School."**̂ — We have no choral speaking 
here in our high school.

Creighton University High School.*^— Choral speaking is 
not taught in our school.

"^Statement on questionnaire from Sister M. Emma, St. 
Francis High, Humphrey, Nebraska, September 8, 19b6.

"*"̂ Card from Sister M. Zoe, Boise, Idaho, May 23, 19b8.
"^Statement on questionnaire, Saint John High School, 

Omaha, November 1, 19 b6.

"^Statement on questionnaire, Mission High School, San 
Francisco, December 3? 19b6.

^^Statement on questionnaire by Sara Mims, Senior High 
School, Greensboro, North Carolina, November 22, 19b6.

'^Statement on questionnaire, Saint Mary's High School, 
Albuquerque, New Mexico, October lb, 19 b6.

l^Statement on questionnaire, Saint Ludger High School, 
Creighton, Nebraska, October b, 19b6.

-^Statement on questionnaire, Rev. H.L. Sullivan, S.J., 
Creighton University High, Omaha, December 21, 19b6.
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Saint Agnes Academy. ^ — As you see, our very small school 
has no program of choral speaking, but a friend who, I believe, 
could give you some useful information is Sister Genevieve, O.P., 
Saint Agnes Academy, Houston, Texas. She has had unusual suc
cess with that kind of work, and, no doubt, would be glad to 
help you.

Immaculate Conception Convent. — Sister, I'm sorry we can
not fill out this questionnaire, we have only novices and post
ulants in our high school, and have really no time for any sub
jects other than those that are absolutely essential.

Saint Thomas School. — We do not teach choral speaking in 
our school.

North High School. ^ — Perhaps my contributions to your data 
will not be of much value anyway, as I have really not taught 
it regularly, for the past few years. At the beginning of the 
war, the speech and dramatics work was curtailed, my assistant 
resigning to take a position with N.B.C. There is a possibility 
that I may have more work, with more help this fall, in which 
case I may resume choral speaking as a part of the dramatics 
courses. I consider it an excellent medium of self-expression. 
South High School in care of Miss Mable Rasmussen does beauti
ful, comprehensive work in it.

1̂ 2Wisconsin High.  ̂— There is no work of that type here. I 
took the liberty of sending your letter on to West High School 
in Waterloo, Iowa. There I ¡mow some stress is put on that 
work.

Saint Teresa's High School. — We do not have choral speech.

"**^Statement on questionnaire by Sister Genevieve, R.S.M., 
Saint Agnes Academy, Fort Worth, Texas, December 8, 191*6.

l^statement on questionnaire by Sister Justina, O.P., 
Immaculate Conception Convent, Great Bend, Kansas, May 3 , 191*8.

l^^Card from Sister Marie Fidelis, R.S.M., Saint Thomas 
School, Reno, Nevada, October 12, 191*8.

^-^Statement on questionnaire by Margaret Nielsen, North 
High, Omaha, February lit., 19l*7.

*^2card from Grace Walsh, Eau Claire, Wisconsin, November lit,
191*6.

153Card from Sister M. Isabel, Saint Teresa's High, Hutchin
son, Kansas, December 3? 191*7.
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Saint John's School. ^ — I am sorry that I have not been 
able to obtain the information that you requested. I have 
made inquiries but have heard of no high school in this locali
ty which teaches choral speaking.

Sacred Heart Academy. — I am sorry we cannot help you,
but we have not taught Choral Speaking.

Roosevelt High.^^— Fie use choral speaking in voice train
ing in a speech course. I would not say that we teach choral 
speaking.

Westinghouse Memorial High School.*^?— Choral speaking 
started as an experiment in Westinghouse Memorial High School, 
WiLnerding, Pennsylvania. The idea of having a group of stu
dents give several periods a week to the interpretation, cor
rect pronunciation, and the better understanding and enjoyment 
of prose and poetry by studying and reading selections aloud 
and together as one big voice found ready reception.

An invitation was given to all senior high students in
terested in choral speaking to meet during the activity period. 
The group was divided into two choirs, according to the periods 
best fitted to their schedules. This resulted in a Lyric choir 
of nineteen girls and a verse choir of ten girls and three boys. 
However, both groups were used to present and assist in four 
programs for assembly and two programs for local service clubs.

The enthusiastic reception and interest in this new activity 
has definitely made it part of our program. Choral speaking is 
no longer an experiment in our school.

This is the third year of choral speaking choirs in our 
school. We have no speech classes; so as a hobby, I have one 
group of eighteen students twice a week and a group of seven 
one period a week— all during the activities period. Each 
year we have given two programs in assembly, several broadcasts

^^Card from Sister Scholastica, O.S.B., Saint John's 
School, Pilot Grove, Missouri, October 22, 19^7.

15$Card from Sister Mary Mark, Sacred Heart Academy, 
August 31, 19b8.

l^Statement on questionnaire, Roosevelt High, Atlanta, 
Georgia, April 10, 19^7.

*]̂ 'Letter fromW. Lester Carver, director of assemblies, 
Westinghouse Memorial High, Wilmerding, Pennsylvania, February 17, 
19^8.



on local stations, and programs for the local Lions, Rotary 
and Women's clubs.

Miss Helen Irwin is head of the speech department Seton 
Hill College, Greensburg, Pennsylvania, and I've heard her col
lege girls do beautiful work. I understand there is a choir in 
Catholic High School, Lebanon, Pennsylvania, but know nothing 
of its work.

Also, Miss Helen Hicks, who was instructor in speech work 
at Hunter College, New York City, used to do choral speaking 
work, teach methods, and probably has students out in the field 
doing similar work. The last I hear she was still at Hunter 
College. You will like her book, "The Reading Chorus."

Educational Publishins Corporation.^^— A million school 
age youngsters so defective in speech as to be in need of re
medial treatment.

This report of White House Conference, is the condition in 
the elementary and high schools of our United States. The radio 
and the sound track have produced an increased speech conscious
ness on the part of the great American public.

The importance of early training in desirable speech is 
now widely recognized. Parents, administrators and teachers 
may no longer pass over speech defects in young children with 
a mere "Oh, he'll outgrow it" attitude.

No longer need a child vfait until he enters high school or 
even college before receiving speech training either for the 
correction of some defect or for general improvement in speech. 
Clegr enunciation, voice placement and breath control are now 
within the reach of every child.

The verse-choir is capable of producing tones that are 
equal in beauty to those of vocal musical choirs. However it 
is not a singing choir but a speaking choir. Speaking together 
is not only valuable as a technique for speech training but it 
also provides training in interpretation.

Eurthermore, it has value as a socializing experience and 
it is f-u-n.

Choral speaking and speech improvement provides the teacher 
with methods, materials and techniques for the improvement of 
her own speech as well as that of pupils of all ages and various 
stages of development. Young children acquire their speech 
largely through imitation.

Teachers who are familiar with the verse choir or choral 
speaking will find encouragement in the many suggestions from 
the classrooms of other teachers. They will also find new

-^"Accent on Speech," an advertisement pamphlet prepared 
by the Educational Publishing Corporation, pp. 1-ij. Darien, Con
necticut, 19^7 .
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methods and arrangements for their verse choirs.
There are one hundred and thirty-four verses and poems 

throughout the book. These are classified under the following 
headings: Character, Training, Everyday Experience, Familiar 
Sounds, Fanciful, Humorous, Nature, Nonsense, and Mother Goose, 
Religious, Special Days, and Quotations.

Teachers who have longed to try choral speaking but who 
have hesitated because they did not know how to make the first 
approach will find specific suggestions and helps for taking 
the initial steps.

Have you a Problem Child? Read what other teachers have 
said about choral speaking and the timid child. Perhaps, you, 
too, have a child in your room who is too shy to recite alone. 
A verse choir may prove to be the answer to this type of prob
lem child.

Among the five universities represented in this additional 
data only two make occasional use of choral speaking while the 

other three do not use it. Eighteen of the colleges have some 
choric verse work on the college level, whereas in the one remain

ing college, private, choral reading is stressed greatly in teach
ers' preparatory courses as a part of speech classes. In a few 

junior high schools as well as in Catholic private four year sec

ondary institutions extensive courses in choral speaking are car

ried on. In no instances are regular classes held. Neither are 
any classes given credit for oral art work. In the majority of 

cases choric choruses are held as a part of the English classes,
while in a few instances it forms a part of the classes in music



CHAPTER V

INTERPRETATION OF QUESTIONNAIRE DATA

Returns from one hundred twenty-five questionnaires (Appen
dix C) sent to teachers and choric-choir directors, professional and 

non-professional, in thirty-eight states revealed that choral speak

ing is at present taught in these schools. Practically every school 
uses the title Choral Speaking. Other possible designations are: 
choral speech, choral work, choral utterance, choral recitation, 
chorus recitation, choral reading, choir recitation, choric verse, 

choric speech, choric speaking, communal speech, concerted reading, 

collective verse-reading, interpretative reading, oral reading, 

poetry choir, poetry choristers, speech choirs, speaking choir, 
spoken poetry, spoken chorus, speech chorus, verse-speaking choir, 

verse choir, and unison speaking.

The following data have been collected by the present 
writer and are used as a means of determining present day trends in 
the teaching of choric speech, in order to make generalizations as 
to the value of choric reading in breaking down an aversion to poetry

It follows then that a possible solution in bringing pupils 
to appreciate poetry may be had, in part at least, through the ef
ficient use of the technique of oral poetry in secondary classrooms 
of America. In what was an attempt at a geographical cross section 

survey of the states in which choral speaking is taught, the present
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writer has assembled the following data from one hundred twenty-five 

questionnaires out of a possible two hundred. The interpretation of 
this data follows:

TABLE 1

NUMBER OF SCHOOLS REPLYING TO QUESTIONNAIRE

States Number of Schools
Alabama
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Nebraska
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
New Jersey
New Mexico
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Dakota
Texas
Utah
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

2
1
h
3
3
2
1
2
6
2
1
9
it
2
1
$
6
1
8

Id
7
2
2
1
1
1
2
1
7
1
2
^
2
3
1
1
7
1
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Table 1 indicates the names of the states and the number of 

schools in each who answered the questionnaire. A copy of this ques

tionnaire appears in Appendix C. The total number of states included 

in this study is thirty-eight and the number of schools one hundred 

seventy-six. The returned questionnaires were about 70.7 per cent 
of the total number sent.

Types of schools contacted were:

Girls four year private 3^
Girls four year central 3
Girls . four year parochial 2
Girls six year central 1
Girls high 1

Coeducational four year parochial 1^
Coeducational four year central 13
Coeducational four year public 13
Coeducational three year junior high 3
Coeducational four year private 3
Coeducational two year junior & senior 2
Coeducational three year — 2
Coeducational seventh to

twelfth public 1
Coeducational six year — 1

junior high 1
Coeducational two year central junior 1
Coeducational three year central 1
Coeducational central 1
Unclassified — 1

Coeducational elementary parochial 2
Coeducational elementary public 2

College four year state & private 7
College ----- --- junior 1

Boys four year private 2

five year public 1

Conservatory private 1

University -— — state 2
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Eighteen of these schools have an enrollment ranging from 

one thousand to three thousand; forty-eight, from one hundred twenty 

to nine hundred twenty-eight; fifteen, from twenty to ninety-five, 

making a total enrollment of fifty-one thousand five hundred boys 

and girls. Twenty-nine schools furnished no enrollment data.

Question 1. Is choral speaking taught in your school?

GRAPH 1

-SCHOOLS TEACHING CHORAL SPEAKING

hundred and twenty-five schools out of a total of one hundred and 

seventy-six or 71 per cent. Thus it is noted that the ancient oral 
art is revivifying in various schools throughout America. Fifty- 

one or about 20.ii per cent do not teach the choric art, while 
fifteen or 8.6 per cent sent no data.

Further comments on Question 1 as stated by respective 
teachers in the choric field are here quoted;
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"Only fragmentarily." - Thomas Jefferson High School, 
Richmond, Virginia.

"Extra curricular." - Junior High, Independence, Missouri.

"Not now; it was formerly taught extra curricularly (after 
school) than as part of a speech course, but because of extra teach
ing classes we do not include it now except for an occasional poem 
in English classes." - Sacred Heart High, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

"Club activity on small scale." - John Marshall High, 
Richmond, Virginia.

"In the grades, taught in speech classes. In high school 
tryouts for the verse-speaking choir used to determine groups."
- Marywood Academy, Grand Rapids, Michigan.

"Extra-curricular in dramatics arts program." - Creighton 
University, Omaha, Nebraska.

"It is a club; not a class." - Westinghouse Memorial High, 
Wilmerding, Pennsylvania.

Question 2. Is choral speaking included in the English
class?

TABLE 2
SCHOOLS INCLUDING CHORAL SPEAKING 

IN THE ENGLISH CLASS

Data Number of Schools
Yes 38 
No 57 

No data 21 
Occasionally 3 

Some extent (optional with teacher) i; 
Not formal teaching 2
According to the data of Table 2 it appears that fifty-

seven of the schools do not include choral reading as a part of the
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English class; thirty-eight do include the art as a part of the 

English course; three schools use it occasionally; four use it to 

some extent, while in two schools choric speech is taught but not 
formally. Twenty-one schools failed to respond.

Comments on Question 2 made by teachers of choral speaking 
are as follows:

"Clubwork. No speech classes offered in my building. I do 
it as extra-curricular work." - Junior High, Independence, Missouri.

"Not formal teaching." - Alvemia High, Chicago, Illinois.

"Some (few) do a little. No other teacher has training in 
this building in choral art." - Hamilton Junior High, Long Beach, 
California.

Question 3* Or is it taught in a speech course?

In seventy-three schools, as Table 3 indicates, choric-verse 
is taught as a part of a speech course. Twenty-six do not include 

verse-speaking as a separate course in speech. No data came from 

twelve schools. In two schools interpretative reading is taught 
once a week as a special course; in two others it is offered as an 

elective for speech majors in alternate years; in two more oral art 

is used only occasionally. One grade school offers chorus reading 
for one-half year, with all eighth graders required to take it, while 

in still another school it is taught as a part of the speech course.
In dramatic organizations in another school, part of the time is used 

for choral work and play production. In a certain college choric-work 
is co-curricular by way of voice exercise only in programs such as 

the annual pageant or an occasional program. Speech classes are had
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in a grade school from the first through the eighth grade. One 
state teachers' college offers a two hour course— elective. The

TABLE 3

SCHOOLS TEACHING CHORAL SPEAKING 
IN A SPEECH COURSE

Data Number of Schools

Yes 73
No 26

No data 12
Occasionally 2

Taught once a week as a
special course 2

In alternate years offered as an
elective for speech majors 2

One-half year only, with all eighth 
graders required to take it 1

Part of the speech course 1

Dramatic organization— part time used
for choral work and play production 1

Co-curricular by way of voice exercise 
only, in programs e.g. annual pageant; 
or an occasional program 1

Speech classes from first
through eighth 1

Two hour course— elective; Prerequisites:
Fundamentals of Speech and Oral Inter
pretation of Literature 1

Library class 1

Choir meets once a week 1
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prerequisites are the Fundamentals of Speech and Oral Interpretation 

of Literature. One school uses it in a library class, and another 
school has a choir that meets once a week.

Comments on Question 3 are listed below:

"Only fragmentarily." - Thomas Jefferson High, Richmond, 
Virginia.

"A little: as we have time. Our Speech Course is a half 
year only with all eighth graders required to take it." - Central 
Junior High, Kansas City, Missouri.

"Part of course." - John Marshall High, Richmond, Virginia.

"In alternate years a class in Choral Speaking is offered as 
an elective and is designed for speech majors." - Dubuque College, 
Dubuque, Iowa.

"Every other year and for yearly entertainments." - Saint 
Camillus Academy, Corbin, Kentucky.

"Dramatic organization— Part time used for choral work and 
play production." - Frankford School, Frankford, Delaware.

"Co-curricular, by way of voice exercise only in programs 
such as for instance our annual pageant— or an occasional program."
- College of Saint Benedict, Saint Joseph, Minnesota.

"We have speech classes from 1st through 8th." - Saint 
Bernard School, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

"I give a two hour course in choric speaking— elective. 
Prerequisites are: Fundamentals of Speech and Oral Interpretation 
of Literature." - State Teachers College, Minot, North Dakota.

"Just sophomore this year." - Loretto Academy, Kansas City, 
Missouri.

"Verse choir taught in ninth grade only, about 18-2$ pupils."
- Hamilton Junior High, Long Beach, California.

"Choir meets once a week." - Bulkeley High, Hartford, Con
necticut.



Question Check which of the following methods of pro

cedure are used.

TABLE b

METHODS OF PROCEDURE

Types Used Not used No data

A. Refrain Speaking in which 
different and regularly alter
nating choirs participate in 
the repetition of the refrains. 88 32 5
B. Antiphonal Speaking in which 
two groups alternate in response 
to each other. 55 35 5
C. Group Speaking in which each 
choir of the chorus interprets 
certain passages of a given poem. 7it 28 3
D. Unison Speaking in which an 
entire group speaks in unison. 99 16 10

E. Solo Speaking with the chorus 
in which one or more soloists 
interpret certain lines individ
ually. 100 17 8

F. Choral Speaking by boys' 
voices alone. 146 68 ll
G. Choral Speaking by girls' 
voices alone. 78 Ì41 6

H. (a) Pantomime and Action in 
which individual students imper
sonate different characters, 
speaking their speeches with prop
er tone and gesture, the narration 
between speeches being rendered by 
the class in unison. Ì49 65 ll
H. (b) Pantomime and Action in 
which the chorus chants the whole 
poem while the characters act it 
out in pantomime. 31 79 15
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A. The figures in Table ^ reveal that eighty-eight or 70.5 

per cent of the schools use the refrain speaking type of procedure. 

Thirty-two or 25.6 per cent do not use it. The five remaining or 
3.9 per cent sent no data.

B. Antiphonal speaking is used in eighty-five or about 68 

per cent of the schools. Thirty-five or about 29.6 per cent fail to 

use this type. No answer was received from five of the schools or 

about it per cent.
C. Ninety-four of the schools or 75.1 per cent interpret 

poetry by means of the group speaking type. Twenty-eight or

per cent do not seem to favor its use. Only three schools or 10.5 
per cent sent no reply.

D. Unison speaking in which an entire group speaks in unison 

is employed by ninety-nine schools or 17.2 per cent. Sixteen or 12.8 

per cent do not utilize this method of choric speech. Ten schools or 
16 per cent were unresponsive.

E. One hundred schools using the solo speaking procedure of 

spoken poetry seems to confirm the belief that it is the most popular 
form of procedure among the various schools. It rates 80 per cent. 

Seventeen or 13.6 per cent have not followed this type. Eight of the 

schools or about 6.ii per cent gave no returns.

F. Forty-six or 36.8 per cent of these schools have choral 
speaking by boys' voices alone. On the other hand sixty-eight of 

the schools or 53.6 per cent fail to have verse-speaking done by
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male voices solely. This may be partially explained by the fact 
that the majority of these schools in which choral speaking is taught 

are private institutions for girls. Eleven or 8.8 per cent sent no 

answer.

G. Girls' voices speaking alone is carried on in seventy- 
eight or 62.b per cent of the schools. Forty-one or 32 per cent do 

not avail themselves of this form, while six or only b .8 per cent 

failed to reveal any data.

H. (a) Oral choirs using pantomime and action type H (a)

is used in forty-nine or 39*2 per cent of the schools, whereas sixty-five 

or $2 per cent do not seem to recognize this step of procedure. Eleven 
schools or 8.8 per cent gave no reply.

H (b) Pantomime and Action H (b) is taught in thirty-one 

or 24.8 per cent of the schools, while seventy-nine or 63.2 per cent 
seem uninterested in adopting this form. Fifteen schools or 12 per 
cent sent no statistics.

Comments on Question b, Part H (a) and H (b) are given as
follows:

"We use a dancer or dancers who dance to the rhythm of the 
poetry sometimes." - Mount Carmel Academy, Wichita, Kansas.

"I tried to pantomime but the country children were so awkward 
and embarrassed, I didn't continue. I have since tried to get panto
mime in work in schools, but so far have not succeeded." - Anderson 
School, Staatsburgh-on-the-Hudson, New York.

"Done under Miss Hicks at Hunter College and others." - 
Mount Saint Scholastica College, Atchison, Kansas.

"In choric drama and some ballads." - Hunter College High,
New York, New York.
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"Used H (a), H (b) for Nativity Plays and Biblical Renditions." 
- Saint Ursula Academy, Toledo, Ohio.

"Effective, if not overdone." - Conservatory of Music, Kansas 
City, Missouri.

"Our Christmas 'drama' may be said to follow this pattern—  
individuals dance or pantomime, in turn, the days of creation etc.
The chorus chants or speaks the lines to interpret the action." - 
College of Saint Benedict, Saint Joseph, Minnesota.

"Type of reading determines procedure." - Mount Carmel 
Academy, Wichita, Kansas.

Comments on Question It, Part F:
"Yes in all grades." - Saint Bernard School, Pittsburgh, 

Pennsylvania.
"We have three classes of boys only." - Central Junior High 

School, Kansas City, Missouri.

"We do not have enough in the college class for this, but 
the teachers in the class use this when they are out." - State 
Teachers College, Minot, North Dakota.

"Has been used in Europe to a great extent in Germany,
Russia, France and Austria." - Mount Saint Scholastics College, 
Atchison, Kansas.

Comments on Question Part A.

"All types used— no set procedure; depends on composition of 
class and time available." - Balboa High, San Francisco, California.

"From fifth through eighth." - Saint Bernard School, Pitts
burgh, Pennsylvania.

"I usually had individuals speak separately but the whole 
group would come in on the refrain. Sometimes if I adapted a poem, 
perhaps I would use a chorus or one line for refrain." - Anderson 
School, Staatsburgh-on-the-Hudson, New York.

"Dramatic organization— part time used for choral work and 
play production." - Frankford Junior High, Frankford, Delaware.

Question List those of the foregoing methods that elicited
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the fullest response— were most popular with the students.

TABLE $

METHODS ELICITING FULLEST RESPONSE

Types Number No Data

A. Refrain Speaking 28 97
B. Antiphonal Speaking 3h 91
C. Group Speaking 29 96

D. Unison Speaking 32 93
E. Solo Speaking ii8 77
F. Choral Speaking - Boys 16 109
G. Choral Speaking - Girls 16 109
H. (a) Pantomime and Action 21 10iA

(b) Pantomime and Action 17 108

The analysis of Table $ indicates the methods used by oral 

choirs that elicited the fullest response, i.e. were most popular 

with the students.
Solo speaking places first with forty-eight schools or 3S.it 

per cent whose students prefer this method of the oral art. Seventy- 

seven or 61.6 per cent sent no data.
A second method that elicited great response from the students 

of these schools was the antiphonal or two groups alternating in an
swer to each other. Thirty-four schools or 27.2 per cent found this 

method to be the one most responded to. Ninety-one schools or 72.8
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per cent of them indicated no data.

With thirty-two schools unison speaking has brought the fullest 

response in the reciter's art. These are about 25.6 per cent of all 
the schools. Ninety-three or 7it.il per cent gave no information.

Group speaking takes the fourth place with twenty-nine or
23.2 per cent of the schools indicating this choice. Ninety-six or 

76.8 per cent sent no indication.

In the fifth place, twenty-eight or 22.it per cent revealed 
refrain speaking,.i.e. different and alternating choirs participating 

in the repetition of the refrains, as eliciting the most response 

among their students. Ninety-seven or 77.6 per cent were unresponsive.
Sixth in line of the methods which called forth the most en

thusiastic participation by poetry choristers is that of pantomime 
and action. In this type H (a), the individual students impersonate 
different characters, speaking their speeches with proper tone and 

gesture, the narration between speeches being rendered by the class 

in unison. However, only twenty-one or 17.8 per cent indicated this 
choice. One hundred four or 83.2 per cent gave no answer.

Only seventeen schools intimated that H (b) or pantomime and 

action in which the chorus chants the whole poem while the characters 

act it out in pantomime was favored by their choral readers. This 

makes 13.6 per cent of the number of schools considered in this ex

periment. One hundred eight or 86.it per cent passes this method over.
In the final place, both boys' and girls' voices speaking 

alone were of equal preference among the one hundred twenty-five
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schools. Sixteen or 12.8 per cent of them gave this reply. From 

one hundred nine schools or 87.2 per cent this question brought no 

light.
Comments on Question $ as stated on respective questionnaires 

are the following:

"I found that it depended on the type of class." - Academy 
of the Holy Names, Tampa, Florida.

"My girls love every type— especially poetry. The heaviest 
and best piece they ever did was Thompson's "Hound of Heaven." I 
worked it out with three voices and used a group of thirty-five 
girls. It was s u p e r b - Ursuline College Academy, Paola, Kansas.

"We do not use one to the exclusion of others." - Woodlawn 
High, Birmingham, Alabama.

"We use all kinds in class work and public appearances. No 
special one type more popular. We have used two choric dramas for 
assembly programs." - High School East, Wichita, Kansas.

"Antiphonal or group speaking using light and dark voices.
We have had splendid response from choric drama in which members of 
the choir acted." - Mount Carmel Academy, Wichita, Kansas.

"Dramatization." - Marywood Academy, Grand Rapids, Michigan.

" I find enjoyment doing any one method and my choir responds 
very nicely." - Saint Anthony High, Detroit, Michigan.

"I doubt whether I could distinguish which." - University 
High, Ann Arbor, Michigan.

"The method didn't matter. The subject matter is what holds 
or loses interest of the children." - Central Junior High, Kansas City, 
Missouri.

"We give some work in the different types, not memorizing 
lines but reading from the book." - Central Senior High, Kansas City, 
Missouri.

"Too little of this work has been done to answer this ques
tion fairly." - Saint Mary's Academy, O'Neill, Nebraska.

"Our annual junior play last year had a Choral Club. It was
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entitled "Our Lady of Fatima." We are not decided on this year's 
production." - Notre Dame Academy, Omaha, Nebraska.

"Integration of speech and music with dramatization." - South 
High, Omaha, Nebraska.

"Because of the small group of students enrolled in speech 
classes the choric work is condensed in one unit, (it weeks). They 
enjoy group reading and speaking. Solo work is not popular with 
them." Boystown High, Boys town, Nebraska.

"Interest varies with selections. Solo work gives incentive 
for better interpretation, improved diction, and voice quality." - 
Saint Dominic High, Oyster Bay, New York.

"All are popular— we vary our methods depending on material. 
Group work of light and dark choirs with solo relief and aesthetic 
dance movements was the most popular last year." - Our Lady of Mercy 
High, Rochester, New York.

"A variety of methods is used in each group of selections 
presented. The C.C. Player dramatic club presents a student directed 
choir at each of its quarterly meetings. Since the personnel of the 
choir changes each quarter we've no way of knowing what methods are 
best enjoyed. The selection of method depends upon material and upon 
the director." - Clarke College, Dubuque, Iowa.

"Refrain, solo and action interpretation of words by group 
in some selections." - Monte Cassino Academy, Tulsa, Oklahoma.

"Even for short selections, I find that if one character is 
in costume and pantomimes the part the whole effect is more inter
esting." - Saint Ursula Academy, Toledo, Ohio.

"Choral speaking is incidental to Speech course. The classes 
enjoy all the choral speech they get. Different types." - Notre Dame 
High, Moylan-Rose Valley, Pennsylvania.

"I cannot say which of the five methods, checked, elicited 
fullest response. The methods were used to fit the type of material 
taken. They enjoyed doing work in the five ways listed." - Saint 
Xavier Academy, Providence, Rhode Island.

"They seem to enjoy all of them; perhaps in unison most." - 
Waterville High, Waterville, Washington.

"Impossible to say inasmuch as the individual poem requires 
its own procedure. It's the result achieved and not the method that 
is stressed." - Pulaski High, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
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"This is impossible to do. We use the form that we want for 
the poem we select to do. Naturally, students are enthusiastic about 
the plan they select for the work." - East High, Green Bay, Wisconsin.

"I also combine unison and solo frequently for effect." - 
Baker Junior School, Austin, Texas.

"My group enjoys all types) seems there is no preference." - 
Central High, Detroit, Michigan.

"The different groups seemed to like the variety— I have 
used different methods depending upon the type of selection." - 
Girls' High, San Francisco, California.

"The whole responds with pantomime and movement fitting the 
thought and feeling. Individuals pick up different characters." - 
George Washington-High, Indianapolis, Indiana.

"I found that it depended on the type of class. Last year's 
sophomore class enjoyed "B" particularly. Most Classes "A", "B" and 
"E" are favorites with most groups." - Academy of the Holy Name, Tampa, 
Florida.

"We use all types in our work here depending upon the selec
tion. Our productions of the Choric Drama Jeanne D'Arc included solo 
work, chorus, action, etc. One teaching verse choir should include 
all types in her training." - Academy of the Holy Angels, Minneapolis, 
Minnesota.

"We used all the above) I think the nature of the poem deter
mines the method) it would be the kind of poetry liked best rather 
than the method used." - Sacred Heart High, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

"All like to speak. Since we use various methods, they are 
all popular. We do some movement but not a lot." - John Marshall 
High, Richmond, Virginia.

"The above are all steps in the teaching of Choral Speaking.
I do not follow any as a special method. They must all be used, as 
they are part of the whole." - Chestnut Hill College, Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania.

"The subject and text determine the best procedure." - Past- 
president of Poetry Society of America, New York, New York.

"To proceed in the manner of H (a) would mean divided inter
est on the part of the audience in watching two actions going on 
simultaneously. It does not spell for unification and therefore lacks
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artistry. It is always better to train students so that they can 
perform the pantomime and action while 'speaking their speeches' with 
proper tone and gesture. Unison speech or choral speech of the sim
plest sort and relating familiar episodes of their own student life 
or religious and patriotic expressions were the most popular." - 
Mount Saint Scholastics College, Atchison, Kansas.

"This is hard to answer as so much depends on the selection 
and the purpose of the presentation. We use Choral Speaking in the 
Assembly— sometimes to give a psalm and sometimes a selection from 
The People, Yes of Carl Sandburg's or a selection of Stephen Vincent 
Benet, because of thought and mood expressed. Most of our girls are 
a bit impatient and dislike just being the refrain unless later they 
can take a more active part." - Hunter College High, New York, New York.

"'D' and 'B' were enjoyed more— In 'B' the boys took the 
deep parts— the girls the lighter voices. They loved these and also 
the pantomimes. They enjoyed both a and b." - Saint Joseph High, 
Owensboro, Kentucky.

"Any form adopted seemed popular." - Marylhurst College, 
Marylhurst, Oregon.

"All of our choral reading programs are well accepted." - 
Madonna High, Aurora, Illinois.

Question 6. Which methods, if any, held a greater appeal 
for: Boys? Girls? Younger Students? Older Students?

TABLE 6

METHODS HOLDING GREATER APPEAL

Students Methods No Data
A B c D E F G H(a) H(b)

Boys 11 7 9 9 8 7 3 it $ 62

Girls 9 $ it 17 2 7 12 7 58
Younger
Students lii 5 7 5 5 0 1 it 1 83
Older
Students 7 it 5 it 20 2 2 $ 2 7it



In the analysis of Table 6 one notes that of the nine types 

or methods of Choral Speaking which held highest appeal to the four 

groups of students as listed, those that appealed to the boys in 
order of preference are as follows:

Method A, Refrain Speaking, leads with eleven or 8.8 per cent. 
Both Group and Unison Speaking were next with each being chosen in 

nine schools respectively or 7.2 per cent. Solo Speaking placed 
third with eight or 6.1: per cent. Choral Speaking by boys' voices 

alone together with Antiphonal Speaking was next chosen by each of 

seven schools or 3.6 per cent, while five chose H(b) or 3.9 per cent; 

four took H(a) or 3.2 per cent, while G or girls' voices alone was 
preferable in only three or 2.1: per cent. Sixty-two or about 1:9.7 

per cent of the schools sent no data on this score.

Amond the girls, Method E or Solo Speaking ranks first with 
seventeen schools or 13.6 per cent. Method H(a) Pantomime and Action 

was second with twelve or 8.1 per cent. Methods G and H(b) tied for 

the next choice with seven schools respectively or each with 3 .6 per 
cent. Method B or Antiphonal Speaking was elected in five schools or 

b per cent each, while both C and D types were last with four schools 

each or about 6.1: per cent. Fifty-eight schools or 1:6.1: per cent 

gave no reply. In only two schools did the girls choose the F Method 
as most popular in appeal with 1.6 per cent.

With the younger students first choice was the A Method or 
Refrain Speaking in fourteen or 11.2 per cent of the schools. Group 

Speaking followed with seven schools or 3.6 per cent. Methods B,
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D and E each found favor as third adoption in five schools with a 

percentage of ii for each. Four schools took as preferment the H(a) 

or Pantomime and Action type or 3*2 per cent. G and H(b) were chosen 
in only one school each by the younger students or .8 per cent. None 
of the schools preferred Method F. Eighty-three schools or 66 per cent 

of them failed to reply.
In twenty schools Method E or Solo Speaking held highest 

place with the older students or a 16 per cent rating. The follow-up 

was Method A or Refrain Type in seven schools rating 5.6 per cent 
each. C and H(a) placed third as having greater appeal among the 

older students with five schools choosing these two methods rating 

each school's percentage as 5. Methods D and B rated a fourth place 
with four schools or 3.2 per cent apiece, while Methods F, G, and 

H(b) were approved of in two schools averaging but 1.6 per cent each. 

About 58.1 per cent of the schools failed to make any contribution.

Comments made in response to Question 6.

"This is impossible to do. We use the form that we want for 
the poem we select to do. Naturally, students are enthusiastic about 
the plan they select for the work." - East High, Green Bay, Wisconsin.

"Impossible to say inasmuch as the individual poem requires 
its own procedure. It's the result achieved and not the method that's 
stressed." - Pulaski High, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

"The class I have (or rather am working) with are freshmen—  
only four girls are in the class. Three of these do excellent work 
as does one boy. I have the work balanced as nearly as possible and 
they seem to enjoy it all." - Waterville High, Waterville, Washington.

"Boys: Prefer alternation.
Girls: Amenable to any arrangement.
Older: Enthusiastic and responsive in Choral Work." - Saint 

Dominic High, Oyster Bay, New York.
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"Boys: Choral Speaking for girls' voices alone.
Girls: Choral Speaking for boys' voices alone.
Younger students: Solo speaking in chorus.
Older students: Solo speaking in chorus." - Saint Catherine's 

Indian School, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
"All methods appeal to all." - Rocky Mount High, Rocky Mount, 

North Carolina.
"Audiences and choir enjoy dramatization." - Marywood Academy, 

Grand Rapids, Michigan.
"I don't know that any one method seemed more appealing." - 

High School East, Wichita, Kansas.
"I would not list any choice here. It all depends on the 

poem." - Bulkeley.High, Hartford, Connecticut.
"Boys: Unison with some solo and impersonation.
Girls: Dramatization of certain passages." - Mount Saint 

Mary's High, Wichita, Kansas.

"Not enough time given to elicit valid response data." - 
Balboa High, San Francisco, California.

"They liked them all." - Junior High, Independence, Missouri.

"I think male voice choirs are most effective. I have had no 
opportunity of working with such— but have merely heard them. A 
combination too, I think is very effective." - College of Saint Bene
dict, Saint Joseph, Minnesota.

"I believe older students give most satisfaction but the work 
should be given in the grades and continued through high school for 
best results." - Academy of the Holy Angels, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

"They like all if a variety of methods is used." - John 
Marshall High, Richmond, Virginia.

"We also include a brief introduction to Choric Speaking in 
our Methods of Teaching English for High School Teachers and in 
Children's Literature required of grade teachers." - State Teachers' 
College, Minot, North Dakota.

"In country work there was no appreciable difference. The 
pupils were awkward, bashful, and although they wanted entertainments 
they did not cooperate whole-heartedly." - Anderson School, Staats- 
burgh-on-the-Hudson, New York.
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"The girls thoroughly enjoy taking part. The success depends 
entirely on material and the standard of the performance. If the 
girls feel that it is satisfying aesthetically, they want to continue." 
- Hunter College High, New York, New York.

"All are attractive if made so by director." - Conservatory 
of Music, Kansas City, Missouri.

CHOICE OF MATERIAL

Question 7. What is the nature of the material used in 
beginning your course in choric speech? Please check.

TABLE 7

NATURE OF MATERIALS USED IN BEGINNING 
COURSES IN CHORAL SPEAKING

Nature of Material Number of Schools
A) Humorous 7h

B) Nonsense rhymes hi

C) Mother Goose rhymes 20
D) Rhymes dealing with familiar sounds h2

E) Any others?

1) Religious poems 6

2) Patriotic $

3) Inspiration 3
h) Experimental 1

5) Ballads 3

6) Short, serious, thoughtful passages
of action 2

7) Lullabies 2
8) Extremely modem rhythm 1

9) Poems containing onomatopoeia 1
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Seventy-four schools use material of a humorous nature in 

beginning courses in speech work. This is ^9.2 per cent of all the 

schools. A second choice was that of rhymes dealing with familiar 
sounds found in forty-two or 33.6 per cent of the schools. A close 

following was that of nonsense rhymes as used by forty-one schools 
or 32.8 per cent. Mother Goose rhymes used in introductory choral 

speech classes is employed by twenty-three schools or 16 per cent.

Six schools or ^.8 per cent use religious poems as material for 

starting classes in choric-verse work, while five or only ij. per cent 

use patriotic numbers. Ballads are used in three or 2.1i per cent of 

the schools; inspirational themes tie with the ballads in a 2.^ per 

cent rating as found in three schools that have experimented with 
this method. Two schools or 1.6 per cent begin their courses with 
short, serious, thoughtful passages of action. One school prefers 

to use material of extremely modem rhythm and one other uses poems 
that contain onomatopoeia each representing only 8 thousandths per 
cent of the schools using this as introductory material.

Comments made on Question 7:
"We use very advanced material, touching on humorous, non

sense, and experimental." - Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois.

"I do not teach a course of choral speaking. I have given 
about three or four weeks work in a drama class." - Girls' High,
San Francisco, California.

"I also use many short, serious, thoughtful passages." - 
Bulkeley High, Hartford, Connecticut.

"A. A. Milne's, 'King's Breakfast' and 'Disobedience' are 
favorites of mine." - College of Saint Benedict, Saint Joseph, Minnesota.
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"When I studied dramatics in summer school in Columbia 
University, New York City, we stressed pantomime such as Mother Goose 
rhymes for pantomime and informal acting." - Anderson School, Staats- 
burgh-on-the-Hudson, New York.

"Material chosen on basis of usefulness in developing quali
ties of speech, such as Vachel Lindsay's 'The Congo,' Chesterton's 
'Lepanto,' etc." - Balboa High, San Francisco, California.

"Religious and patriotic usually in imitation of professional 
dramatic recordings e.g. Helen Hayes' 'Judith Anderson.'" - Our Lady 
of Mercy High, Rochester, New York.

"For the high school— generally fine poetry. For the grade 
children, Mother Goose and rhymes dealing with familiar sounds." - 
Notre Dame High, Moylan-Rose Valley, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

"We begin with poems in their rhetoric and literature books." 
- Saint Xavier's Academy, Providence, Rhode Island.

"Pupils like longer heavier poems— love, 'The Highwayman,'
'The Congo,' 'Sea Chanties,' Ballads." - Hamilton Junior High, Long 
Beach, California.

'"The Congo' and 'The Bells.'" - John Marshall High, Richmond, 
Virginia.

"Serious choral verse; Whitman, Masters, etc." - Past-presi
dent of Poetry Society of America, New York, New York.

"We use the material in As Others Hear You." - Thomas Jeffer
son High, Richmond, Virginia.

"Good poetry." - Madonna High, Aurora, Illinois.

"Rhymes dealing with special sounds that need help." - Central 
Junior High, Kansas City, Missouri.

"Poems of general interest, not too personal." - Creighton 
University, Omaha, Nebraska.

Question 8. Indicate which of the following themes proved 
most popular with the students.

From the data of Table 8 it is revealed that the humorous 

themes of choric speech work proved most popular in seventy-seven
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TABLE 8

THEMES PROVING MOST POPULAR

Themes Number

A) Humorous 77
B) Mother Goose Rhymes it

C) Nature themes 1$
D) Fanciful themes 3it
E) Religious themes

F) Any others?

1) Dramatic 2

2) Patriotic 7
3) Benet's "They B u m  the Books and War." 1
it) Imitative sounds 1

3) Poems where author wanted the effect 
of modem life in "sound" e.g. Carl 
Sandburg's "Jazz Fantasia." 1

6) War poems 1

7) Experimental 1
8) Negro spiritual 2
9) Strongly rhythmic 2

10) "Modem" e.g. Lindsay's and Sarett's poems 1

11) "The Legend Beautiful" was popular 1

schools or 61.6 per cent. The next method in popular favor of themes 

was that of religious nature. Fifty-eight schools or it6.it per cent 
made this their choice. Thirty-four or 27.2 per cent chose fanciful
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themes as predominating. Nature themes were next chosen by fifteen 

schools or 12 per cent. Seven schools preferred patriotic themes or 

about $.6 per cent. Only four schools or 3.2 per cent said that 

Mother Goose rhymes were their favorite themes. Two schools each 
added their data by stating that dramatic, negro spiritual and themes 

of strongly rhythmic natures were their preferments. These were each 
about 1.6 per cent of all schools. Benet's "They Burn the Books and 

War" was chosen by one school; another chosen poem in which the author 
wanted the effect*of modem life in sound was Carl Sandburg's "Jazz 
Fantasia." War poems themes proved most popular in one school; ex

perimental in another; and a final school made choice of modem 

themes such as Lindsay's and Sarett's poems, while "The Legend Beau
tiful" was most popular as theme material in another. Each of these 

latter schools represent less than 1 per cent.

Comments made on Question 8.
"With religious group, 'Blessed Virgin Compared to Air We 

Breathe.' G.M. Hopkins, 'The Highway Man,' by Noyes, 'Ballad of the 
Harp Weaver,' by Miliary." - Monte Cassino Academy, Tulsa, Oklahoma.

"'The Congo,' Noyes, 'Sherwood'; Milne's 'Disobedience'; 
Kipling's 'Boots'; Lang's 'Scythe Song.'" - University High, Ann 
Arbor, Michigan.

"Good modem poetry for high school ages." - Notre Dame High, 
Moylan-Rose Valley, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

"Also 'Sea Fever,' 'The Gypsies,' have been favorites." - 
Waterville High, Waterville, Washington.

"Negro spiritual." - Hamilton Junior High, Long Beach, 
California.

"Romance." - Thomas Jefferson High, Richmond, Virginia.

"The Congo," and "The Bells." - John Marshall High, Richmond, 
Virginia.
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"Vigorous metaphoric and narrative language." - A. M.
Sullivan, New York, New York.

"Psalms especially." - Marylhurst College, Marylhurst, Oregon. 
"Advanced groups on C, D, E." — High School East, Wichita,

Kansas.
Question 9. Indicate which of the following types of poetry 

had the widest appeal.
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Since some of the one hundred twenty-five schools selected 
more than one type of poetry in choral speaking having widest appeal,

the writer, therefore, computed the percentages in Graph 2 on the 

number one hundred fifty. The data as shown above make clear first 

that the ballad type of poetry as used in choric-verse choirs made 

the widest appeal. Sixty-six or hh per cent made this choice, while 
eighty-four schools or $6 per cent intimated no choice. Second in 

preference is the choric drama. This is revealed by forty-five or 
30 per cent of the schools, leaving one hundred five or 70 per cent 

as unresponsive. In the third place the above statistics show that



lyrics, song, odes, etc. made an appeal to thirty-nine schools or 

26 per cent in contrast to one hundred eleven schools or per cent 

that sent no returns.
Remarks regarding various teachers' opinions in reference to

Question 9 as quoted from returned questionnaires follow:

"Never tried No. 3." - Pulaski High, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
"I have never tried the drama." - Payson High, Payson, Utah.

"Any form of poetry just so there is a thought, not just 
rhythm." - South High, Omaha, Nebraska.

"Ballads are too sing-songy." - Ursuline College High, Paola,
Kansas.
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"Narrative poems are usually easier to master." - Clarke Col
lege, Dubuque, Iowa.

"Humorous and modem dramatic." - Baker Junior School, Austin,
Texas.

"Hard to determine, we tried to make our program combination." 
- Pittsburgh High, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

"I couldn't say. They seemed to have liked everything we 
worked with." - Atchison Public High, Atchison, Kansas.

"I wish I had some really good examples of choric drama.
Saint John's University, Collegeville, Minnesota, did some beautiful 
choral reading on T. S. Eliot's, 'Murder in the Cathedral.'" - College 
of Saint Benedict, Saint Joseph, Minnesota.

"Narrative, romantic, rhythmical." - Saint Mary's High, 
Cheyenne, Wyoming.

"Adventurous, stirring imaginations." - Creighton University, 
Omaha, Nebraska. '<y

PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED

Question 10. In teaching choral speaking have any of the
following factors proved drawbacks?
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According to the data depicted in Graph 3 one is made cog
nizant that of three factors as drawbacks in teaching concerted read

ing, "type of pupil" places first with the claims of thirty schools 

or 2Jj. per cent. "Nationality" of pupil proved to be of no special 

help in eleven or 8.8 per cent of the schools, while in nine or 7.2  

per cent it was found that "locality" proved a disadvantage in coach
ing choric choirs. The remaining seventy-five or 60 per cent failed 

to send any data.

Specific replies made commentarily by individual choric teach

ers, representing the various schools considered in this study, with 

reference to Question 10 are here given:
"Only shyness and self-consciousness. Mostly of Nordic descent 

here." - Waterville High, Waterville, Washington.
"Choral speech to be at its best requires an intelligent 

pupil." - Notre Dame High, Moylan-Rose Valley, Pennsylvania.
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"Just getting them together." - Monte Cassino Academy, Tulsa, 
Oklahoma.

"Disturbance of other classes unless isolated." - Our Lady 
of Mercy High, Rochester, New York.

"Their ability to read and get the tone meaning." - Boystown 
High, Boystown, Nebraska.

"Boys rebel." - Central Senior High, Kansas City, Missouri.

"Mentality of pupil." - Central Junior High, Kansas City, 
Missouri.

"Different accents." - Mount Saint Agnes, Baltimore, Maryland. 

"Kansas Diction— twang." - Mount Carmel Academy, Wichita,
Kansas.

"Only drawback was lack of time to devote to perfecting and 
promoting the work." - Mount Saint Mary's High, Wichita, Kansas.

"Those lacking rhythm and monotones." - Ursuline College 
Academy, Paola, Kansas.

"Our group is a select group. Tryouts are held in spring for 
the next year's group." - Alvemia High, Chicago, Illinois.

"Unless one has taught in widely different localities he could 
not answer these." - Bulkeley High, Hartford, Connecticut.

"Isn't this rather absurd as stated? Nationality could have 
any effect only in so far environmental restrictions are set up on 
nationalistic bases. This whole section seems invalid; locality can 
be help or hindrance only in terms of rather detailed sociological 
study. The reason why it proved a help would be infinitely more sig
nificant than a check that it is." - Balboa High, San Francisco, 
California.

"None." - Central High, Detroit, Michigan.

"We are located in Mount Lebanon, the wealthy residential 
section of Pittsburgh. Our children are cultured and have far too 
much money to spend." - Saint Bernard School, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

"Students greatly inhibited need it most." - Academy of the 
Holy Angels, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

"In a general speech class." - Lebanon Catholic High, Lebanon, 
Pennsylvania.
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"Backward students do not take to it at first and those who 
do not like poetry." - Conservatory of Music, Kansas City, Missouri.

"Lack of background." - Saint Xavier Academy, Providence,
Rhode Island.

"When a new group had to be educated to choral work." - Holy 
Family School, Lindsay, Nebraska.

"Too many of the same kind of voices; e.g. too few light 
voices as compared with middle and dark." - Pulaski High, Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin.

"I have worked only with American whites." - Atchison Public 
High, Atchison, Kansas.

"Personal enjoyment of pupil." - Saint Teresa Academy, East 
Saint Louis, Illinois.

"I tried it out in rural schools as explained in No. 7. I 
found the dull pupils took rather kindly to choral work for they 
could work with others when not alone. Also working with others made 
pupils feel less bashful. Nationality had nothing to do with it for 
I had Polish, Refugees, Italians, etc." - Anderson, School, Staatsburgh- 
on-the-Hudson, New York.

"Speech defects." - Ensley High, Birmingham, Alabama.
"Yes, often in initiating a student to choral verse it was 

necessary to break down his attitude. He had a sort of prejudice 
toward poetry." - Saint Joseph High, Owensboro, Kentucky.

"Lack of experience in early years." - O'Keefe High, Atlanta,
Georgia.

"Getting aroused and approval by curriculum supervisors, 
superintendents, and teachers, etc." - Creighton University, Omaha, 
Nebraska.

"Industrial town— little culture." - Westinghouse Memorial 
High, Wilmerding, Pennsylvania.

Question 11. Have any of the following factors proved a
help in teaching choral speaking: a) locality, b) type of pupil,

c) nationality of pupil, d) any other factors?
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In the summation of the factors in Graph h that may have 

proved a help in teaching choral speaking, the "type of pupil" rates 
first place with thirty-eight or 30.h per cent of the schools. Fol

lowing this, "locality" was chosen by sixteen schools as a factor 

helpful in learning choral speech. These are equivalent to 12.8 per 

cent. Only eight school, or 6.h per cent, considered "nationality 
of pupil" as beneficial to the study of choric-choir verxe reading. 

Sixty-three or $0.h per cent gave no contributing information.
Any other factors:
"The more intelligent the group the better the results." - 

Pulaski High, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
"Background— home— previous school training." - Saint Xavier 

Academy, Providence, Rhode Island.
"Tradition of using choric speech choir for assembly pro

grams." - Our Lady of Mercy High, Rochester, New York.
"Creative, musical, rhythmic." - North High, Omaha, Nebraska.

"Their interests are along the same lines." - Boystown High, 
Boystown, Nebraska.
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"Previous speech training." - Academy of Holy Angels, 
Minneapolis, Minnesota.

"Selected from entire school." - Marywood Academy, Grand 
Rapids, Michigan.

"The greatest help is that every one liked choral speaking 
whether they participate or listen, if it is well done." - Mount 
Saint Mary's High, Wichita, Kansas.

"I do not believe so." - Johnstown High, Johnstown, Colorado.

"Innate interest for stage work." - Sacred Heart Academy, 
Louisville, Kentucky.

"No foreigners." - Junior High, Independence, Missouri.

"My own enthusiasm for and love of it." - Baker Junior School, 
Austin, Texas.

"Intelligence— better pupils interpret more easily." - Sacred 
Heart High, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

"Quite a few wealthy Italians." - Saint Bernard School, 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

"Having students who desire to be in the choir." - Lebanon 
High, Lebanon, Pennsylvania.

"Speech specialists." - Northwestern University, Evanston, 
Illinois.

"Knowledge of music and poetry." - Mount Saint Agnes, Balti
more, Maryland.

"Partly nationality of pupil." - A. M. Sullivan, former 
President of the American Poetry Society, New York, New York.

"With some pupils yes; others, no. One or two families I 
had took it a time to act 'silly' and not cooperate." - Anderson 
School, Staatsburgh-on-the-Hudson, New York.

"Lack of periods for drill." - Academy N. D. of Providence, 
Newport, Kentucky.

"If the student has been led to appreciate poetry in early 
years this factor proves a great help." - Saint Joseph High, Owens
boro, Kentucky.
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"Consciousness of speech needs." - O'Keefe High, Atlanta,
Georgia.

"Attracted good students." - Westinghouse Memorial High, 
Wilmerding, Pennsylvania.

Question 12. In your opinion has the teaching of choral 

speaking given rise to any disciplinary problems?
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That oral art causes no disciplinary problems is clearly 

pointed out from the compiled data of Table $ showing that fifty-five 

or per cent of the schools have answered in the negative. On the 
other hand, the sixty-nine schools or % . 2  per cent that sent no spe

cific reply either in the affirmative or the negative is probably 
accounted for in the fact that response was made in voluntary explana
tions. These will follow below. In striking contrast is the one 

school of the one hundred seventy-six contacted that answered this 
question in the affirmative. This was .008 per cent.

Fifty-eight teachers of choric speech have sent the following 
comments in response to Question 12.
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"No, group work gives every student a part to take." - Holy 
Trinity High, Hartington, Nebraska.

"Generally the pupils are so interested in their assignment 
disciplinary problems become secondary." - Boystown High, Boystown, 
Nebraska.

"My classes re-act favorably and culturally to poetry. Teach
ing it is a pleasure." - Saint Dominic High, Oyster Bay, New York.

"It has definitely dispelled disciplinary problems because 
each member of the group is active." - Monte Cassino Academy, Tulsa, 
Oklahoma.

"The only problem I have encountered is a prejudice on the 
part of some adults who still feel choral speaking can never be any
thing but the old.group recitation." - Saint Ursula Academy, Toledo, 
Ohio.

"The teacher must know what she is going to do. She must be 
sure of herself and of her ability to conduct choral speaking clas
ses." - Saint Xavier's Academy, Providence, Rhode Island.

"No. On the contrary they have responded to the necessity 
of group cooperation. No one has been willing to spoil the work of 
the others." - Waterville High, Waterville, Washington.

"If every member in the class participates in the speaking, 
no disciplinary problems arise. However, problems may arise if a 
few students are spectators and not participants. This will happen 
during practices, not during performances." - Johnstown High, Johns
town, Colorado.

"If the student is kept interested; the material understood; 
and their part seems a vital one; the student participates unusually 
well." - Sacred Heart Academy, Louisville, Kentucky.

"Works just the opposite." - Junior High, Independence, 
Missouri.

"No. The speech course is an elective. The Choral Speaking 
Choir was composed of students who wished to be in the group." - 
Lebanon Catholic High, Lebanon, Pennsylvania.

"Never, in fact, it helps dissolve them by giving a feeling 
of unified action." - Baker Junior High, Austin, Texas.

"Yes, unless children are interested or until they become 
accustomed to choral speaking." - Southeast High, Kansas City, 
Missouri.
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"No indeed. Our children love the work. Their interest is 
keen." - Saint Bernard School, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

"It is most helpful in self-discipline as students learn to 
adapt themselves to others, to coordinate self with others, and ac
cept direction." - Conservatory of Music, Kansas City, Missouri.

"If I have a large choir, I have no more trouble with them 
than with other large groups." - Atchison Public High, Atchison, 
Kansas.

"I tried choral speaking with the most unruly class, and 
there was no trouble. They enjoyed doing it." - Baileyville High, 
Baileyville, Kansas.

"Until the students are convinced that choral speaking can 
be fun they are a§t to be noisy and restless." - Saint Teresa Academy, 
East Saint Louis, Illinois.

"Students were in general not interested until a public per
formance was given. Now we have no difficulties." - Madonna High, 
Aurora, Illinois.

"No. It has a tendency to make discipline easier." - Man- 
nington High, Mannington, West Virginia.

"It has decreased discipline problems." - Hamilton Junior 
High, San Francisco, California.

"It has decreased discipline problems." - Hamilton Junior 
High, Fresno, California.

"Helped solve many." - Barnard Junior High, Hartford, 
Connecticut.

"No, if anything it has given these pupils which are young 
(jr. high level) an incentive to want to explore during their extra 
time to find suitable poems they'd like to work out." - Frankford, 
School 206-C, Frankford, Delaware.

"On the contrary, I find it is an aid to good discipline. 
Pupils enjoy the choral speaking and are eager to give it full at
tention. We enjoy the 'funny parts' together at first, and then we 
settle down to work." - Academy of the Holy Names, Tampa, Florida.

"None. Indeed it is the easiest way for a vivacious group 
to be molded into one. They all work; they must all attend; they 
must all emote. This is the easiest of all ways to discipline a 
group." - Ursuline College Academy, Paola, Kansas.
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"No more than any type of teaching." - Central Junior High, 
Kansas City, Missouri.

"No it is a decided help to discipline; captivates interests 
and elicits abilities heretofore undiscovered." - Mount Saint Mary's 
High, Yfichita, Kansas.

"Sometimes— as a general rule, the choral speaking is not 
popular with the student body. We use it in class work and have 
presented programs to adult audiences who like it." - High School 
East, Wichita, Kansas.

"Choral speech must be 'fun', and many of the usual rules for 
classroom decorum must be set aside; students may take advantage of 
this and abuse the freedom." - Mount Carmel Academy, Wichita, Kansas.

"Our groups are small, not more than thirty, and give few 
disciplinary problems." - Saint Camillus Academy, Corbin, Kentucky.

"Not any, on the contrary I found it helped in maintaining 
a certain social poise." - Saint Anthony High, Detroit, Michigan.

"No. It makes for variety in the English program and I have 
had excellent interest and attention in the brief time spent on the 
unit."' - Our lady of Mercy High, Detroit, Michigan.

"It has been helpful with girls, but a real problem with boys. 
I have never found the material that appealed to the high school boy, 
who looks upon this as 'child stuff'." - Central Senior High, Kansas 
City, Missouri.

"No, I think it has a great tendency to discipline pupils." - 
Cathedral High, Saint Cloud, Minnesota.

"No— quite the contrary. I believe that choral speaking 
trains in concentration, attention, poise, modulation, group responsi
bility, team work, self discipline, picking up of cues, etc." - 
Academy of the Holy Angels, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

"Since ours is a selected voluntary choir, the problem is 
different." - Bulkeley High, Hartford, Connecticut.

"Some." - Saint Bonaventure High, Columbus, Nebraska.
"It is usually an aid to interest and appreciation." - Saint 

Mary's Academy, O'Neill Nebraska.

"No. If the teacher always knows her work and presents it 
properly no problems of discipline should arise." - Academy of the 
Holy Angels, Minneapolis, Minnesota.
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"No; on the contrary, the class is usually most cooperative." 
- Thomas Jefferson High, Richmond, Virginia.

"Not any." - Saint Catherine's Indian School, Santa Fe, New
Mexico.

"No definitely not." - South High, Omaha, Nebraska.

"No, I find pupils alert and attentive. However, I have a 
selective group." - Hamilton Junior High, Long Beach, California.

"No— definitely." - Sacred Heart High, Pittsburgh, Penn
sylvania.

"It has helped to solve them." - John Marshall High, Rich
mond, Virginia.

"Not especially." - Mount Saint Scholastica College, Atchison,
Kansas.

"Yes— students feel much freer in a group and are apt to be 
slightly reckless in their actions if not disciplined." - Saint 
Gertrude's High, Richmond, Virginia.

"No— the children worked better and seemed to strive for 
perfection." - Howard Kennedy School, Omaha, Nebraska.

"Oh, not On the contrary. It furnishes an emotional outlet 
when the students are tired or tense. It usually brings about a more 
cooperative spirit among students and between study body and the 
teacher. It serves as stimulant to further creative work." - Saint 
Joseph High, Owensboro, Kentucky.

"With the boys in the beginning, yes. Soon disappears, how
ever." - Holy Family High, Denver, Colorado.

"None." - Marylhurst College, Marylhurst, Oregon.

"Self-consciousness may lead to such." - Saint Mary's High, 
Cheyenne, Wyoming.

"No; it has helped." - Central High, Jackson, Mississippi.

"Not especially." - Mount Saint Scholastica Academy, Atchison,
Kansas.

"If carefully planned and skillfully used, it is a help to 
disciplinary problems, the student must share the purpose of the 
teacher and help plant" - O'Keefe High, Atlanta, Georgia.



"On the contrary it engages every student's attention and 
therefore obviates discipline problems." - Lillis High, Kansas City, 
Missouri.

"It has solved the problem of shyness in my other classes; 
students improve in recitation greatly. No disciplinary problems." - 
Westinghouse Memorial High, Wilmerding, Pennsylvania.

Question 13. What remedies proved successful in overcoming 

any problems connected with the teaching of choral speaking?
The following remarks were received in response to Question 

13 made by various high school, college, and university instructors 

of choral speaking:
"File box of cards, scrap books for phonic alphabet, pic

tures, relaxation daily." - Hamilton Junior High, Fresno, California.

"My groups have been made up of pupils who chose this work 
because they wanted it. If any of them have had speech difficulties, 
then I work with them individually after hours." - Bulkeley High, 
Hartford, Connecticut.

"Pupils caught on readily and our group choice of selections 
didn't always meet the approval of certain members of the club, so I 
allowed them to search outside for verse and poems that could be 
worked out and used." - Frankford Junior High, Frankford, Delaware.

"I have not met any problems, the children respond so whole
heartedly." - Academy of the Holy Name, Tampa, Florida.

"Action and pantomime are useful in dispelling lack of in
terest or restlessness." - New Trier High, Winnetka, Illinois.

"I'm not bragging, but I have had none. It brings the mouse 
out of herself; it tones the showoff down. I sing the praises of 
choral reading with gustoi" - Ursuline Academy, Paola, Kansas.

"Opportunity for expression. When the students are given an 
opportunity to present any selections mastered they do anything to 
participate." - Mount Saint Mary's High, Wichita, Kansas.

"Student self-discipline. Those who do not cooperate with 
other members hear from them. The usual result is quite satisfactory. 
- Saint Bernard School, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

"Use of choric speech records." - Catholic University of 
America, Washington, D. C.
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"Listening to director exaggerate a bad reading seems to 
'reach' the group." - Marywood Academy, Grand Rapids, Michigan.

"To have a definite goal in sight, such as program for which 
this is being prepared." - Central Junior High, Kansas City, Missouri.

"We need more dynamic, masculine material for the teen-age 
boys. They refuse to stand still or to take seriously what girls 
enjoy." - Central Senior High, Kansas City, Missouri.

"Students who were absent lost solos." - Academy of the Holy 
Angels, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

"I've never met any so far. A slight threat to make a stu
dent discontinue has always been enough to check unnecessary out
bursts." - Saint Boniface High, Cold Springs, Minnesota.

"Dropping the subject for a few days, then resuming again."
- Saint Bonaventure High, Columbus, Nebraska.

"There must be a thought to be put over." - South High School, 
Omaha, Nebraska.

"Analyzing speech— as to the production of sound— how to 
make the best with the voice we have— reading and then knowing what 
we read— I try to stress the fact that before we attempt to do choric 
reading and speaking we must know the feeling behind the selection to 
be effective." - Boystown High, Boystown, Nebraska.

"Assignment individual lines to possible disciplinary prob
lems— they feel more a part of the whole." - Monte Cassino High,
Tulsa, Oklahoma.

"Concerning the above problem I have tried to get poems that 
are filled with humor, or characterizations and have 'run on lines' 
so that rhyme will not cause sing-song." - Saint Ursula Academy, 
Toledo, Ohio.

"Business like manner and procedure as in the teaching of any 
other subject. Of course, whe must have the qualifications for teach
ing choral work." - Saint Xavier's Academy, Providence, Rhode Island.

"Forming the syllables with the lips only, whispering, then 
vocalizing." - Saint Agnes Academy, Houston, Texas.

"Rhythm." - Our Lady of Victory High, Fort Worth, Texas.

"Asking one boy to take his seat while the others went on 
without him— the idea that participation at all was a privilege."
- Waterville High School, Waterville, Washington.
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"Students soon develop critical attitude towards diction and 
interpretation far beyond one's keenest expectations; at different 
times permit one student to listen to class and give opinion which 
I've always found to be appreciative and discerning." - Pulaski High, 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

"Choosing material which students like, allowing them to 
bring to class selections they would like to interpret." - Notre Dame 
High, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

"When new, i.e. first used, pupils do not like— an apprecia
tion for it came as the work brought results and encouragement from 
audiences." - Holy Family School, Lindsay, Nebraska.

"Allow the student a turn in acting as critic." - Holy Family 
High, Manitowoc, Wisconsin.

"The director can have individuals from the choir listen to 
the choir as a unit. These individuals return to their places in the 
choir and influence the other members to correct problems. A brief 
discussion (after individuals have listened) by members with director 
often brings good results." - Johnstown High, Johnstown, Colorado.

"I had a little uneasiness with one disinterested student.
She caused no disciplinary problems but I felt as if something 
were lacking in my teaching. When she received two short lines to 
say alone, that was all she needed." - Sacred Heart Academy, Louis
ville, Kentucky.

"The biggest problem is the 'mask' of the college girl— her 
inability to relax and react with the emotional values of poetry.
This is not difficult to break down if material is read by the di
rector with and without 'color'. The contrast awakens effort in the 
right direction." - Clarke College, Dubuque, Iowa.

"My classes love it. There is no problem attached." - Junior 
High, Independence, Missouri.

"Emphasis or interpretation of material at hand rather than 
on choral speaking as such." - Northwestern University, Evanston, 
Illinois.

"Voice pitch was worst problem. Was worked out by relative 
pitch— high, medium, low voices being grouped together." - Mount 
Saint Scholastica Academy, Atchison, Kansas.

"Selection of material suitable for the talents, interests 
and abilities of the students." - Lebanon Catholic High, Lebanon, 
Pennsylvania.
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"Just be sure they understand the meaning of the poem and 
its background before starting a new poem." - Baker Junior High, 
Austin, Texas.

"Adaptation of selection to tastes and intelligence of stu
dents." - Seton High, Baltimore, Maryland.

"Explanation of the purpose and proper motivation on part of 
the teacher." - Academy of the Immaculate Conception, Ferdinand, 
Indiana.

"The director's appreciation and 'building up' values in 
students' minds." - Conservatory of Music, Kansas City, Missouri.

"Students are most eager to get into a choral reading 
group." - Madonna High, Aurora, Illinois.

"If I have trouble with voices blending, or students staying 
together, I let the girls, one at a time, listen to the group. Care
ful sifting of voices, that is, trying one, then two voices, then 
three voices together will show a director how to arrange her choir 
members for the best tone effects. I spend a long time at the begin
ning of the work— sometimes three class periods— listening to their 
voices so that each girl is standing by the side of the one whose 
voice blends with hers better than any other. If I have a big choir 
this takes a long time." - Atchison Public High, Atchison, Kansas.

"Letting students select a poem or two. Not trying to force 
a selection they do not enjoy." - Saint Teresa Academy, East Saint 
Louis, Illinois.

"I have had none. The students love it. We gave 'The Hound 
of Heaven' at a College Speech Clinic and the students enjoyed doing 
it— and it is not simple." - Academy of the Holy Angels, Minneapolis, 
Minnesota.

"l) Interpretation of poem. 2) Pronunciation. I have pupils 
vote on the things they wish to do. If they do not like a poem, find 
one more suitable." - Hamilton Junior High, Long Beach, California.

"They enjoy it so much that there are no problems in disci
pline. To procure the proper expression takes patience, individual 
work and repetition." - John Marshall High, Richmond, Virginia.

"The students should know the importance, greatness and real 
beauty of choric speaking. An explanation of the purposes and goal 
help immensely." - Mount Saint Scholastica Academy, Atchison, Kansas.
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"Using material which they were interested in and which would 
not become monotonous to them." - Saint Gertrude's Academy, Richmond, 
Virginia.

"Not let anyone participate in the final program brought them 
to terms quicker than anything else. And then they got no praise 
from parents or others in the audience." - Anderson School, Staats- 
burgh-on-the-Hudson, New York.

"The only problem that I have encountered in teaching choral 
speaking is the negative attitude against poetry in general. One 
might say even a dislike. I was successful in doing this by select
ing humorous folk ballads with great rhythm, and permitting students 
to act them out in group speaking. We gradually went from the simple 
ballad to beautiful worthwhile poems." - Saint Joseph High, Owensboro, 
Kentucky.

"Once they have a liking for it, all disciplinary problems 
vanish— and to get that liking, give some humorous or virile selec
tion they can't help but like." - Holy Family High, Denver, Colorado.

"Encouragement; responsibility." - Saint Mary's High, Cheyenne,
Wyoming.

"Student purposing, cooperative planning, mutual respect." - 
O'Keefe High, Atlanta, Georgia.

"Better trained directors— more work in speech and diction 
training." - Creighton University, Omaha, Nebraska.

"No disciplinary problems." - Westinghouse Memorial High, 
Wilmerding, Pennsylvania.

Sixty-six or $3.2 per cent were unresponsive while fifty-nine 
schools or $1.2 per cent returned the above replies. That there are 
remedies proving successful in overcoming any problems connected with 

the teaching of choral speaking can be gathered from the statements 
made above.

One hundred seventeen schools have found in their experiences 
with choral speaking that it provides an emotional release to students 
who can participate freely in the anonymity of a group when they could 
not possibly do so alone. This makes 93.6 per cent of the schools.
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TABLE p

VALUES OF CHORAL SPEAKING

Yes No No Data

Question lb. Have you found that 
choral speaking provides an emotion
al release to students who can par
ticipate freely in the anonymity of 
a group when they could not possibly 
do so alone? ! 117 2 6

Question 15. Have you found that 
choral speaking promotes apprecia
tion of poetry?

j

lib 3 8
Question 16. Have you found that 
choral speaking promotes a better 
understanding of literature, and 
therefore of life? 101 6 18
Question 17. Has choral speaking 
broken down any aversion to poetry 
on the part of your students? 92 8 25
Question 18. Have you found that 
choral speaking builds self-confi
dence? 110 b 11

Question 19. Has choric work given 
rise to a spirit of cooperation? 109 3 13
Question 20. Do you believe that 
the timid child derives more profit 
from choric speaking than do the 
other members of the class? 82 22 21
Question 21. Have you found choral 
speaking helpful in imparting a 
sense of rhythm and grace? 10^ 3 17
Question 22. Have you found choral 
speaking a valuable aid in cultivat
ing noble ideals, aspirations, and 
emotions in the pupils? 67 16 b2



TABLE 9— Continued

Yes No No Data

Question 23. Have you found that 
choral speaking has given any stu
dent an impulse to write poetry? 33 63 29
Question 2b. Have you found that 
though choral speaking memoriza
tion of poetry becomes practically 
spontaneous? 90 lb 21

Question 2$. Have you found that 
choral speaking inspires pupils 
with an attitude of respect, loyalty, 
and reverence toward our language? 52 26 b7
Question 26. Have you found that 
Choral speaking enables pupils to 
focus their attention on the content 
of the poem? 98 8 19

Only two or .016 per cent answered Question lb in the negative, while

six schools or .0b8 per cent failed to send data.

That poetry appreciation is promoted through choral speaking 

has been attested by the affirmative replies of one hundred fourteen 

schools or 91.2 per cent. Three schools or .02b per cent keep a 
negative attitude, while eight or .06b per cent gave no comment.

In response to the question, "Have you found that choral 

speaking promotes a better understanding of literature, and therefore 
of life," there are one hundred one schools or 80.8 per cent who gave 

their assent to Question 16.

As a means of breaking down aversions to poetry on the part 

of many of their students ninety-two or 73.8 per cent have found this 

to be their experience. Eight schools or .06b per cent replied nega-



tively, while twenty-five or 20 per cent of the schools failed to 

send a statement.

Asked if they found that choral speaking builds self-confi

dence, one hundred ten schools or 88 per cent favored this question. 
Four schools or only 3*2 per cent denied this, while eleven or 8.8 

per cent sent no returns.
From one hundred nine schools came the assenting statement 

that choral speaking has given rise to a spirit of cooperation. This 

is 87.2 per cent of the schools. No data was received from three of 

the schools and the remaining thirteen gave no evidence.
Believing that the timid child derives more profit from choric 

speaking than do the other members of the class, eighty-two or 6$.6 
per cent expressed themselves affirmatively on Question 20. However, 
twenty-two or 18.6 per cent of the schools were of the negative 
opinion. Twenty-one schools or 16.8 per cent neglected to answer.

Found as helpful in imparting a sense of rhythm and grace, 

choral speaking has thus been approved of by one hundred five or 8it. 

per cent. Only three schools or .02it per cent said, "no." The other 
seventeen gave no decision. This is equivalent to 13.6 per cent.

Choral speaking was found to be a valuable aid in cultivating 

noble ideals, aspirations, and emotions in the pupils by sixty-seven 

or $3*6 per cent. Sixteen or 12.8 per cent answered in the negative. 
Twenty-eight schools sent no report. This is 22.it per cent of the 

entire number.
Only thirty-three or 26.ii per cent of the schools found that



unison speaking gives students an impulse to write poetry. Denials 

came from sixty-three schools or $0.it per cent, while twenty-nine or

23.2 per cent gave no reply.
That through group recitation the memorization of poetry 

becomes practically spontaneous has been attested by ninety schools 

or 72 per cent; while fourteen or 11.2 per cent negated this answer. 

Twenty-one or 16.8 per cent failed to state any opinion.

In reply to the question as to whether it was found that choral 
reading inspires pupils with an attitude of respect, loyalty, and 

reverence toward our language, fifty-two schools are of the affirma
tive opinion. This is itl.6 per cent. Twenty-six or 20.8 per cent 

said "no," while forty-seven gave no response making 37*6 per cent.
In ninety-eight or 78.b per cent of the schools choral utter

ance was found to enable pupils to focus their attention on the con
tent of the poem. Only eight or .06it per cent negated this data, 

while nineteen schools or lh.2 per cent stated no choice.

Five teachers ventured the subsequent comments regarding 
Question lit:

"For girls." - Central Senior High, Kansas City, Missouri.

"Moderately so." - Saint Clara Academy, Sinsinawa, Wisconsin.

"In very few cases— boys out here are very free with their 
speeches." - Boystown High, Boystown, Nebraska.

"Definitely." - Academy of Holy Names, Tampa, Florida.

"I mentioned these values in an article several years ago.
The editor replied, 'Mere wishful thinking.'" - Lebanon Catholic 
High, Lebanon, Pennsylvania.



By way of commitment nine teachers ventured the statements 

below in reference to Question 1$:
"Definitely." - Hamilton Junior High, Long Beach, California.

"Very decidedly." - Saint Agnes Academy, Houston, Texas.

"Very definitely." - Clarke College, Dubuque, Iowa.
"Definitely." - Monte Cassino Academy, Tulsa, Oklahoma.

"Do not stress it— although there is a tendency to appreciate 
selections more fully." - Boys town High, Boys town, Nebraska.

"Definitely." - Saint Bernard School, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

"Yes and stressed four times." - Northwestern University, 
Evanston, Illinois.

"I don't know. Pupils I had didn't appreciate anything in 
books, stories, or poetry." - Anderson School, Staatsburgh-on-the- 
Hudson, New York.

"Decidedly." - Cathedral High School, Saint Cloud, Minnesota.

Referring to Question 16 the following responses came from 
eleven academy and high school teachers of choral reading:

"None of my pupils old enough to be interested in Literature. 
Only the smaller ones cared for stories and the older ones got them 
afraid to like them by calling stories 'kid stuff.'" - Anderson 
School, Staatsburgh-on-the-Hudson, New York.

"Very much so." - Saint Bernard School, Pittsburgh, Penn
sylvania.

"Hard to determine) would like to say yes." - New Trier Town
ship High, Winnetka, Illinois.

"Definitely." - Academy of Holy Names, Tampa, Florida.

"Unfair question; too broad." - Balboa High, San Francisco, 
California.

"Possibly, I hope so." - Marywood Academy, Grand Rapids, 
Michigan.



"Question mark." - Johnstown High, Johnstown, Colorado.

"No way to check." - East High, Green Bay, Wisconsin.

"Definitely." - Monte Cassino Academy, Tulsa, Oklahoma.
"Maybe— no greater promotion unless you happen to be working 

on something like Sandburg's 'The People, Yes.' It depends on your 
selection." - Atchison Hublic High, Atchison, Kansas.

"I cannot as yet tell if my students' understanding of life 
has been better; literature, yes." - Sacred Heart Academy, Louisville, 
Kentucky.

Wishing to make further explanations of their opinions, seven 

teachers sent these statements in answer to Question 17 which seem 
to indicate that choral speaking does break down an aversion to poe

try in the students:
"From an almost universal expression of dislike of poetry to 

spontaneous acclamations of pleasure." - Saint Agnes Academy, Houston, 
Texas.

"They happen to be a group that enjoys poetry." - Waterville 
High, Waterville, Washington.

"Yes." - Payson High, Payson, Utah.
"Definitely." - Academy of Holy Names, Tampa, Florida.

"It has built much appreciation and helped in reading." - 
Saint Bernard School, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

"I think it may have." - College of Saint Benedict, College- 
ville, Minnesota.

"I don't know." - Benedictine Academy, Paterson, New Jersey.
Eight opinions expressed in relation to Question 18 which 

are here quoted affirm, with one exception, that choral speaking aids 

in building self-confidence. One of the eight avoids the issue by 
raising a question regarding the definition of self-confidence.



"Very much." - Saint Bernard School, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

"A little. It should do it." - Central Senior High, Kansas 
City, Missouri.

"To some degree." - Notre Dame High, Hoylan-Rose Valley, 
Pennsylvania.

"This depends upon each individual case." - Mount Carmel 
Academy, Wichita, Kansas.

"Definitely." - Academy of the Holy Names, Tampa, Florida.

"Definition of self-confidence?" - Balboa High, San Francisco, 
California.

"Not to any appreciable point." - Hamilton Junior High, Long 
Beach, California.

"My pupils in the groups have had no aversion to poetry as 
they asked to work in a Choral Verse group. I think an aversion has 
sometimes been broken down in a school assembly." - Bulkeley High, 
Hartford, Connecticut.

Candid statements from six choral reading teachers have made 

the following contribution to this study with reference to Question 1?
"How do you propose to measure a carry over from choral speak

ing into other activities; too many uncontrolled factors involved." - 
Balboa High School, San Francisco, California.

"Definitely." - Academy of the Holy Names, Tampa, Florida.
"No check; it exists." - East High, Green Bay, Wisconsin.

"Somewhat more." - Central Junior High, Kansas City, Missouri.
"Doubtful, possibly yes." - Holy Family School, Lindsay, 

Nebraska.

"But other materials can do likewise." - O'Keefe High, Atlanta
Georgia.

Question 20 has evidently been a controversial one among the 

seventy-four academic and secondary members of the teaching profession 
who have contributed valuable data on the teaching of choral speaking



to timid children. Believing that shy children derive more profit 

from choric-verse reading than do the other members of the class they 
have written the following beliefs:

"It seems so; at least the timid child's progress is more 
noticeable." - Holy Family Convent, Manitowoc, Wisconsin.

"Timid and forward children benefit about equally." - Saint 
Catherine's High, Racine, Wisconsin.

"He overcomes self-consciousness more easily." - East High, 
Green Bay, Wisconsin.

"He is relieved from the tension which accompanies a solo 
exhibition*." - St. Stanislaus High, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

"The 'bold' child isn't necessarily the one with perfect 
speech habits." - Pulaski High, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

"It 'subdues' the show-off as well as helps the timid." - 
Waterville High, Waterville, Washington.

"He overcomes timidity." - Payson High, Payson, Utah.

"The better students are just as interested." - Our Lady of 
Victory High, Fort Worth, Texas.

"Because I believe that the 'forward' is equally benefited."
- Saint Agnes Academy, Houston, Texas.

"While the timid child derives profit the others are gaining 
equally in enjoyment, etc." - Cathedral High, Sioux Falls, South 
Dakota.

"He will respond in a group, but not alone." - Mount Marty 
Academy, Yankton, South Dakota.

"He gains self-confidence and helps in acquiring poise.
These are requisites for successful living." - Saint Xavier's Academy, 
Providence, Rhode Island.

"Timid pupil profits, but as a whole other members more so."
- Saint Andrew School, Potosi, Wisconsin.

"She has an opportunity for expression which she would never 
venture alone." - St. Benedict's Academy, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
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"The timid child gets no individual instruction— which I feel 
is necessary to confidence in speaking. The pupil must hear her own 
voice and grow as an individual." - Notre Dame High, Moylan-Rose 
Valley, Pennsylvania.

"He takes courage from the group, and does not hear his own 
voice alone." - Saint Ursula Academy, Toledo, Ohio.

"Will speak with group— gradually; has confidence to solo."
- Monte Cassino Academy, Tulsa 5, Oklahoma.

"Opportunity for self-expression without inhibition." - Our 
Lady of Mercy High, Rochester 10, New York.

"These children on a whole are naturally bashful and exces
sively self-conscious." - Saint Catherine's Indian School, Santa Fe, 
New Mexico.

"Instills self-confidence; provides medium of self-expres
sion." - Rocky Mount High, Rocky Mount, North Carolina.

"He joins in and enjoys the work and does not feel self-con
scious." - New Hanover High, Wilmington, North Carolina.

"Self-expression, anonymously." - North High, Omaha, Nebraska.

"Aggressive type also gets opportunity to see what other 
leaders can do." - Holy Trinity School, Hartington, Nebraska.

"I have proved it— I specialize on teaching speech to large 
groups— gradually they overcome timidity, and become the leaders of 
the group." - South High, Omaha, Nebraska.

"He expresses himself freely: he hesitates to do it alone."
- Saint Mary's Academy, O'Neill, Nebraska.

"She is later more confident in undertaking occasional solo 
work." - Saint Mary High, Omaha, Nebraska.

"The timid child is led to speak unconsciously." - Saint 
Bonaventure High, Columbus, Nebraska.

"He expresses himself without all attention on him." - Saint 
Frances High, Randolph, Nebraska.

"Builds up confidence." - Wellesly High, Wellesley, Massa
chusetts.

"All benefit in self-expression." - Bulkeley High, Hartford, 
Connecticut.
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"Perhaps the child feels protected when surrounded by a large 
group of people with whom he is working." - Saint Boniface School,
Cold Spring, Minnesota.

"Because a timid child will participate in group work." - 
Academy of the Holy Angels, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

"He does not feel the entire responsibility." - Central 
Senior High, Kansas City, Missouri.

"He does not put as much of himself into it as the more re
sponsive child who gets as he gives." - Central Junior High, Kansas 
City, Missouri.

"Loses his identity in the group." - Saint Anthony High, 
Detroit, Michigan.

"Growth of self-confidence— particularly when used frequently 
in small solo parts— and in public appearances." - Marywood Academy, 
Grand Rapids, Michigan.

"He gains confidence." - Saint Camillus Academy, Corbin, 
Kentucky.

"Group participation helps to overcome self-consciousness."
- Catholic niversity, Washington, D.C.

"The 'show-off' also benefits— he must learn to conform and 
cooperate in a group." - Mount Carmel Academy, Wichita, Kansas.

"He is able to lose himself in the group and yet becomes one 
of the group." - High School East, Wichita, Kansas.

"Group participation gives security to the timid child until 
he finds his place. Forgets self in group." - Mount Saint Mary's 
High, Wichita, Kansas.

"It is a great release valve for the timid and inhibited."
- Ursuline College Academy, Paola, Kansas.

"Hard to say. He is helped, but they vary so in ability."
- George Washington High, Indianapolis, Indiana.

"He's not afraid to act in a group." - Immaculata High, 
Chicago, Illinois.

"It gives her more confidence. She isn't doing the selection 
alone; her voice is blended with others." - Alvemia High, Chicago 18, 
Illinois.



"3ecause it is his main medium of expression." - New Trier 
Township High, Winnetka, Illinois.

"It gives him a sense of power and later of confidence in 
himself." - Academy of the Holy Names, Tampa, Florida.

"The feeling that she is contributing something worthwhile 
to a particular organization and yet not alone." - Frankford Junior 
High, Frankford, Delaware.

"Gives the timid child a chance to participate without feel
ing everyone is looking at her." - H. C. Conrad School, Wilmington, 
Delaware.

"Asks for solo part in a group of 3 or ^." - Barnard Junior 
High, Hartford, Connecticut.

"A timid child derives profit but I hesitate to say that he 
derives more profit." - Bulkeley High, Hartford, Connecticut.

"Develops a sense of confidence." - Hamilton Junior High, 
Fresno, California.

"An opportunity to participate— otherwise no outlet." - 
Junior High School, Kansas City, Missouri.

"Helps timid people." - A. M. Sullivan, former President of 
American Poetry Society of America, New York, New York.

"The timid child can have a great deal of self-confidence 
placed in them by the teacher, if she is given even one short line 
of her own." - Sacred Heart Academy, Louisville, Kentucky.

"Not necessarily more. What the timid child derives is in 
degree perhaps equal to what the aggressive character derives in 
learning cooperation." - Clarke College, Dubuque, Iowa.

"All members gain according to their needs." - Northwestern 
University, Evanston, Illinois.

"Because it gives the child a chance to express herself as 
she could never do if speaking alone." - Mount Saint Scholastica 
Academy, Atchison, Kansas.

"Difficult to measure." - Madonna High, Aurora, Illinois.

"All benefit in self-expression." - Bulkeley High School, 
Hartford Connecticut.
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"It gives self-expression to the timid child and consequent 
greater confidence." - Girls' High, San Francisco, California.

"He is able to give a public display of his creative urge."
- Johnstown High, Johnstown,Colorado.

"He gets used to his own voice when speaking in a group. Op
portunities to interpret solo lines help him to overcome, gradually, 
his timidity." - Saint Joseph High, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

"Yes, in a way. I had had timid ones overcome fear and ask 
for solo parts." - Junior High, Kansas City, Missouri.

"Not especially." - Saint Clara Academy, Sinsinawa, Wisconsin.

"Helps timid child to perform and feel secure in group activ
ity." - Southeast High, Kansas City, Missouri.

"Because she will let herself enter into the interpretation 
of the selection more completely, and from that start I am able to 
get more of a response from an individual endeavor later on." - 
Atchison Public High, Atchison, Kansas.

"Absolutely a wonderful help." - Saint Bernard School, Pitts
burgh, Pennsylvania.

"Gains confidence through group participation." - Lincoln 
Grade School, Ponca City, Oklahoma.

"?" - Mannington High, Mannington, West Virginia.

"No, as much, but not more. Gives one confidence, another 
appreciation, etc., each one to his capacity for better things." - 
Holy Family High, Denver, Colorado.

"No. I believe the timid child derives great benefit, but 
the other members benefit equally as much." - Saint Joseph High, 
Owensboro, Kentucky.

"Just the nature of reading and listening with others." - 
Central High, Jackson, Mississippi.

"Perhaps." - Benedictine Academy, Paterson, New Jersey.

Remarks contributory to oral choir recitations aiding in 

imparting a sense of rhythm and grace six teachers said:

"Yes, but among rural pupils grace and rhythm mean little."
- Anderson School, Staatsburgh-on-the-Hudson, New York.
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"Sometimes too much rhythm for the reading of poetry." - 
Payson High, Payson, Utah.

"Not noticeably." - Hamilton Junior High, Fresno, California.

"As far as oral reading is concerned." - Balboa High, San 
Francisco, California.

"Not especially." - Saint Clara Academy, Sinsinawa, Wisconsin.

"To boys of Junior High age— develops rhythm." - Hamilton 
Junior High, Long Beach, California.

"Rhythm." - Marylhurst College, Marylhurst, Oregon.
Opinions of twenty-two secondary and academy teachers 

voluntarily made as to whether they found that choral reading is a 

valuable aid in cultivating noble ideals, aspirations, and emotions 
in the students are given below:

"Perhaps I have not been able to keep the same class long 
enough." - Saint Joseph High, Owensboro, Kentucky.

"Unconsciously they quote phrases from poems learned and use 
them in a delightfully appropriate manner." - Pulaski High School, 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

"Not noticeably." - Bulkeley High School, Hartford, Connect
icut.

"Our organization presented 'Ballad of American Women' proved 
this point." - Saint Agnes Academy, Houston, Texas.

"That depends entirely upon the subject matter used. Choral 
speaking does not do it alone." - Central Junior High, Kansas City, 
Missouri.

"I think this can very easily be true of younger people." - 
College of St. Benedict, Saint Joseph, Minnesota.

"Rather hard to attribute to any one branch of learning." - 
Sacred Heart High, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

"We do a great deal of Bible reading for ourselves and the 
churches." - Baker Junior School, Austin, Texas.

"Decidedly 'yes'." - Saint Joseph High, Owensboro, Kentucky.
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"This is difficult to answer." - Johnstown High, Johnstown, 
Colorado.

"I don't know." - Balboa High, San Francisco, California.

"I have not been aware of these reactions." - Academy of 
the Holy Names, Tampa, Florida.

"Don't know." - Past-president of Poetry Society of America, 
New York, New York.

"Do not know." - Holy Family School, Lindsay, Nebraska.
"Undecided." - Rocky Mount High, Rocky Mount, North Carolina.

"Sometimes— depends upon the selections one uses." - Atchison 
High School, Atchison, Kansas.

"Possibly." - High School East, Wichita, Kansas.

"This depends upon the selections given." - Mount Carmel 
Academy, Wichita, Kansas.

"Hard to say— no immediate results noticed— in grades, decid
edly yes." - Marywood Academy, Grand Rapids, Michigan.

"No check." - East High, Green Bay, Wisconsin.

"It should— but real evaluation here is elusive." - O'Keefe 
High, Atlanta, Georgia.

"Depending on selections." - Lillis High, Kansas City, 
Missouri.

Interesting data concerning Question 23 from secondary and 
college teachers may be read in these comments:

"This work in choral speaking does not continue long enough 
in my classes." - Notre Dame High, Moylan-Rose Valley, Pennsylvania.

"Three of the students have been encouraged; all freshmen in 
high school." - Sacred Heart Academy, Louisville, Kentucky.

"Unfortunately. With younger students this might be a real 
incentive. College people usually know their abilities." - Clarke 
College, Dubuque, Iowa.
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"I am deluged during the time." - Ursuline College Academy, 
Paola, Kansas.

"Poems accepted for the National Anthology of High School 
Poetry." - Lebanon Catholic High, Lebanon, Pennsylvania.

"A number have done parodies." - College of Saint Benedict, 
Saint Joseph, Minnesota.

"Some of our small children have done some lovely things."
- Saint Bernard School, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

"Not in rural schools. They are satisfied if they can write 
their names and brief, painfully scrawled school papers." - Anderson 
School, Staatsburgh-on-the-Hudson, New York.

*"Definitely." - Mount Saint Scholastica College, Atchison,
Kansas.

"One student." - High School East, Wichita, Kansas.

"I have no proof of this." - Conservatory of Music, Kansas 
City, Missouri.

"Not so far." - Holy Family High, Manitowoc, Wisconsin.

"No check." - East High, Green Bay, Wisconsin.

"Hard to answer truthfully." - O'Keefe High, Atlanta, Georgia.
Twenty-one responses were received from teachers who are of 

the opinion that in their findings choral renditions of poetry make 

practically spontaneous its memorization, and have voiced their sen
timents in the following manner:

"Most students are poor in memory work." - Boystown High,
Boys town, Nebraska.

"With limitations." - Academy N. D. Providence, Newport, 
Kentucky.

"Not practically spontaneous, but improved." - Academy of 
the Holy Names, Tampa, Florida.

"Very." - Barnard Junior High, Hartford, Connecticut.

"Yes, for some students." - Saint Joseph High, Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin.



"Only when a single selection is used many times." - Balboa 
High, San Francisco, California.

"To my sorrow I must say no. Again, I think younger students 
are more apt to memorize than older ones. Most of my material has 
been such as did not lend itself too readily to memorization. However 
I think it adds much to have the group know material by heart. No 
doubt I have not been sufficiently insistent on their committing to 
memoryi" - College of Saint Benedict, Collegeville, Minnesota.

"And a big help in memorizing any other study." - Saint Ber
nard School, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

"Yes, to a certain degree, and then the rural pupils would 
giggle." - Anderson School, Staatsburgh-on-the-Hudson, New York.

*"Again a selective group of ability." - Hamilton Junior High, 
Long Beach, California.

"Not 'practically spontaneous' but more spontaneous." - 
Central Junior High, Kansas City, Missouri.

"Teachers report this especially to me." - State Teachers 
College, Minot, North Dakota.

"I do not know." - Madonna High, Aurora, Illinois.

"Definitely." - Saint Teresa Academy, East Saint Louis, 
Illinois.

"Can't answer this one." - Atchison High, Atchison, Kansas.
"Certainly much easier." - Junior High, Independence, Missouri

"Definitely." - Pulaski High, Milwaukee, Viisconsin.

Question 2$ was but briefly commented on by nineteen grade
and secondary teachers as follows:

"Not especially." - Central Junior High, Kansas City, Missouri

"I haven't noticed." - Sacred Heart High, Pittsburgh, Penn
sylvania .

"No definite check." - East High, Green Bay, Wisconsin.
"For vocabulary building it has no equal." - Pulaski High, 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
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"That I cannot say." - Hamilton Junior High, Long Beach, 
California.

"I don't know." - Madonna High, Aurora, Illinois.

"Not noticeably." - Holy Family High, Manitowoc, Wisconsin.
"Possibly." - High School East, Wichita, Kansas.

"I've not noticed this." - Bulkeley High School, Hartford, 
Connecticut.

"Not especially." - Anderson School, Staatsburgh-on-the- 
Hudson, New York.

"Not necessarily." - Baker Junior School, Austin, Texas.
"I do not know." - Holy Family School, Lindsay, Nebraska.
"I really don't know." - Atchison High, Atchison, Kansas.
"I haven't noticed." - Sacred Heart High, Pittsburgh, Penn

sylvania .

"Very definitely." - Clarke College, Dubuque, Iowra.
"No, I believe they are too young to think so deeply." - 

Sacred Heart Academy, Louisville, Kentucky.

"I suppose so, I hadn't thought of just this." - Ursuline 
College Academy, Paola, Kansas.

"Possibly." - Marywood Academy, Grand Rapids, Michigan.

"Undecided." - Lillis High, Kansas City, Missouri.
Only eight comments were made on the questionnaires referring 

to the focusing of attention on poem content. These are:

"If it is done well they have to get the content— otherwise 
it is likely to ring false." - Atchison High, Atchison, Kansas.

"Of course much depends upon how it is presented." - Saint 
Bernard School, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

"To some extent." - Notre Dame High, Moylan-Rose Valley, 
Pennsylvania.
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"Not enables them to focus their attention on the content of 
the poem, but requires pupils to do so." - Central Junior High, Kan
sas City, Missouri.

"Not by itself— this has to be taught." - State Teachers 
College, Minot, North Dakota.

"That is necessary for any kind of interpretation." - East 
High, Green Bay, Wisconsin.

"Speaking as such is hardly a substitute for analysis on 
which speaking is based." - Balboa High, San Francisco, California.

"Yes, for some; no for others. They usually learned words 
like parrots." - Anderson School, Staatsburgh-on-the-Hudson, New York.

* Question 27. Check the following to indicate improvement 
through choral speaking:

TABLE 10
FACTORS INDICATING IMPROVEMENT 

THROUGH CHORAL SPEAKING

Improvement
Factors Yes No

Data

Harsh tones 8ii M
Raucous tones 51 7ii
Strident tones 51 7ii
Nasal tones 6^ 61

Increased resonance of voice 88 37
Voice placement 81 3it
Pronunciation 102 23
Enunciation 103 22
Pure vowel sounds 85 ItO
Distinct Consonant sounds 53 32
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The data on Table 10 show that "enunciation" as a factor in

dicating improvement through the use of choral speaking was affirmed 

by one hundred three schools or 82.it per cent while only twelve or 
17.6 per cent gave no intimation.

Ranking as the second highest factor was that of "pronuncia

tion" chosen by one hundred two or 81.6 per cent of the schools. The 

twenty-three remaining schools or l8.it per cent made no reply.
A third highly recommended factor indicating betterment 

through choric-verse training is that of "distinct consonant sounds." 

Ninety-three or 7it.it per cent made this factor their choice, while 

thirty-two or 26.6 per cent of the schools failed to reply.

"Increased resonance of voice" places fourth with the recog

nition of eighty-eight or 70.it per cent of the schools. Thirty- 
seven or 29.6 per cent sent no data.

In eighty-five schools or 68 per cent "pure vowel sounds" 

was chosen as the factor showing the greatest amount of improvement 
through choric speech, whereas forty schools or 32 per cent did not 
say.

"Harsh tones" came next in the estimation of eighty-four or

67.2 per cent of the schools as an indication of being bettered by 

choric work. The remaining forty-one schools or 32.8 per cent 
offered no contribution.

"Voice placement" was thought to be an improvement factor by 

eighty-one or 6Í4..8 per cent. Thirty-four or 27.2 per cent of the 
schools made no reply.
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Eighth in order chosen as a factor showing improvement is 

that of "nasal tones" indicated by sixty-four or $1.2 per cent, 

while on the other hand nearly as many did not commit themselves.

This number was sixty-one or ¡4-8.8 per cent.
"Raucous tones" was named as a factor by fifty-one schools 

or ¡41.8 per cent, leaving seventy-four schools or the remaining $9.2 

per cent as having contributed no data.

Likewise did fifty-one schools or ¡4I .8 per cent give evidence 

of their choice of the "strident tones" as an improvement factor 
found in those trained in the old oral art. This leaves seventy- 

four or $9.2 per cent of the schools that made no contribution.

Voluntary comments made by several secondary and college 

teachers in commendation of Question 27 follow:
"These faults are corrected in our voice classes." - Central 

High, Detroit, Michigan.
"Depends on individual pupil." - Balboa High, San Francisco, 

California.

"I have exercises which I give for all these. It is a very 
important part of choral verse work." - Bulkeley High, Hartford, 
Connecticut.

"Not all in the same individuals, of course." - Clarke Col
lege, Dubuque, Iowa.

"Pronunciation and enunciation, very much so." - Saint Ber
nard School, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

"All improve." - Notre Dame High, Moylan-Rose Valley, Penn
sylvania .

"Excellent in teaching all speech except public speaking." - 
Woodlawn High, Birmingham, Alabama.

"All of these if the director is conscious of what he wishes 
to teach in this regard." - Mount Carmel Academy, Wichita, Kansas.



"I haven't gone far enough with it to determine." - University- 
High, Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Question 28. Have you found choral speaking an aid in cor
recting improper breathing? Incorrect posture?

TABLE 11

CHORAL SPEAKING AN AID IN CORRECTING IMPROPER 
BREATHING AND INCORRECT POSTURE

Yes No No Data

As an aid to
improper breathing 92 9 2^
As an aid to
incorrect posture 89 10 26

Choral speaking has been found to be an aid in correcting 
improper breathing according to the data found in Table 11 in ninety-

two schools or 73*6 per cent. There were nine schools or 7.2 per 

cent answered in the negative, while twenty-four or 19.2 per cent of 
the schools supplied the writer with no data.

Eighty-nine or 71.2 per cent answered in the affirmative when 
questioned as to whether they had found verse choir reading an aid to 
incorrect posture, while ten or 8 per cent negated the query. Twenty- 

six schools or 20.8 thus remain who returned no answers.

Commitments by various teachers on whether choral speaking 
was found to be an aid in correcting improper breathing or incorrect 

posture are here stated verbatim:

"Gaining, better." - Central Junior High, Kansas City, Missouri.



"Don't know." - East High, Green Bay, Wisconsin.

"Somewhat." - Holy Family Convent, Manitowoc, Wisconsin.

"Although I have an advantage in the latter point, I carry 
out that principle in physical education classes." - Sacred Heart 
Academy, Louisville, Kentucky.

"As a result of striving for better breathing." - Clarke 
College, Dubuque, Iowa.

"We have breathing and posture exercises before each lesson."
- Saint Bernard School, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

"Depends upon individual pupil." - Balboa High, San Francisco, 
California.

"I have found no trouble with the breathing. It comes natur
ally." - John Marshall High, Richmond, Virginia.

"Not with rural pupils. They just breathed and that was that."
- Anderson School, Staatsburgh-on-the-Hudson, New York.

"Not especially." - Mount Saint Scholastica College, Atchison,
Kansas.

Question 29. Have you used exercises in choral speaking for 
any of the following:

As the data in Table 12 indicate, choral speaking was used 
as an exercise at assemblies the highest number of times by ninety- 

four schools or by 7$.2 per cent of them. This leaves thirty-one 
schools or 2^.8 per cent not using it.

The next highest use of choric speech as an exercise at 
public entertainments is indicated in the above data by eighty-nine 
or 71.2 per cent, while thirty-six schools or 28.8 per cent do not 
favor this use.

Seventy-one schools or $6.8 per cent gave evidence that they 
employ choric reading as a desirable variation from the customary

160
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TABLE 12

EXERCISES USED IN CHORAL SPEAKING

Exercises Used Not Used

As a desirable variation 
from the regular class 
routine in English 71
Recreational use 39 86

Assemblies 9^ 31
Public entertainment 89 36
Contests 13 112

Festivals 29 96
Radio programs ¡¿6 79
Any other purposes?

exercises in daily English class work. The remaining fifty-five or 
¡¡¿3.2 per cent disregard this form.

Radio programs in which concerted reading forms an exercise 

places fourth with forty-six schools showing a preference. This is 
36.8 per cent. Seventy-nine or 63.2 per cent make no use of this 

exercise.

Recreational use is the fifth highest as chosen by thirty-nine 
or 31.2 per cent using it, while eighty-six or about 68.8 per cent do 
not use it.

Twenty-nine schools use spoken poetry at festivals. This is 
only 23.2 per cent, whereas ninety-six schools or 76.8 per cent fail 
to make use of this exercise.



A negligible use of orchestrated poetry as an exercise in 

contests is made by thirteen or only 10.h per cent of the schools 

leaving one hundred ten or 89.6 per cent of them as passing over this 

utility of the oral art.
"In response to the "any other purposes" for the use of choric

speech in their schools, various members of the profession have sent

to the present writer the twenty-four following comments:
"Religious, devotional use in Church." - Mount Carmel Academy, 

Wichita, Kansas.
"For church groups, especially Easter programs of devotion."

- High School East, Wichita, Kansas.
"Variety show." - Alvemia High, Chicago, Illinois.
"In plays." - Barnard Junior High, Hartford, Connecticut.
"To create better feeling and understanding among different 

racial groups. Special programs for clubs and P.T.A. groups." - 
Bulkeley High, Hartford, Connecticut.

"To improve speech." - Balboa High, San Francisco, California.

"Church." - Ensley High, Birmingham, Alabama.
"To teach speech fundamentals." - Pulaski High, Milwaukee, 

Wisconsin.

"Voice exercise." - Payson High, Payson, Utah.
"Pageants." - Monte Cassino Academy, Tulsa, Oklahoma.

"Chanting office of Blessed Virgin and Dialogue Mass once a 
month." - Saint Dominic High, Oyster Bay, New York.

"Class programs." - Boystown High, Boystown, Nebraska.
"All of my speech students have speech choir training first."

- South High, Omaha, Nebraska.

"For victory programs and pageants." - Academy of the Holy 
Angels, Minneapolis, Minnesota.
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"For religious activities." - Johnstown High, Johnstown, 
Colorado.

"Yes, in adult groups." - A. M. Sullivan, New York, New York.

"For commencement, Christmas, Easter." - Lebanon Catholic 
High, Lebanon, Pennsylvania.

"Tried to, but it wasn't taken seriously as new things are 
made fun of in rural schools." - Anderson School, Staatsburgh-on-the- 
Hudson, New York.

"Programs for parents." - Saint Gertrude's High, Richmond, 
Virginia.

"Yes, but it wasn't particularly successful." - Hunter College 
High, New York, New York.

"P.T.A. meetings and also closing exercises." - Saint Joseph 
High, Owensboro, Kentucky.

"We frequently use it for our 'convent programs."' - College 
of Saint Benedict, Saint Joseph, Minnesota.

"Voice training." - Roosevelt High, Atlanta, Georgia.

"Its chief value is speech improvement and inspiration not 
exhibition." - O'Keefe High, Atlanta, Georgia.

Question 30. Has your experience shown choric speaking to be 
a means of discovering latent talents: a) dramatic talent in students?

b) vocal talent? c) any other talents?

GRAPH 6 (a)
CHORIC SPEAKING A MEANS OF DISCOVERING 

DRAMATIC TALENT IN STUDENTS



A study of the figures in Graph 6 (a) reveals that sixty- 

five schools or $2 per cent have discovered talents of a dramatic 
nature in their students of choric speech. Twenty-six or 20.8 per 
cent of them said "no" to this query, while from thirty-four or 27.2 

per cent there came no reply. It is possible that if these thirty-four 
had answered, the affirmative answer would be a still greater per 

cent.

GRAPH 6 (b)
CHORIC SPEAKING A MEANS OF DISCOVERING 

VOCAL TALENT IN STUDENTS
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From the data of Graph 6 (b) it is seen that forty-three or

3h.h per cent of the schools indicated an affirmative response to the 
question of finding vocal talent in students through oral verse read

ing. On the contrary, fifty-six or hh.8 per cent replied in the nega

tive. From the remaining twenty-six or 20.8 per cent no returns were 
received.

Twenty-two of the teachers contacted in this study and rep

resenting the various high schools, academies and colleges have vol
untarily contributed the following data confirming or negating the 

finding of vocal, dramatic, or any other talents through the oral
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choir:
"It has certainly developed a sense of rhythm." - University 

High, Ann Arbor, Michigan.
"Concentration and team work." - Central Junior High, Kansas 

City, Missouri.
"Because of try-out method and small student body, talent 

already known— does often develop, of course." - Marywood Academy, 
Grand Rapids, Michigan.

"Leadership-dependability." - Mount Carmel Academy, Wichita,
Kansas.

"Nothing special." - High School East, Wichita, Kansas.

"Rhythmic talent— (beating) music interpretations, dances 
or acting out certain numbers." - Frankford Junior High, Frankford, 
Delaware.

"Accomplished more easily with individual pupils." - Balboa 
High, San Francisco, California.

"Interpretation." - Notre Dame High, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
"Latent talent may be discovered in any form of interpretation, 

as well as in choral speaking. I have no definite check." - East Higi, 
Green Bay, Wisconsin.

"Poise." - Waterville High, Waterville, Washington.
"Tie-up with their knowledge of music to get certain effects 

in sound imitation, harmony for bells in 'Elephant Song.'" - Pulaski 
High, Milwaukee, 'Wisconsin.

"Dance interpretation." - Monte Cassino Academy, Tulsa, 
Oklahoma.

"Creative-writing poetry." - North High, Omaha, Nebraska.

"There are such excellent music tests given here that I have 
little opportunity to find any the music department has not discov
ered." - South High, Omaha, Nebraska.

"Leadership." - Saint John Berchman's High, Raeville, Nebraska.

"Leadership as conductors of the choir. Lighting the stage 
and costuming the group. Arrangement of the setting." - Academy of 
the Holy Angels, Minneapolis, Minnesota.
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"Choric speaking may be a means of discovering latent 
talent, I know; but, as a teacher, I have not had that experience." 
- Johnstown High, Johnstown, Colorado.

"These faults are corrected in our voice classes." - Cen
tral High, Detroit, Michigan.

"It increases student's social response." - Conservatory of 
Music, Kansas City, Missouri.

"In interpretation of prose and poetry." - John Marshall 
High, Richmond, Virginia.

"I think it would result in bringing out abilities that 
some pupils may have, but are too timid to express themselves 
alone. I know little ones who cried if they got up by themselves, 
but if"they took part with others, they liked it." - Anderson 
School, Staatsburgh-on-the-Hudson, New York.

"Love of poetry and music. Rhythm in marching leads to 
classical dances." - Saint Joseph High, Owensboro, Kentucky.

"Correct reading of poetry." - Marylhurst College, Maryl- 
hurst, Oregon.

Question 31. Has choric speaking been of any value in a)

learning a foreign language? Yes ____No_____ b) as § preliminary

training for public speaking? Yes ____No_____ c) as a cure for

speech defects: a)stuttering; b)stammering; c)improvement of any 
other defects?

Since only negligible data Tiere returned in response to 

parts a) and b) of Question 31, no generalizations can be made 

regarding the value of choric speech in learning alien languages 
or as training for public speaking. Because stuttering and stam

mering hinder the development of the talents listed in Question 30, 

the data of part c) referring to them are listed in the same series 
of graphs as that of Question 30, namely, Graph 6 (a), (b), (c) and
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(d). Moreover, the terms "stuttering" and "stammering," in gen

eral usage, are considered absolutely synonymous, with one excep

tion, namely, that "stuttering" is the more emphatic. With this 

exception in mind the writer has collected data on each individ
ually and has tabulated these results in separate graphs.

GRAPH 6 (c)
CHORIC SPEAKING AS A CURE FOR SPEECH DEFECTS 

IN STUTTERING, STAMMERING AND ANY OTHER DEFECTS
* STUTTERING
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Returns from thirty-two or 2^.6 per cent of the schools as 
shown in Graph 6 (c) claim that choric speaking has cured stutter

ing. On the other hand twelve schools or 9.6 per cent answered in 
the negative, whereas eighty-one or 6h.8 per cent gave no indica
tions. This latter may be accounted for in the fact that many pre

ferred to comment rather than give a definite affirmation or negation.

Graph 6 (d) points out that twenty-two schools or 17.6 per 
cent hold that stammering as a speech defect has been cured. Again 

the facts show that twelve or 9.6 per cent of the schools are of the 
opposite opinion. Ninety-one or 72.8 per cent volunteered no data.



GRAPH 6 (d) 
STAMMERING
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*
tion 31 on the improvement of "any other defects" are given as fol
lows:

"Not a 'defect' but a help in teaching correct sounds of lo
cal Kansas mispronunciation." - Mount Carmel Academy, ^ichita, Kansas.

"Minor difficulties— sound substitution." - High School 
East, Wichita, Kansas.

"Students learn to breathe properly; thus sustain tones and 
improve quality of voice." - Mount Saint Mary's High, Wichita, Kansas.

"Substitution of sounds." - George Washington High, Indian
apolis, Indiana.

"I find that choral speech improves speech in general. Pu
pils become more conscious of 'slovenly' speech and are more care
ful." - Academy of the Holy Name, Tampa, Florida.

"Opening mouth— does not aid nor cure lisping but children 
who lisp volunteer for solo parts." - Barnard Junior High, Hartford, 
Connecticut.

"As I said before; exercises given as a part of choral 
verse work help any speech defect or other weakness." - Bulkeley 
High, Hartford, Connecticut.

"Lazy Southern speech; nasality, 'white' tone." - Ensley 
High, Birmingham, Alabama.

"Especially improved careless enunciation; articulation." - 
Holy Family School, Lindsay, Nebraska.
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"Very decidedly so." - Saint Catherine's Indian School, 
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

"Help." - New Hanover High, Wilmington, North Carolina.

"Helps those who are poor in reading— creates more interest 
and generally holds their interest." - Boystown High, Boystown, 
Nebraska.

"I used it for all basic work. Lisping improved." - South 
High, Omaha, Nebraska.

"Lisp hesitancy, muddled tones." - Bulkeley High, Hartford, 
Connecticut.

"Choral speaking is a builder for voice and body. It results 
in relaxation and freedom of the voice muscles, and therefore cannot 
help but remove defects of all types." - Academy of the Holy Angels, 
Minneapolis, Minnesota.

"Yes, can be helpful. Not enough experience along this line, 
but I intend, definitely, to do additional experimenting in this 
field." - Johnstown High, Johnstown, Colorado.

"Foreign dialect, lisping." - Saint Joseph High, Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin.

"One of the students had a slight damage to her resonators—  
through lack of use— she is speaking now so that every one in the 
room can hear her." - Sacred Heart Academy, Louisville, Kentucky.

"The fact of possessing slovenly articulation and too fast 
tempo is brought home to a student more forcibly in choir work than 
by any other means." - Clarke College, Dubuque, Iowa.

"I have also used it to help those with a sound displace
ment." - Baker Junior School, Austin, Texas.

"Overcoming brogue e.g. German." - Academy of the Immaculate 
Conception, Ferdinand, Indiana.

"As I am a Speech Pathologist I have private classes for our 
defectives, but do not feel our choral work aids." - Saint Bernard 
School, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

"I couldn't say. I should think it would help the above—  
stutterers and stammerers." - Mount Lebanon High, Pittsburgh, Penn
sylvania.

"I have not had experience with (a) or (b). I believe choral
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speaking must help to eliminate all types of speech defects." - 
Academy of Holy Angels, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

"I have not had this experience." - John Marshall High, 
Richmond, Virginia.

"Articulating disorders— lisps, and defective 1 and r groups 
in children's clinic groups." - State Teachers' College, Minot,
North Dakota.

"Never tried it. It wouldn't do for me, and I've learned 
French and Spanish and studied German." - Anderson School, Staats- 
burgh-on-the-Hudson, New York.

"Foreign accent, voice cases generally." - Hunter College 
High, New York, New York.

"By working in a group enough confidence is gained to insure 
attempt." - Central High, Syracuse, New York.

"Did not do enough to show much effect on any of the above."
- Howard Kennedy School, Omaha, Nebraska.

"Hesitant speech and timidity; careless enunciation has been 
corrected, and in individual cases I noticed nicer 'ings' and conson
ant sounds at the end of the sentences or words." - Saint Joseph High, 
Owensboro, Kentucky.

"I do not believe it is a cure for any speech defect— too 
generalized for needed individual help." - Holy Family High, Denver, 
Colorado.

"Lisping, one student." - Ursuline College Academy, Paola,
Kansas.

"Building confidence." - Creighton University, Omaha,
Nebraska.

Question 32. Which of the following social assets have you 
found to result from choric speaking:

a) personal charm arising from a cultivated voice?
b) ability to converse?

c) ability for leadership?

d) any other advantages?
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TABLE 13

SOCIAL ASSETS RESULTING FROM CHORIC SPEAKING *

Assets Yes No No Data

Personal charm arising 
from a cultivated voice 65 0 55
Ability to converse 30 0 95
Ability for leadership 50 0 75

* The resulting evidence as shown in Table 13 depicts data 
from sixty-five or $2 per cent as having found that personal charm 

arises from a cultivated voice resultant from verse training. Not 

one of the one hundred twenty-five schools answered in the negative, 
while fifty-five or ipb per cent would not commit themselves.

The ability to converse, too, was admitted by thirty schools 
or 2ij. per cent to be a resultant asset of choric reading. No denials 

were made by any of the schools, but if more of the ninety-five or 

76 per cent had responded the conversant asset may have ranked much 
higher.

Ability for leadership however, was accorded the second 

choice as a follow up item resulting from discipline in concerted 
reading by fifty or ^0 per cent of the schools. No school negated 

this question but there were seventy-five or 60 per cent who failed 
to comment one way or another.

Concerning Question 32, part (d), "any other advantages," 
respective teachers have contributed these comments:
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"Poise, naturalness, audience contact." - Academy of the 
Holy Angels, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

"Reticent child learns to appear before a group." - Holy 
Trinity High, Hartington, Nebraska.

"Participation in the Liturgy." - Saint Dominic High, Oyster 
Bay, New York.

"Stage presence— poise." - Our Lady of Mercy High, Rochester 
10, New York.

"Better poise." - Notre Dame High, Moylan-Rose Valley, 
Pennsylvania.

"An appreciation of poetry." - Saint Agnes Academy, Houston,
Texas. *

"Have not really 'measured' in terms of the above." - Holy 
Family School, Lindsay, Nebraska.

"One student formed a neighborhood choir during vacation."
- Pulaski High, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

"Poise." - Waterville High, Waterville, Washington.
"No check." - East High, Green Day, Wisconsin.

"I have not taught choric speaking enough to answer these 
questions." - Girls' High, San Francisco, California.

"Also more confidence in oneself." - Bulkeley High, Hartford, 
Connecticut.

"Group work— unit work— creative work." - Barnard Junior 
High, Hartford, Connecticut.

"A sense of group cooperation for enjoyment." - University 
High, Ann Arbor, Michigan.

"Cooperation— working with a group." - Mount Carmel Academy, 
Wichita, Kansas.

"Develops initiative— conversation." - Mount Saint Mary's 
High, Wichita, Kansas.

"All speech improvement." - Ensley High, Birmingham, Alabama.

"An aid." - Academy of the Holy Names, Tampa, Florida.
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"Ability to cooperate. Choric speaking contributes to the 
following social assets but is not the only factor." - Johnstown 
High, Johnstown, Colorado.

"One lone child found companionship with the group of 'low' 
voices, as we call them." - Sacred Heart Academy, Louisville, Ken
tucky.

"Taking solo lines sometimes awakens dormant leadership." - 
Clarke College, Dubuque, Iowa.

"A sense of group-fitness; leadership in some." - Mount Saint 
Scholastica Academy, Atchison, Kansas.

"A feeling of accomplishment." - Lebanon Catholic High, 
Lebanon, Pennsylvania.

"Broader cultural knowledge in their study of poetry and 
its background." - Baker Junior School, Austin, Texas.

"Audience reading." - Academy of the Immaculate Conception, 
Ferdinand, Indiana.

"Possibly more confidence." - Central High, Jackson, Missis
sippi .

"Helps timid child to perform and feel secure in group activ
ity." - Southeast High, Kansas City, Missouri.

"Social entertainment— fun." - Creighton University, Omaha, 
Nebraska.

"Ability to do group work." - Lillis High, Kansas City, 
Missouri.

"The child is much more free in individual expression in 
reading and in general conversation." - Saint Bernard School, Pitts
burgh, Pennsylvania.

"I think these go a bit too far. I think it helps to de
velop a better voice, but it won't do it alone." - Atchison Public 
High, Atchison, Kansas.

"Projection is developed which is an asset; group coopera
tion is stimulated; selflessness is encouraged." - Academy of the 
Holy Angels, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

"Too many uncontrolled factors involved." - Balboa High,
San Francisco, California.

"Leadership occasionally and for enjoyment." - John Marshall 
High, Richmond, Virginia.



"Taking part with a group— playing with a team— cooperat
ing." - State Teachers' College, Minot, North Dakota.

"Overcoming timidity." - Hunter College High, New York,
New York.

"Speak publicly before an audience." - Howard Kennedy 
School, Omaha, Nebraska.

"Certainly choral verse brings out the timid student and 
brings about better adjustment as he now feels he is contributing 
something to the class. In many cases this metamorphosis has been 
quite astounding." - Saint Joseph High, Owensboro, Kentucky.

Question 33* Have the pupils had any previous training in 
choral speaking? How much, if any?

GRAPH 7

PREVIOUS TRAINING IN CHORAL SPEAKING 
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dicates, has gained the ascendancy since eighty-two or 63.6 per cent 

of the schools say that their students of choric-verse have not had 
any previous training. Diminishing to seventeen or only 13.6 per 

cent are the schools that claim that there has been former discipline 
in orchestrated poetry, while twenty-six or 20.8 per cent revealed 
no data.

Explanatory notes accompanying Question 33 regarding the



previous amount of oral art experience that their students have or 

have not been the recipients of have been written by a number of 

present day choric-speech instructors. These are:
"The seniors four years; juniors three years; sophomores 

two." - Academy of the Holy Angels, Minneapolis, Minnesota.
"Six months." - Wellesley High, Wellesley, Massachusetts.

"One year in high school." - College Saint Mary, Omaha, 
Nebraska.

"Some in the grades. Personally, I think choral speaking is 
a wonderful thing but at present we are unable to offer it as a 
regular* subject." - Notre Dame Academy, Omaha, Nebraska.

"In the $th, 6th, 7th and 8th grades." - Saint Catherine's 
Indian School, Santa Fe, New Mexico.

"Some in grade school." - Our Lady of Mercy High, Rochester, 
New York.

"All the way through our grade school." - Monte Cassino 
Academy, Tulsa, Oklahoma.

"In private elementary school." - Saint Ursula Academy, 
Toledo, Ohio.

"Practically none." - Holy Family High, Manitowoc, Wisconsin.
"Off and on, here and there, a few had it in the grades." - 

Pulaski High, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

"They may or may not have some experience." - East High,
Green Bay, Wisconsin.

"Depends on Junior High from which they came." - Balboa 
High, San Francisco, California.

"Two years in grades." - Loretto Academy, Kansas City, 
Missouri.

"Our group was organized in September 1%$." - Immaculata 
High School, Chicago, Illinois.

"Sometimes a little in the grades." - Marywood Academy, 
Grand Rapids, Michigan.
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"Some taught throughout grades here." - Central Junior High, 
Kansas City, Missouri.

"If they are graduates from our Grade School training once a 
week from Pre-School to 8th grade." - Mount Carmel Academy, Wichita, 
Kansas.

"Not in grade school." - New Trier Township High, Winnetka, 
Illinois.

"During English classes." - Academy Holy Name, Tampa, Florida.

"One to three years in high school." - Northwestern Univer
sity, Evanston, Illinois.

"Some had had it in the three English classes previous to 
the one which I taught, (English IV)." - Mount Saint Scholastica 
Academy, Atchison, Kansas.

"A little but of an inferior unimaginative type which inter
fered more than it helped." - Baker Junior School, Austin, Texas.

"During grade school years." - Academy of Immaculate Concep
tion, Ferdinand, Indiana.

"Only two of our students have had dramatics from a private 
teacher." - Saint Bernard School, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

"Usually not any." - Atchison Public High, Atchison, Kansas.

"Very little— a few have had some in high school." - College 
of Saint Benedict, Saint Joseph, Minnesota.

"Some have, and some have not." - John Marshall High, Rich
mond, Virginia.

"A few dramatic lessons." - Mount Saint Scholastica College, 
Atchison, Kansas.

"A few in Junior High Schools of the city." - Hunter College 
High, New York, New York.

"In preparing programs." - Central High, Syracuse, New York.

"Scattered bits throughout the grades." - Holy Family High, 
Denver, Colorado.

"Depends upon the individual teachers." - Saint Mary's High, 
Cheyenne, Wyoming.
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"One year." - Saint Bonaventure High, Columbus, Nebraska.

"They have had experiences in choral speaking but not train
ing in choral speaking." - Roosevelt High, Atlanta, Georgia.

"In 9th grade English classes." - O'Keefe High, Atlanta,
Georgia.

"I don't know." - Benedictine Academy, Paterson, New Jersey. 

Question 3^. Is choral speaking taught throughout the four 
years of high school? (Further explanation)

GRAPH 8

CLASSES TAUGHT ALL FOUR YEARS 
IN CHORAL SPEAKING
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Revealed in Graph 8 are the data that sixty schools or A8

per cent of them do not teach choral speaking throughout the four 
years of secondary schooling, while in numbers of a shrinking con
trast one notes that in only 16 per cent or twenty schools do stu

dents have this invaluable experience. Further indication of the 

Graph reveals that forty-five or 36 per cent made no contributing 
statements.

Further explanations as to extent and time devoted to in
struction of oral choir renditions in the high schools of America 

may be culled from these contributing factors:
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"Our students may register for Speech in Freshman Year. They 
generally continue through high school. Each year work is done in 
choral speaking on each of the high school levels. Public demonstra
tions are given by each class." - Academy of the Holy Angels, Minneap
olis, Minnesota.

"Introductory class called choric verse is pre-requisite for 
girls' senior verse choir. Boys' choir is a freshman group. Girls 
and boys are encouraged to remain in choir 3-^ years." - New Trier 
Township High, Winnetka, Illinois.

"All methods are taught and the poems are used for general 
assemblies, Mothers' Meetings, recitals, etc. This is not the ob
jective in teaching choral speech, but it is a means of checking on 
results." - Academy of the Holy Names, Tampa, Florida.

* "Part of the one-year speech course offered to 11th and 12th 
grades." - Notre Dame High, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

"I get them as third year students in Speech and fourth year 
for English." - Ursuline Academy, Paola, Kansas.

"In Johnstown High School one course of speech is taught. Of 
necessity, this course must cover a wide field of speech activity.
It is in this speech class that choral speaking is taught. Choral 
speaking is not found in other English classes, except that I use it 
in studying Macbeth. In this Shakespearean play we have the 'Weird 
Sisters' scenes where they speak in unison." - Johnstown High, Johns
town, Colorado.

"Once a week, one period, extra-curricular." - Saint Joseph 
High, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

"It is usually done in conjunction with the English class, 
so it is up to the individual instructor." - Sacred Heart Academy, 
Louisville, Kentucky.

"In English class— all four years. In speech class— juniors 
and seniors." - Saint Mary High, Walsenburg, Colorado.

"I seem to be the only one who has done work in it." - Junior 
High, Independence, Missouri.

"One quarter on sophomore level." - Northwestern University, 
Evanston, Illinois.

"It is taught in Speech I and II (jr. and sr. courses) and 
used to some extent by English teachers through the four years." - 
Mount Saint Scholastics Academy, Atchison, Kansas.
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"In first and second year Speech Courses. Third and fourth 
year students may choose to be in the choir." - Lebanon Catholic 
High, Lebanon, Pennsylvania.

"Some students who specialize in dramatic art have four years 
of training, but the average has spasmodic training over a period of 
the four years." - Saint Clara Academy, Sinsinawa, Wisconsin.

"Only the speech teacher makes use of it to any great extent. 
The English classes sometimes read a poem aloud together, but my idea 
of that is 'hash.'" - Saint Boniface High, Cold Spring, Minnesota.

"Incidentally in English classes." - Wellesley High, Welles
ley, Massachusetts.

"Two years." - Saint Bonaventure High, Columbus, Nebraska.
"We are using Tressler: 'English in Action' Book Two (19^0, 

Heath & Co.) as the regular text in the 11th and 12th grade. This 
text contains a unit on Choral Speaking. Since we are combining 
classes and alternating subject matter, the chapter is studied every 
other year." - Saint John Berchman's High, Raeville, Nebraska.

"In some English courses it is quite incidental; in others 
it is more definitely an end." - Saint Mary High, Omaha, Nebraska.

"It is not required— used occasionally for variety— our 
handling of it is too superficial to be able to give specific re
sults." - Saint Mary's Academy, O'Neill, Nebraska.

"Only in public speaking class. Idea is presented in Eng
lish classes also." - Holy Trinity High, Hartington, Nebraska.

"This is the first year that a speech course has been set 
up— -it is somewhat of an experiment and the students are interested 
in it." - Boystown High, Boystown, Nebraska.

"Just in speech or drama classes." - North High, Omaha, 
Nebraska.

"Used only in 12th grade class in creative English at pres
ent. Plan more widespread use in all English classes." - Rocky 
Mount High, Rocky Mount, North Carolina.

"Yes and No. Some teachers prefer the method prescribed in 
syllabus and adhere to it." - Saint Dominic High, Oyster Bay, New York.

"Public speaking classes are taught for seniors only, a per
iod daily for two terms. (In poetry units we interpret aloud, as
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classes in English, but without choric finesse)." - Our Lady of 
Mercy High, Rochester, New York.

"'Dramatics' is extra-curricular therefore, optional— our 
choric group emerges from this group. We hope next year to offer 
it to the whole high school." - Monte Cassino Academy, Tulsa, 
Oklahoma.

"At present in the Junior year." - Notre Dame High, Moylan- 
Rose Valley, Pennsylvania.

"We have a special speech class in our freshman year. It 
is in this class that choral speaking has been introduced." - Saint 
Benedict's Academy, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

"Freshman year only." - Saint Xavier Academy, Providence, 
Rhode Island.

"Incidentally in English classes." - Mount Marty Academy, 
Yankton, South Dakota.

"It is not included as a regular course all four years, but 
is used occasionally in English classes." - Saint Catherine's Indian 
High, Sioux Falls, South Dakota.

"First and Second High." - Our Lady of Victory High, Fort 
Worth, Texas.

"In 9-11 with English class; in 12 in Speech course." - 
Holy Family School, Lindsay, Nebraska.

"Choral speaking in our school is used as a teaching tool 
both in speech and in English. There is no special emphasis placed 
upon the device. Our girl's Verse-Speaking Choir, a group chosen 
from Players, exists because these particular girls like to interpret 
fine pieces of prose and poetry.

Choral speaking at our school is done almost entirely for 
enjoyment. It has never become a fetish.

Choral speaking at best (this is my personal evaluation) is 
a tool, a device, a method for interpretation. It is limited in 
scope. The greatest danger to choral speaking is overuse. If 
youngsters do not respond enthusiastically to Choral Reading the 
procedure should be dropped. Not all teachers possess the fragile 
art of teaching Choric Speech, English, Dramatics and Choral Speak
ing festivals. I have dared some startling experiments like combin
ing the Girls' Verse Choir with a Men's chorus on the Crux Fidelis 
and Popule Meus. The effects were thrilling to say the least.

I hope eventually to put in the three years of English I 
teach— so far it is limited to the freshmen.

When verse speaking in choir ceases to be fun, it ought 
promptly to be dispensed with. One cannot play football with crystal 
vasesi" - Saint Catherine's High, Racine, Wisconsin.
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"We use it as a unit in speech class and also occasionally 
for a club or group activity." - East High, Green Bay, Wisconsin.

"Used in speech classes and by one teacher in Spanish." - 
Balboa High, San Francisco, California.

"I have been in the habit of taking groups of freshmen and 
sophomores and carrying them through until they graduate." - Bulkeley 
High, Hartford, Connecticut.

"Three years of junior high." - Barnard Junior High, Hart
ford, Connecticut.

"Taught as a unit in speech." - H. C. Conrad School, Wil
mington, Delaware.

" "Every level has one unit yearly. They each give choral 
programs or a choric drama." - Academy of the Holy Angels, Minneap
olis, Minnesota.

"This to my mind should be left entirely to leaders' judg
ment. It can always be taught with profit to all ages." - Conserva
tory of Music, Kansas City, Missouri.

"Only in the first two years, once a week." - Saint Teresa 
Academy, East Saint Louis, Illinois.

"I use it in the first semester of speech as a part of the 
course; sometimes it is used in the second semester in club pro
grams." - Thomas Jefferson High, Richmond, Virginia.

"It is used in the speech course. We have a verse speaking 
choir which is not very active as yet. Occasionally a teacher of 
English will use it to encourage memory passages." - John Marshall 
High, Richmond, Virginia.

"We encourage our English Methods students to include it in 
their poetry units in all four years of high school." - Teachers 
State College, Minot, North Dakota.

"Never tried it in high school." - Staatsburgh-on-the-Hudson, 
New York.

"Every other year a speech class is taught." - Saint Gertrude's 
High, Richmond, Virginia.

"Only the senior year in speech class." - Saint John's 
Preparatory, Collegeville, Minnesota.

"Choral speech is taught in Speech II course." - Central 
High, Syracuse, New York.
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"It is taught as a part of our regular speech work, usually 
in Speech II and III and working in beginners. We apply the funda
mentals of speech to it as well as other speech activities." - George 
Washington High, Indianapolis, Indiana.

"Principally in sophomore speech classes and in a senior oral 
interpretation class." - High School East, Wichita, Kansas.

"It is taught in all four dioceses in Indiana using Voyages 
in English by Sadlier texts from grade four to eight inclusive." - 
Academy of the Immaculate Conception^ Ferdinand, Indiana.

"We met after school twice a week for choral speaking; one 
year we had a speech class in the curriculum; this year we have 
neither because of extra duties, however, some choral speaking will 
be included in the English curriculum." - Sacred Heart High, Pitts
burgh,' Pennsylvania.

"We employ rhythms and voice building— breathing and posture 
from first grade through eighth." - Saint Bernard School, Pittsburgh, 
Pennsylvania.

"When they leave here they will be able to take choral speak
ing as an elective." - Frankford Junior High, Frankford, Delaware.

"I have used it most in junior high school. Occasionally 
teachers use it informally on a single poem." - University High, Ann 
Arbor, Michigan.

"It is taught in whatever English classes the teachers wish 
to use it." - Loretto Academy, Kansas City, Missouri.

"One teacher in our High Schools, Miss Mary Agnes Swinney, 
now of our Junior College, formerly of Paseo High School, Kansas 
City, Missouri, used a good deal of choral speaking." - Central Jun
ior High, Kansas City, Missouri.

"We have two groups— a senior and a junior group— of 28 mem
bers each who take choral speaking as an extra-curricular subject. 
They provide programs for assemblies and take the work because they 
love it." - Alvemia High, Chicago, Illinois.

"A course is offered in the senior year." - Saint Anthony 
High, Detroit, Michigan.

"Choral Speaking is taught in Junior Dramatic Club (l and 2). 
Choral Speaking is taught in Senior Dramatic Club (3 and . Choral 
Speaking is taught in English III and IV." - Mount Saint Agnes, Mount 
Washington, Baltimore, Maryland.
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"Only the seniors had regular periods twice a week." - 
Caldwell Hall, Washington, D. C.

"Used only for programs in all grades— special emphasis in 
speech class open to juniors and seniors who are members of a perm
anent choir." - Mount Carmel Academy, Wichita, Kansas.

"Not regularly." - Saint Camillus Academy, Corbin, Kentucky.

"It is extra-curricular here most semesters. That meant the 
girls met twice a week after school. Last semester for the first 
time I had a boys' choir of hand-picked seniors, ten in number, who 
met four mornings a week for twenty minutes before school started. 
They were splendid students (many of them athletes and band members) 
who for some reason had kept their 'light under a bushel.' In the 
Mount Mary festival they had a bad case of stage fright for a few 
moments, but all admitted they felt quite well after that, their 
first public appearance of any kind.

"Last semester I started both my beginning speech classes in 
choral speaking. For a month they did beautifully. Then they re
belled and demanded to do what other classes in the building were 
doing. I obliged and we devoted all time to parliamentary procedure 
and prose of all kinds. It wasn't long before they quietly asked to 
start class with one or the other of their favorite choral numbers.
It takes much too long to get around a class of 37 for an individual 
assignment in interpretation for example. In choral speech every 
student works the full period; in usual speech class he works once 
in 7 days really. Besides with use of solo lines and small groups it 
doesn't take the teacher long to know the quality of each student's 
work. His contributing suggestions for interpreting the various 
poems is also an indication of his ability.

"This is all very much at random. I love every minute of 
choral speaking both with student choirs and our civic adult group.
At present I'd love to do speech correction by means of choral speak
ing... However, I'd hate to see the untrained director. They're the 
ones who have blocked the cause I'm certain. You should have heard 
the horrible attempt here on November llthU They spoke in unison 
but also in monotone!" - Pulaski High, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

"Only in certain English groups and lower division Speech."
- Holy Family High, Denver, Colorado.

"It has been taught two years. Before that a few individual 
teachers had it occasionally, but it was never carried out in its 
entirety until two years ago." - Saint Joseph High, Owensboro, Ken
tucky.

"I believe it is in many schools; grade and high." - Holy 
Family High, Denver, Colorado.



"Not as a regular course." - Saint Mary's High, Cheyenne,
Wyoming.

"Only in senior year in Speech class but also in English 
class 9th grade." - O'Keefe High, Atlanta, Georgia.

"Its use is arbitrary throughout." - Lillis High, Kansas 
City, Missouri.

"Definitely." - Mount Saint Scholastica College, Atchison,
Kansas.

"Only for the ones who may truly enjoy it." - Bulkeley High, 
Hartford, Connecticut.

"I'd rather be free to take it or leave it." - Saint Mary's 
Academy, O'Neill, Nebraska.

"On English or music program." - South High, Omaha, Nebraska.

"Speech classes only and with trained teacher." - North High, 
Omaha, Nebraska.

"In speech classes." - New Hanover High, Wilmington, North 
Carolina.

"Time element." - Our Lady of Mercy High, Rochester, New York.

"To a certain extent." - Saint Agnes Academy, Houston, Texas.

"Not enough time; too many items in the English curriculum 
now." - East High, Green Bay, Wisconsin.

"There are not enough teachers who know how or care to learn." 
- Ensley High, Birmingham, Alabama.

"Why? definite? depends on time factors involved." - Balboa 
High, San Francisco, California.

"Too many English teachers know nothing about teaching it.
Poor teaching makes it mechanical and of no artistic value." - 
Central Junior High, Kansas City, Missouri.

"Only a part." - Central Senior High, Kansas City, Missouri.

"But under a competent director." - Alvemia High, Chicago, 
Illinois.

"If teachers were trained to use it correctly." - Mount Carmel 
Academy, Wichita, Kansas.



"Some— not too much." - Woodlawn High, Birmingham, Alabama.

"Some teachers cannot do it properly and harm can come of 
this." - John Marshall High, Richmond, Virginia.

"A part of speech activity, but not as the only kind of 
speech activity." - Sacred Heart High, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

"It is a club in our school; meeting twice a week during 
activities period; open to all those desiring it or those who can 
fit it in their program." - Westinghouse Memorial High, Wilmerding, 
Pennsylvania.

Question 3$. Would you advocate that choral speaking be 

given a definite and permanent place on the English program of 
secondary schools?

GRAPH 9

DEFINITE AND PERMANENT PLACE ON THE ENGLISH PROGRAM 
OF SECONDARY SCHOOLS
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Gratifying, indeed, to the present writer are the resultant

figures as obtained in the above Graph 9 pointing to the fact that 

eighty-three schools or 66.it per cent favor giving choral reading a 

definite and permanent place on the English program of American 

secondary schools. In consequential contrast is the diminutive num
ber of only twenty or 16 per cent of the schools disfavoring. In a 

near equivalent per cent of 1 7.6 are twenty-two schools who seemed
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not in a position to make commitment.
Interesting and valuable contributing factors favoring a 

definite and permanent place on the English curriculum of secondary- 

schools have thus been stated:
"If rightly taught." - Central High, Syracuse, New York.

"Not as a special subject, but as part of a course in Oral 
Interpretation and in the Speech Clinic." - Hunter College High,
New York, New York.

"But I do not think it should ever be a requirement." - New 
Trier Township High, Winnetka, Illinois.

"Too full now." - Junior High, Independence, Missouri.
"I think it deserves as much attention as choral singing, 

and can certainly be used as spectacularly." - Baker Junior School, 
Austin, Texas.

"If the teacher is a good voice teacher. Before our pupils 
are allowed in the Choric Speech Choir they must have two semesters 
of voice training." - Central High, Detroit, Michigan.

"Also in grade schools with progressive work in high school 
and college." - Saint Bernard School, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

"It belongs with speech. As a part of speech activity, but 
not as the only kind of speech activity." - Atchison Public High, 
Atchison, Kansas.

"If trained teachers are selected." - Hamilton Junior High, 
Long Beach, California.

"Where speech is taught; it is better to have it done by the 
speech teacher." - Academy of the Holy Angels, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

"I answer this in the affirmative with this reservation'— that 
choral verse be taught by trained teachers. If the teacher has not 
had the proper training in choral verse itself and in speech work, 
then by all means omit the work entirely. I have seen the work being 
done by teachers who had had no training for it, no background in 
voice and speech work, and they were doing more harm than good." - 
Bulkeley High, Hartford, Connecticut.

"Also in grade and college speech classes." - Marylhurst 
College, Marylhurst, Oregon.
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"Yes, in speech classes." - New Hanover High, Wilmington, 
North Carolina.

Question 36. Have you found that words that the students 
meet and learn through interpreting them in choral speaking appear 

in their active vocabularies?

GRAPH 10
WORDS MET AND LEARNED THROUGH INTERPRETATION IN 

CHORAL SPEAKING APPEAR IN 
ACTIVE VOCABULARIES

Graph 10 presents satisfying data in factual figures, unfold

ing the evidence that sixty schools or ^8 per cent have found that 
words the students meet and learn through interpreting them in choral 

speaking are used in their active vocabularies. Only twenty-five or 
20 per cent were not able to pad this data, whereas had the forty 

schools or the remaining 32 per cent sent returns the favorable an

swer on the graph might have shown a much greater increase.
Fifteen of the returned questionnaires contained the following 

helpful and suggestive comments on words met and learned through in

terpretation of the reciter's art which appear in the actual vocabu
laries of poetry choristers.

"I don't meet many of them often enough to know." - Bulkeley 
High, Hartford, Connecticut.
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"Not often." - Saint Mary High, Omaha, Nebraska.

"Current texts give ample suggestion." - Saint Dominic High, 
Oyster Bay, New York.

"Do not know." - Holy Family School, Lindsay, Nebraska.

"No check." - East High, Green Bay, Wisconsin.
"To what extent? again variable?" - Balboa High, San Fran

cisco, California.

"That is hard to say." - Bulkeley High, Hartford, Connecticut.
"It should, but I am not conscious of the fact. Having the 

girls in choral speaking only, I do not know what they do elsewhere."
- Aivemia High, Chicago, Illinois.

"Can't say." - George 'Washington High, Indianapolis, Indiana.
"I have not noticed." - Academy of Holy Name, Tampa, Florida.

"Very frequently there is no carry-over in interpretation un
less it is consciously practiced." - Clarke College, Dubuque, Iowa.

"How it helps I" - Saint Bernard School, Pittsburgh, Penn
sylvania.

"Can't say from experience, but I would think their ideas 
and vocabularies would be enlarged." - Anderson School, Staatsburgh- 
on-the-Hudson, New York.

"Not to any great extent." - Saint Joseph High, Denver, 
Colorado.

Question 37. Please list any suggestions you may have to 
offer concerning the teaching of choral speaking.

Instructional suggestions from sixty-six teachers of grade, 
secondary, college, and university levels have contributed the result
ant data concerning the teaching of choral speaking, and are here 

given as an aid to future as well as to present day teachers of oral 
verse choirs:

"Every speech class should do Choral Verse. Units in Verse
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Speaking should be done in all English Classes." - Academy of the Holy 
Angels, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

"I think a person who is 'sold on' choral reading is able to 
do an adequate job. Others should not dabble in it." - Saint Boni
face High, Cold Spring, Minnesota.

"There must be training of teachers, but we cannot use Miss 
Gullan's method in the United States." - South High, Omaha, Nebraska.

"I do not think choral speaking should be taught as a separ
ate course as it might get monotonous through repetition." - Holy 
Trinity High, Hartington, Nebraska.

"Every senior should have had at least one semester of choric 
speaking before graduating. Most school set ups require music, and 
I feel* we lack that certain thing when it comes to actual speech our 
high school students are exposed to. Very few have the chance to 
have this training unless there is a definite time in the school 
schedule that is set aside." - Boystown High, Boystown, Nebraska.

"I think the material should be beautiful and worth remember
ing such as 'If for girls,' 'Paul's Epistle on Charity,' 'Battle 
Hymn of the Republic,' etc. Much depends upon the selection. Light
ing effects and Greek tunics add atmosphere to our interpretations.
Also classical music on recorder in background as fanfare and bridge 
music. (The music is essential to mood-setting)." - Our Lady of 
Mercy High, Rochester 10, New York.

"Encouragement of the students' own interpretation— marking 
lines, etc." - Monte Cassino Academy, Tulsa, Oklahoma.

"It should be taught only by one who is trained in the teach
ing of choral speaking." - Saint Ursula Academy, Toledo,-Ohio.

"I should not encourage choral speaking as part of the English 
period. It is too crowded without putting more work into it. We 
have had snatches of choral speaking in our various English classes.
The work covered only a brief period (2 or 3 weeks) of the school 
term. It seems to me that if effective results are to be obtained 
choral speaking should be taught in a special speech class." - Saint 
Benedict's Academy, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

"This is not new I know, but I find that material on the 
group's level is conducive to immediate interest, and that once the 
group enjoys the interpretation of such literature, it is not difficult 
to 'pull them up' to a higher level." - Saint Agnes Academy, Houston, 
Texas.

"Easy selections at first— a means of rhythm for the children—  
let the pupils direct." - Saint Agnes Academy, Houston, Texas.
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"Have not had enough experience with choral speaking to fill 
out details." - Our Lady of Victory High, Fort Worth, Texas.

"Choral speaking is a far more effective speech course than 
the average one of today." - Pulaski High, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

"It gives the shy child a greater chance and helps develop 
the negative personality. The two types should be worked with, I 
think." - Waterville High, Waterville, Washington.

"I like it best as an aid to voice and diction; not as ex
hibition." - Ensley High, Birmingham, Alabama.

"Rather than a summary, I'd like to know how this kind of 
thing can lead to a Master's Degree." - Balboa High, San Francisco, 
California.

*

"Breathing exercises; children select poems; develop differ
ent types lyric, ballad, tone, etc. See beauty in nature. Develop 
religious feeling." - Barnard Junior High, Hartford, Connecticut.

"I think someone should compile a book consisting of varying 
choral numbers. If you know any please let me know." - Frankford 
Junior High, Frankford, Delaware.

"I like it as a spontaneous and informal exercise, with occa
sional perfection for program purposes. Some excellent work was done 
in Gerard Intermediate School in Detroit, I think by a Miss Miller."
- University High School, Ann Arbor, Michigan.

"Please excuse the delay, but I was waiting to see if in my 
occasional use of choral speaking I could answer more of your ques
tions. They certainly cover the subject well. Thank you for showing 
me the opportunities choral speaking affords." - Loretto Academy, 
Kansas City, Missouri.

"Know the fundamentals of interpretation. Value sincerity of 
meaning and mood above mere mechanism of arrangement. This has been 
of interest to me to see what results you hope to gain from choral 
speaking. It has been crowded out of our curriculum in beginning 
speech by the many requirements of assembly program preparation,—  
time given to Parliamentary Law practice (which the boys, especially 
love) and the need for studying basic interpretation.

My criticism of choral speaking as a teaching device is that 
the weak student, who doesn't think accurately alone, hides behind 
the leaders who do this and, until he is heard alone, is never dis
covered. It is disappointing to have worked to interpret a selection 
by the group, only to find many individuals who have grasped little 
of the true interpretation of the words. But Choral Speaking is 
grand fun with a bunch of alert students who do thinkM" - Central 
Junior High, Kansas City, Missouri.
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"Find patriotic and religious poetry difficult for high school 
interpretation; suggest they be saved till choir is fairly well along. 
Humorous and strong narrative or dramatic poetry best liked and in
terpreted. With much hard work, lyric poetry can be beautifully 
done." - Marywood Academy, Grand Rapids, Michigan.

"I am very sorry to make such a discouraging report, but my 
pupils, especially the boys, will take only so much without rebelling. 
That isn't a great deal. Perhaps one cause is that I am not very en
thusiastic myself. In my observation and work I have found a monoto
nous intoning always with a downward inflection, that resembles old 
style 'elocution." That, to me, is a serious fault because we are 
striving for naturalness and sincerity.

The value to timid girls is greater than the faults because 
I am able to profit by the work.

My need is something to interest boys especially. They need 
the dynamic, the vital to absorb their untamed energies." - Central 
Senior High, Kansas City, Missouri.

"I suggest that teachers take a course from Agnes Curren Hamm 
of Marquette University, Milwaukee, for a fuller appreciation of the 
work. Her text, Choral Speaking Technique is very fine, but without 
her interpretation of it, much is lost. I do not approve of 'just 
anyone' teaching choral speaking. It is an art and demands skillful 
procedure. Our dramatic art teacher, Miss Anna Helen Reuter, is very 
gifted and is an excellent inspiration for me. I have also had the 
privilege to attend two classes of Mrs. Hamm's at Mount Mary College, 
Milwaukee, during the summer of 19^3* We have done Albert Johnson's 
World Without End and Go Ye To Bethlehem. Two beautiful choric dramas. 
Our problem is the dearth of material— choric drama material. I love 
the work." - Alvemia High, Chicago, Illinois.

"Stress meaning— let rhythm come naturally." - Sacred Heart 
High, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

"I wish to say that if students have nasality or a harsh 
strident tone, or a speech defect, I do not put these in a choir un
til private instruction has been given to correct these faults." - 
Conservatory of Music, Kansas City, Missouri.

"Be casual— vary material so that the children will learn to 
appreciate all types. Present it as a privilege to them, not an extra 
duty. This report may not be of use to you but I am sending it along 
as I know you will be interested to know a grade school is doing such 
extensive work. This is my fourth year and the children have given 
two air concerts over WCAE our second largest station. You may want 
high school work only, but I'd like to know what others do, too." - 
Saint Bernard School, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
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"Unless teachers of English had definite training for it, 
choral work would deteriorate to mere unison reading. I believe 
more use should be made of choric reading in grade and in junior high 
schools. Probably more time in the speech course should be given to 
it than I have been able to do." - Thomas Jefferson High, Richmond, 
Virginia.

"My interest in choral speaking dates from the early visits 
of Marjorie Gullan to this country and the NBC contract given to the 
choir subsequently organized at Mundelein College in Chicago. I have 
had little opportunity to do choir work with people younger than col
lege age, but have been exceedingly interested in the work that some 
of our Sisters have done in their classrooms as a result of becoming 
acquainted with techniques of directing choral groups in Speech 
Methods classes." - Clarke College, Dubuque, Iowa.

, "Cur Indian children are naturally most quiet and reserved 
especially with visitors, religious and lay, also with new teachers 
who have had none or very little experience with Indians. There is 
a vast difference among the tribes. Seven different tribes are rep
resented here. At first they realize the difference (in mentality and 
knowledge of the English language), but group work and choral speaking 
seem to overcome this very trying condition. Most of our students 
speak the Indian language in their homes. A few, about four or five, 
speak the Spanish during the summer vacation at home. As a result,
I use choral speaking especially during the first months of the school 
year and have found that it eases matters considerably." - Saint 
Catherine's Indian School, Santa Fe, New Mexico.

"I am very interested in that which you are doing. So far as 
I know, I am the only Junior High teacher in Long Beach doing this 
work. Do not believe people are trained for it— this is a primary 
essential. Not all teachers can qualify— ear for music necessary, 
strong rhythm, correct enunciation, no variation from patter, inspira
tional, etc." - Hamilton Junior High, Long Beach, California.

"Boys returning from army service seemed to remember the poems 
learned in choral reading when they remembered little of their Eng
lish or any other part of Speech class." - Nannington High, Manning- 
ton, West Virginia.

"I am sorry that I cannot go into the paper in a broader way.
I worked with first and second graders before I went to Junior High. 
All my choirs have been highly praised. A year ago we did a Christ
mas assembly of Christmas poems. I use soprano, alto, and second 
soprano choirs in junior high. They loved The Highway Man which we 
did at the close of the year. I use every method and all types of 
poetry and arrangements. I would like to see it used more, if the 
teacher understands how to direct a choir. I have heard some pitiful 
reading called choral reading." - Junior High, Independence, Missouri.
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"I think only a person who is 'sold on' choral reading is 
able to do an adequate job. Others should not 'dabble! in it. As 
you can see from my answers— I simply love choral reading. At present 
I am unable to think up answers for the 'any other' questions. I have 
a heavy book week program tomorrow in which I am using a Choric Drama." 
- Saint Boniface High, Cold Springs, Minnesota.

"I use choral speaking only occasionally." - Loretto Academy, 
Kansas City, Missouri.

"More extensive training in the art for all English teachers 
before attempting to teach it. I fear that I have been presumptuous 
answering as I did since my experience covers only a period of three 
years back in 1938-19bl. However, I derived much pleasure from the 
pupils' responses and fairly 'hungered' to hear what others are doing, 
since I had to abandon the field. I am inexpressibly fond of choral 
speaking." - Caldwell Hall, Washington, D. C.

"The teacher must believe in the method if success is to be 
obtained." - Mount Carmel Academy, Wichita, Kansas.

"Christmas entertainment is on and time scarce. Choric 
speech will be used." - Caint Camillus' Academy, Corbin, Kentucky.

"Start in kindergarten and teach, teach, teach it all through 
grades and high school for the pleasure and profit it gives the stu
dent." - Mount Saint Mary's High, Wichita, Kansas.

"Choose materials with strong rhythm. Encourage students to 
look for their own material. Choose material that wears well. Vary 
period of study by never dwelling too long on one selection. Build 
mood and understanding before reading poem." - New Trier Township 
High, Winnetka, Illinois.

"Of primary importance, in my opinion, is the training of 
the teacher who conducts a verse-speaking choir." - Notre Dame High, 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

"The most effective use that I have ever made of choral 
speaking was in a religious cantata. The speaking choir told the 
story of Christ's trial and judgment, His Passion, the Resurrection, 
and the prophecy of a New Earth. Between these dramatic passages, a 
singing choir presented the religious music of the masters. Pipe 
organ, piano, and harp added to the beauty of this production. These 
instruments were also used as a background for some of the speaking 
choir numbers. Simple stage settings and artistic use of lights 
added much to the effectiveness of the production. The script of 
this cantata is available." - Johnstown High, Johnstown, Colorado.



"Always present the material or selection to the girls in 
such a manner so that they will feel that they are the ones who 
selected it for study." - Sacred Heart Academy, Louisville, Kentucky.

"That it be handled as an adjunct to interpretation and must 
communicate." - Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois.

"Speaking against a background of music adds much to poetic 
appreciation. Students love to do research to find suitable speaking 
material and music to go with it. Original material (i.e. by students) 
is also very good means of getting across difficult reading material 
for class." - Mount Saint Scholastica Academy, Atchison, Kansas.

"Start choral speaking in the grades." - Lebanon Catholic 
High, Lebanon, Pennsylvania.

* "Definite time for teaching choral speaking and an apprecia
tive audience." - Immaculate Conception Academy, Ferdinand, Indiana.

"Teach the pupils to enjoy it first. If they don't enjoy it, 
the results will be poor!" - Saint Teresa Academy, East Saint Louis, 
Illinois.

"The greatest need is for teachers who know how to use it to 
the advantage of the classes." - John Marshall High, Richmond, Vir
ginia.

"Most teachers do not know how to select poems which gain 
from this sort of interpretation." - State Teachers' College, Minot, 
North Dakota.

"Use records, suggest programs to attend or listen to over 
radio— give sufficient motivation for study of choric. Be patient—  
wait for results and understanding." - Mount Saint Scholastica 
Academy, Atchison, Kansas.

"In most cases choral speaking seems to stray away from the 
spoken voice and gets into a sing-song monotony. It should not be 
forgotten that the speaking voice should never go beyond the speaking 
chant sound. Language has the same possibility of variety in pitch 
as the singing voice." - Mount Saint Scholastica College, Atchison, 
Kansas.

"The teacher must be well trained in oral interpretation and 
in a knowledge of literature, above all else she must have artistic 
sense to know what is in good taste." - Hunter College High, Hunter, 
New York.

"Encouragement of the student's own interpretation— marking 
lines, etc.

I will be very interested in your findings since I am to give



a paper next year at our Teachers' Institute on the value of choric 
reading in the curriculum. I am absolutely sold on it as the medium 
of drama. I am enclosing an original pageant in which you might be 
interested. We did it last year and hope— if the Holy Spirit will 
move a sluggish brain— to do another this year. I got the choric 
'bug' from Charlotte Lee (of Northwestern U. now)— she studied with 
Marjorie Gullan. Her 'At the Feet of the Madonna' is good. My at
tempts will be to teach in each grade room— that is where you can 
really give impetus to the subject. My 5-6 last year did Houseland- 
er's 'The Reed'— and knew what they were doingi We— in high school—  
are interspersing choric reading to carry the theme of the Advent 
program— history, mystery, and majesty." - Monte Cassino Academy,
Tulsa, Oklahoma.

"I use the method as suggested by Elizabeth E. Koppie in her 
book The Teaching of Choric Speech. I am happy to contribute even 
this wee bit to your very interesting research. You have chosen a 
subject very dear to my heart. I believe choric speaking should be
gin in the first grade with simple little rhythmic action poems and 
continue on through the grades and high school gradually taking more 
worthwhile poetry. If a student has never had choral verse prior to 
entering high school I hardly believe I can expect any great love of 
poetry. He will be timid about taking it up then or may have forced 
some sort of negativism toward poetry in general.

In classes where choral verse was taught in the grades I 
have been able to carry out some fine projects. Tie have worked out 
cuts from Shakespeare's plays and many other very fine and worthwhile 
selections.

I am a great lover of poetry and have never found it diffi
cult to arouse interest in this subject. However, I firmly believe 
choral speaking would not be successful in the hands of teachers who 
have no love for poetry, no dramatic talent, or who have not culti
vated a modulated voice and could not read the poems beautifully." - 
Saint Joseph High, Owensboro, Kentucky.

"An invaluable aid to interpretation, voice cultivation, 
love of literature, poise. It should be used in all speech classes."
- Marylhurst College, Marylhurst, Oregon.

"When I was in New York, the head of the speech department 
of Columbia University taught our students or sent one of her helpers. 
She introduced her work by having each student say 1, 2, 3, It, 5; 6,
7, 8, 9, 10 and placing him in the group according to his tone quali*ty. 
I have found this method very helpful." - Saint Mary's High, Cheyenne, 
Wyoming.

"Use brief colorful selections. Allow full voice as much as 
possible. Do not strive for complex harmonizing— keep simple." - 
Lillis High, Kansas City, Missouri.
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"As an elective or club activity— No grade given— Not every 
day sessions— Just for the pure joy." - Westinghouse Memorial High, 
Wilmerding, Pennsylvania.

The most questionnaire data supplied to this study were ob
tained from Nebraska, with Kansas second and Missouri third.

Choral speaking at present is being taught mostly in girls 

private four year secondary schools as revealed by 3̂ 4 schools. Next, 

choral speech is used in four year co-educational parochial schools 

followed by co-educational four year central and public schools 
respectively.

Of the 176 schools studied in this experiment 123 do teach 

choric verse. Of these schools 3? per cent do not include spoken 

choruses as a part of English classes while 38 per cent do. In 
seventy-three schools it is taught in speech courses.

Of the methods of procedure used in the various schools, 
solo speaking predominates as used by 100 schools followed by 

unison speaking as employed by 99. The third highest method is 
that of refrain speaking. Next is girls' voices alone, then group 
speaking, antiphonal, and pantomime with action in the last place.

Because of a comparatively small amount of data regarding 

methods eliciting fullest response it is impossible to make a gener

alized statement confirming which method holds first place in popu
larity with the students.

Methods holding a greater appeal for boys is refrain speak

ing, while the girls prefer solo speaking. The younger students, on 
the other hand, prefer the refrain method; whereas the older stu

dents desire solo parts.
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As to the nature of choice of material for beginning poetry- 

choirs, the humorous places first with nonsense rhymes next.
Likewise do humorous themes head the list in themes proving 

most popular, while religious themes run a close second.
In the type of poetry having widest appeal, the ballad is 

first choice, with choric drama as a follow up.

Due to insufficient data on factors as drawbacks in teaching 
oral reading it is not feasible to offer any conclusive statement as 
to which factor proved to be the greatest drawback. So, too, with 
factors as helps in teaching the ancient art— not enough data are 

available to generalize.

No disciplinary problems in choral reading classes has been 

attested by itij. per cent or nearly half the schools, while the rest 
did not commit themselves. Only in one instance was a negation 

made.

Speaking of the values of choral speaking 117 schools find 
that choric choirs provide emotional release; 114 say that it pro

motes appreciation of poetry, while in 110 schools it is found to 

build self-confidence. Giving rise to a spirit of co-operation is 
the confirmation of 109, whereas 10$ find oral art classes as helpful 

in imparting rhythm and grace. Finding choral speech to promote bet

ter understanding of literature is the testimony of 101 schools, and 
92 testiiy that an aversion or dislike to poetry has been broken down. 
Some 82 believe that the timid child derives more profit than do 

other members. That it is a valuable aid in cultivating noble ideals, 
aspirations, and emotions in students is agreed to by 67. That choric
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speech gives an impulse to write poetry* is the contention of 33 

schools, while 90 find that it makes memorization become practically 

spontaneous. Of all the schools 32, or nearly one-half, affirm that 
students are inspired with an attitude of respect, loyalty, and rev
erence toward the Nation's language, and 98 find that oral utterance 

enables students to focus attention on poetry content.
Factors indicating improvement through oral choirs accord

ing to rank are: enunciation, pronunciation, distinct consonant 

sounds, increased resonance of voice, pure vowel sounds, harsh tones, 
voice placement, nasal tones, and finally, raucous and strident tones.

Choral verse recitation is found as an aid in correcting im

proper breathing in 92 schools, while in 89 it is found to be a help 

to correct posture.
Of the exercises to which choric reading is put to use the 

highest was that in assemblies, while in the second place is public 

entertainment, followed in the third place as a desirable variation 

from the regular class routine in English classes.
Choric speaking proves to be a means of discovering dramatic 

talent in students as evidenced by half the schools, whereas 3^ per 

cent claim it to be a way of finding vocal talent.

As a cure for speech defects in stuttering, stammering, or 
others not enough data were obtained to allow a deductive generaliza

tion.

Resulting social assets derived from vocalized orchestration 
of poetry as conceived by nearly half the schools are personal charm 

arising from a cultivated voice, as well as, leadership.
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The majority of the students in the various schools herein 

represented, over 6$ per cent, have never had any previous training 
in choric art. Most of these secondary schools do not teach it all 
four years.

That choral speaking be given a definite and permanent place 
in the English program of America's secondary classrooms is the 

opinion voiced by 83 schools or 66.̂  per cent.

Words met and learned through interpretation in choric speech 

and found to appear in the pupils' active vocabularies bears the 
testimony of nearly $0 per cent of the 125 schools.

In general, all statements or opinions expressed in this 
survey of choral speaking and its technique as found in the secondary 
classrooms of America tend to a decidedly positive rather than a
negative attitude



CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

In Chapter I of this study the writer outlined the project 

giving the significance and the statement of the problem. The 

terms as used in this thesis are defined and, together with an ex

planation of the methods of procedure form the conclusion of this 

section.

* Next, will be found abstracts of five theses on related 

literature as well as of some sixty-seven magazine articles bearing 
a similar relation. In general, the consensus of opinion is that 
choric speech will prove beneficial from an educational, social, 

dramatic, theatrical, psychological, aesthetical, inspirational as 

well as from a spiritual standpoint. The conclusions from the 
periodical digests indicate a generally favorable attitude toward 

choral speaking as a technique for teaching an appreciation of 
poetry.

Chapter III comprises a brief history of the old oral art, 
tracing it from Deborah of Biblical times to the present day. 

Variations and changes are noted in the purposes, the manner, types 

or forms, and the number of participants of the chorus.

In the content of Chapter IV of this investigation the 

writer presents the findings of what was intended to be a geographi

cal survey of the forty-eight States to ascertain the extent of 
choral speaking. Twenty of the State Boards of Education were 

unable to give any except general information concerning the status
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of choric speech in their respective localities. On the other 

hand, when applying to individual schools, the questionnaires 

showed that choral speaking is taught in thirty-eight of the States. 
The majority of the remaining States reported that some choral 

speech was being taught in some instances. Two State Boards failed 
to reply.

Chapter V is an interpretation of the data yielded by the 

questionnaires. The findings may be briefly listed. Existing 
problems were brought to light and solutions offered. It was 

found that choral speaking benefits the individual as well as the 

group. More specifically, there is manifold evidence that choric 

speech has beneficial effects upon health and habits, and has 

proved a remedy for defects of speech, manner, character, and per
sonality. Furthermore, the subject benefits the student from an 
educational, social, civic, cultural, and spiritual point of view. 

Again, choral speech serves as an efficient means of breaking down 

a dislike, or even an aversion, to poetry on the part of many 
adolescents. Finally, the chapter offers many valuable sugges
tions based on actual experiences in teaching verse-choirs.

The general tone of the replies to the questionnaires was 
one of optimism and enthusiasm. As proof of this, ninety-two of 

the one hundred twenty-five questionnaires contained a request 

for a summary of this study. However, before choric speaking can 

be given its rightful place in the curriculum of the American high 

school there are problems to be solved. One such problem arises
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from the dearth of material suitable for teaching verse-speaking. 
It is hoped that this further task "will attract the attention of 

educators, interested and competent, to find its solution.





Appendix A
20ii

Date

Dear Sirs:

Will you kindly help me to know the names of any secondary 
schools^ public or private; in your state in which choral speaking 
is taught? My work is toward a Master's degree in Education at 
Creighton University; Omaha; Nebraska. Any helo on your part will 
be greatly appreciated.

I thank you;

Sister M. Sylvania Woolfe; O.S.B
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A survey of Choral Speaking To Be Used In the Preparation of a Mas
ter's Thesis.
Note: Please answer by checking in the spaces indicated. Comments 
on your part are invited. These may be written on the reverse side 
of the questionnaire if necessary.
1. Name of School: City and State
2. Type of High School: Boys Girls Co-Educational

Two Year Four Year Private
Central Parochial

3. Enrollment: Freshmen: Boys Girls
Sophomore: Boys Girls
Junior: Boys Girls
Senior: Boys Girls

1. Is Choral Speaking taught in your school? Yes___No
2. Is Choral Speaking included in the English class? Yes___No
3. Or is it taught in a speech course? Yes No___

Types of Choral Speaking
ii. Check which of the following methods of procedure are used:

A. Refrain Speaking in which different and regularly alter
nating choirs participate in the repetition of the re
frains.____

B. Antiphonal Speaking in which two groups alternate in respon
se to each other.____

C. Group Speaking in which each choir of the chorus interprets
certain passages of a given poem.____

D. Unison Speaking in which an entire group speaks in unison.
E. Solo Speaking with the chorus in which one or more soloists

interpret certain lines individually.____
F. Choral Speaking by boys' voices alone.____

G. Choral Speaking by girls' voices alone.____
H. a) Pantomime and Action in which individual students imper-



sonate different characters, spea!cing their speeches with 
proper tone and gesture, the narration bet'ween speeches be
ing rendered b y  the class in unison._____
b) Pantomime and Action in which the chorus chants the whole 
poem while the characters act it out in pantomime._____

5*. List those of the foregoing methods that elicited the fullest 
response— were most popular with the students.
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6. YJhich methods, if any, held a greater appeal for:
Boys ? _______________________________________________________

Girls ?__________________________________________________________
Younger Students?_______________________________________________
Older Students?_________________________________________________

Choice of Material
7 . YJhat is the nature of the material used in beginning your course 

in choral speaking? Please check.

a) humorous........................................ .......
b) nonsense r h y m e s .............. .........................
c) Mother Goose Rhymes ............................ .......
d) any o t h e r s ? .................................... .......

8. Indicate which of the following themes proved most popular YJith 
the students:

a) humorous themes ................................ .......
b) Mother Goose R h y m e s .............. .....................
c) nature t h e m e s .................................. .......
d) fanciful themes (e.g. I Saw a Ship A-Sailing). . ._______
e) religious themes................................ .......
f) any o t h e r s ? .................................. .........

9. Indicate which of the following types of poetry had the widest 
appeal:
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1 . lyrics; songs; odes^ etc
2. b a i a d s ..............
3 . choric drama ........

Problems Encountered
10. In teaching choral speahing have any of the following factors 

proved dravbacks:
a) locality ........................................
b) type of pupil ..................................
c) nationality of pupil ................  ..........

- d) any other factors? ..............................
11. Have any of the following factors proved a help in teaching 

choral speaking:
a) locality ........................................

. b) type of pupil ..................................
c) nationality of pupil ............................
d) any other factors? ..............................

12. In your opinion has the teaching of choral speaking given rise 
to any disciplinary problems?

13. "hat remedies proved successful in over coming any problems 
connected with the teaching of choral speaking?

Values in Choral Speaking

1^. Have you found that choral speaking provides an emotional release 
to the students who can participate freely in the anonymity of 
a group when they could not possibly do so alone? Yes___No__

l3. Have you found that choral speaking promotes appreciation of 
poetry? Yes No
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16. Have you found that choral speaking promotes a better under

standing of literature^ and therefore of life? Yes No
17. Has choral speaking broken down any aversion to poetry on the

part of your students? Yes___No___
18. Have you found that choral speaking builds self-confidence?

Yes___Ho___

19. Has choric work given rise to a snirit of coooeration? Yes___
No___

2 0 . Do you believe that the timid child derives more profit from 
choric speaking than do the other members of the class?

YJhy?_______________________________________________________
Hhy not?___________________________________________________

21. Have you found choral speaking helpful in imparting a sense of
rhythm and grace? Yes___No___

2 2 . Have you found choral speaking a valuable aid in cultivating
noble ideals, aspirations, and emotions in the pupils? Yes___
No___

23. Have you found that choral speaking has given any student an
impulse to write poetry? Yes No___

2^. Have you found that through choral speaking memorization of 
poetry becomes practically spontaneous? Yes No___

2$. Have you found that choral speaking has inspired pupils with 
an attitude of respect, loyalty and reverence toward our lan
guage? Yes No___

26. Have you found that choral speaking enables pupils to focus 
their attention on the content of the poem? Yes No

27. Check the following to indicate improvement through choral 
speaking:

a) harsh tones.......... ............................
b) raucous tones .................................... .....
c) strident tones ........................................
d) nasal tones ............................................
e) increased resonance of voice ..........................
f) voice placement............................ .. ._____
g) pronunciation.................. .......................
h) enunciation.................................... .......
i) pure vowel sounds................................ .....
j) distinct consonant sounds........................ .....
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2$. Have you found choral speaking an aid in correcting improper 

breathing? Yes No___ Incorrect posture? Yes___No___
2$. Have you used exercises in choral speaking for any of the 

following:

a) as a desirable variation from the regular class routine
in English ......................................

b) recreational use ................................ ...
c) assemblies...................... ................
d) public entertainment.......................... ......
e) contests........................................ .....
f) festivals...................................... .....
g) radio programs . . . . .  ........................ ...
h) any other purposes? . ...........................

30. Has your experience shown choric speaking to be a means of dis
covering latent talents: a) dramatic talent in students?
Yes___No___b) vocal talent? Yes No___ _ c) any other talents?

31. Has choric speaking been of any value in learning a) a foreign
language? Yes _No___b) as a preliminary training for public
speaking? Yes___ No___  c) as a cure for speech defect:

a) stuttering.......................... ............ ...
b) stammering...................... ......................
c) improvement of any other defects? (Please list or explain)

32. «hich of the folio.-ring social assets have you found to result 
from choric speaking:

a) personal charm arising from a cultivated voice?. . __
b) ability to converse?............ .....................
c) ability for leadership? ........................ .....
d) any other advantages?.................. .. ._____

33. Have the oupils had any orevious training in choral speaking? 
Yes___No
How much; if any?__________________________

31].. Is choral speaking taught throughout the four years of high
school? Yes___No _ (Further explanation)___________________
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3i>. Would you advocate that choral speaking be given a definite

and permanent place on the English program of secondary schools? 
Yes___No___

36. Have you found that words that the students meet and learn
through interpreting them in choral speaking appear in their 
active vocabularies? Yes___No___

37. Please list any suggestions you ma y  have to offer concerning 
the teaching of choral speaking.

If you Tfish a summary of these findings, please sign here.
Name __________________________ _
Address

P.S. If you are not able to answer this questionnaire yourself,
will you kindly hand or send it on to someone who you know- might 
be interested.

Thank You
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Trezevant, Blanche. November 13, 19b6.

Vance, Florence. October 16, 19^6.

Vandiver, J. S. April 19, 19^8.

Vivian, Sister M., S.S.J. February 2^, 19^8. 

Waskin, Leon S. November 1^, 19^6.

William, Sister Marie. October 13, 19 b7. 

Wolfe, Msgr. J. M. October 1, 19^7.

Young, Wilbur. November 13, 19b6.

Youngert, Eugene. November 20, 19bo.



Cards
Alcuin, Rev. F., O.S.B. October 4, 1947. 

Alphonsa, Sister Marie, S.I,. October 2$, 1947. 

Aquinata, Sister Mary. October 6, 1946.

Edward, Sister M., S.S.J. November lit., 194?. 

Fidelis, Sister Marie, R.S.M. October 12, 1948. 

Fidelis, Sister Marie, R.S.M. October 2, 1947. 

Forrest, Mrs. Maude. October 7, 1947.

Forster, Thelma. December 9, 1946.

Francesca, Sister, O.P. December 3? 1947.

Idol, Harriet. November 29, 1946.

Isabel, Sister M. December 3, 1947.

Jean, Sister M., C.S.G. January 8, 1948.

Le Fevre, E. R. October 14, 1947.

Marie, Sister Therese. October 12, 1947.

Mark, Sister Mary. August 31, 1948.

Pitts, Dessie Dean. November 23, 1946. 

Scholastica, Sister. October 22, 1947. 

Schweickhard, Dean M. November 7, 1946.

Smith, Leon 0. November 21, 1946.

Smith, Fowler. February 19, 1948.

Towers, Brother J., S.M. October 20, 1947. 

Veronica, Sister M. December 1, 1946.

Veronica, Sister M. November 10, 1946.

Walsh, Grace. November 14, 1946.



William, Sister Marie. October 13, 19l(7.

Xavier, Sister Mary. October 13, 19l(7.

Zoe, Sister M. M a y  23, 19l(8.

Statements on Questionnaire 

"Accent on Speech," M a y  6, 191(7.

Agnes, Academy Saint. November 2, 191(6.

Aloysius, Sister Mary. August 1(, 191(6. 

Annunciation High School. March 17, 191(6. 

Bollinger, Vera E. July 30, 191(8.

Bonaventura, Sister M. January 1(, 19l(7.

Boniface High, Saint. September 12, 191(6.

Cache, North High. December 6, 191(6.

Charitas, Sister, C.S.J. December 2, 191(7.

Emma, Sister M. September 8, 191(6.

Genevieve, Sister, S.S.M. December 8, 191(6. 

George Washington High School. October 13, 191(6. 

Gow, Miriam D. June 3, 191(8.

Immaculata, Sister Mary, O.S.B. M a y  1, 191(6. 

John High, Saint. November 1, 191(6.

Justina, Sister, O.P. M a y  3, 191(8.

Lowell High School. December 1, 191(6.

Ludger High, Saint. October 1(, 191(6.

Mary's High, Saint. October ll(, 191(6.

Mims, Sara. November 22, 191(6.

Mission High School. December 3, 19l(6.



Nielson, Margaret. February lit., 19^7.

Peple, Mary L. M a y  10, 19^8.

Riedl, Marguerite E. November 28, 19^6. 

Roosevelt High. April 10, 19¡17.

Senior High School. January 16, 19^7 * 

Sullivan, Rev. H. L., S.J. December 21, 19^6. 

W e s t  High School. January 10, 19^7.

Xavier Academy, Saint. January 6, 19^7.

Personal Interviews 

Hedwiga Reicher, M a y  18, 19^8.

NeTispapers

Eastern Kansas R e g i s t e r , February 18, 19^9. 

Kansas City S t a r , April 13, 19h7.

Mount M i r r o r , December 13, 19^8.

Mount Mirror Supplement, December 13, 19i).8.
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